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• Detailed Project Reports
• Market Survey Cum Detailed Techno Economic Feasibility Report (Fully Computerised)
• The Market Survey Cum Detailed Techno Economic Feasibility Reports Cover
• Product Introduction
• Uses And Applications
• Market Survey/Position
• Present Manufacturers/Exporters/Suppliers
• Manufacturing Process And Formulae
• Process Flow Sheet Diagram,
• Plant Layout
• Details Of Raw Materials And Machineries
• Complete Cost Economics With Profitability Analysis
• Power, Water, Personnel Requirements With Their Estimated Cost
• Land, Building Area Requirements With Cost Etc.
• Feasibility Of The Project.
• Suppliers Of Plant And Machinery And Raw Materials
• Cash Flow Chart
• Depreciation Chart
• Break Even Point (BEP)
• Projected Balance Sheet Of Next 5 Years
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List Of All The Available Following Project Reports:

Automobiles, Mechanical, Steel & Iron & Metallurgical

- Agricultural Equipments
- AAC & ACSR Aluminium Conductors (All Aluminium Conductors)
- Agricultural Equipments Including Threshers
- Air Brake Helical Coil
- Air Cooler
- Air Filters (For Scooter Car & Excavators etc.)
- Aluminium & Aluminium Alloys From Aluminium Scrap To Make Utensils (Induction Furnace Melted)
- Aluminium Alloy Wheels
- Aluminium Alloys From Aluminium Scrap To Make Utensils (Induction Furnace)
- Aluminium Hot & Cold Rolling Mill
- Aluminium Conductors
- Aluminium Bottle Manufacturing (Cold Extrusion Of Aluminium)
- Aluminium/Copper Cable Lugs
- Aluminium Cans For Beer Packaging
- Aluminium Cans For Capacitors
- Aluminium Caps For Injection Vials
- Aluminium Extrusion
- Aluminium Furniture & Hardware
- Aluminium Sheet Rolling Mill
- Alloy Steel Casting (Foundry)
- Aluminium Utensils
- Aluminium Utensils & School Boxes
- Aluminium Wire Drawing And Super Enamelling For Winding
- Anodised Aluminium Utensils
- Anodizing Of Aluminium
- Antimony Oxide From Lead Scrap
- Anti Scale Compound For Adding In Sugar Boilers
- Arc Welding Filter Glass
- Aluminium Foil Cutting & Roll Making
- Auto Flaps For Trucks & Buses
- Automobile Workshop (Garage & Service Centre)
- Auto Bulb
- Auto Electrical Parts (Armature)
- Auto Gears
- Auto Horns
- Auto Leaf Spring
- Auto Tubes
- Auto Piston Ring
- Auto Piston
- Auto Parts (Electrical And Electronic)
- Auto Rubber Parts And Turned Components Silent Block
- Bush And Ceiling Fan Shaft
- Auto Wire Outer (Outer For Auto Wire)
- Bakery And Biscuits Equipments Fabrication
- Ball Point Pen Refills
- Ball Roller & Taper Bearing
- Band Saw Blades
- Barbed Wire
- Barrels (Oil)/(Metallic Barrels)
- Bath Fittings, Turned Components (All Type) Sheet Metal (Job Work) And HDPE/PP Moulded Articles
- Battery For Car (Dry)
- Battery Operated Three Wheelers
- Benefication of Chromite Ore Processing Charge Chrome
- Bicycle Spokes
- Bicycle Assembly
- Brake Lining Asbestos/Resin Based & Asbestos Free
- Brass Artware/Hollow Ware Casting (With The help Of Phenolic Resin)
- Brass Casting
- Brass Pipes From Brass Sheet With Longitudinally Welding
  Brass Ware By Casting Method (Brass Articles Viz. Brass Pooja
- Lamps And Other Casted)
- Bright Bars
- Buffing And Polishing Industry (Job Work)
- Butt Hinge (Brass Sheet)
- Carbon Brush Holder & Slip Ring
- Co2 Welding Wire Electrodes (Copper/Copper Alloy Coated)
- M.S. Wire
- Carbon Film Resistors
- Car Dealership (Hyundai)
- Carburettors
- Cast Steel Body Valve
- Cast Steel Panes For Melting Furnace
- Ceramic Coated Steel Pipes
- Chemical Etching Of Stainless Steel
- Chemical Resistant Iron & Steel
- Concast Steel Bars
- Cold Form Section Mill
- Cold Rolled Forming Of Section And Other Sections
- Cold Rolling Of Ms Strip
- Cold Twisted De-Formed Ribbed Steel
- Cold Rolling Mill
- Compressor (Hermetic) For Air Conditioners
- Compressed Natural Gas (Cng Kit) For Autovehicle
- Continuously Cast Steel Wire Rods (5 Mm)
- Continuous Casting Copper Wire Rods
- Conveyor Beltings
- Conveyor Belt, Transmission Belt & V Belts
- Cooking Ranges
- Copper/Brass Sheets, Circle & Utensils
- Copper Foil
- Copper Ingots, Rods Making & Wire Drawing
- Copper Products From Copper Scrap
- Copper Smelting Plant
- Copper Wire Rods From Copper Scrap
- Corrugated Box Making Machinery And Other Their Parts
- Cylinder Liner For Automobiles
- Disposable Plastic Razors
- Door Locks/Pad Locks
- Drill Bits & Tool Bits
- Drum Closures
- Erw Steel Pipes And Tubes
- Erw Steel Conduit Pipe
- Earth Moving Equipments
- Engine Valves For Automobiles
- Fabrication Of Heat Exchanger
- Fabrication Of Storage Tanks And M.S. Drum
- Ferrous Alloy Ni-Hardy I.V Casting
- Ferrous Mn Alloy Casting By Alumina Thermic Process
- Ferro Alloys
- Ferro Silicon & Ferro Manganese From Dolomite (Sms Grade)
- Fire Extinguishers
- Fire Fighting Equipments And Appliances
- Flip-Tone Cans
- Forged Connecting Rod
- Forging Unit
- Fountain Pen Nibs
- Foundry Sand
- Free Wheels, Free Wheel Bushes And Free Wheel Plates For Autorickshaws
- Fuel Briquettes From Agro Waste
- Fuel Injection System
- Fused Magnesia
- Generator Canopy
- Galvanized M.S. Strips
- Galvanizing Plant
- Galvanized Iron Wire (G.I. Wire)
- G.I. Pipes
- Gas Welding Torches And Nozzles
- Gasket Sheet
- Gate Grills & Window Frames
- Generating Set (Diesel)
- Hard Anodised Aluminium
- High Pressure Cylinder
- Hollow Concrete Spun Pole
- Hospital Wares
- Hospital Furnitures
- Hot Rolling Of Stainless Steel Sheet
- Hot Dip Galvanizing
- Hot Forged Fasteners
- Hot Mix Plant
- Industrial, Petroleum And Nuclear Filter
- Ignition Coil For Automobiles
- Injection Moulded Plastic Compounds With Tool Room
- Injection Moulded Plastic Components And Metal Pipe Spinning Unit
- Investment Casting
- Iron Ore Pelletization Plant
- Iron Ore Mining And Manufacture Of Sponge Iron
- Iron/Steel Wire Gauge
- Iron Tawa
- Knives (S.S.Knives)
- Kitchen Sink (S.S.)
- Lead Tube
- Lead Alloy From Battery Scrap
- L.P.G Regulators
- Lpg Cylinder
- Lpg Stove
- Lpg Bottling Plant (Gas Filling)
- M.S. Pipe (Mild Steel Pipe) - Welded
- Machine Screws & Self Tapping Screws
- Machinery For Cold Rolling Mill
- Maruti Workshop Cum Service Station
- Magnesium Ingots & Bullets Casting
- Manufacture Of Tin Containers
- Manufacture Of Storage Tanks, Pressure Vessels, Heat Exchangers
- Mark II Hand Pumps
- Maruti Workshop Cum - Service Station
- Mechanical Jacks
- Medical Oxygen Gas Cylinder
- Metal Cable Trays
- Metal Cutting Die Design
- Metal Cutting Of And Grinding Wheels (Abbrasive Cutting Wheels)
- Metal Foundry Flux For Aluminium
- Metal Foundry Flux For Cast Iron Casting
- Metal Hooks & Clips
- Metal Separation (Copp- Er, Tin, Lead) From Spent Wash Acid
- Metallic Ring Joints
- Metallic Gasket (Spiral Wound)
- Microvee & Absolute Filter
- Microwave Oven
o Mild Steel Ingots
o Mini Steel Plant/M.S. Ingot By Induction Furnace
o Mini Steel Plant
o Modern Vehicle Workshop
o Moped
o Mild Steel Nuts
o M.S.Hinges
o M.S.Ingot And Hr. Steel Structural
o M.S.Ingot By Induction Furnaces
o M.S. Pipes
o M.S. Tubes And Pipes
o M.S. Welding Electrode
o Mufflers & Silencers For Three Wheelers
o Nail Cutter With Filer & Manicure
o Nichrome Wire
o Nickel Lined Screens
o Non-Ferrous Alloy Rolling
o Non-Ferrous Forging
o Non-Ferrous Foundry
o Non Pressure
o Incandescent Lamp
o Number Combination Locks For Luggages
o Nuts & Bolts
o Oxygen Lancing Pipes
o Paper Coated Aluminium And Copper Wire
o Perforated Metal Sheets
o Petromax Container Photo Etching Of Stainless Steel Plates
o Pipe Galvanizing Plant
o Piston Ring-Automobile
o Plant Protection Equipments
o Platinum Laboratory Apparatus
o Pressure Cooker & Aluminium Utensils
o Pressure Cooke(Aluminium)
o Pressure Die Casting
o Printed Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
o Printed Tin Containers
o Printing Press (Cylinder Machine)
o Pumps For Chemical Industry (Special)
o Railway Sleepers (M.S.)
- Razor Twin Blade
- R.C.C Spun Pipes
- Reconditioning Of M.S. Drums/Barrels
- Re-Rolling Copper And Brass Sheet And Rods
- Re-Rolling Mills
- Resin Coated Sand
- Resin Cored Soft Solder Wires
- Rolling Mill
- Rolling Mill (By Induction Furnace) & Manufacture Of Bars, Angles, Squares, Tubes And Others
- Roller Bearing & Forging
- Rolling Of Stainless Steel Patta
- Rolling Mill By Tmt Technology
- Rubber Insulated Pliers (Hand Tools)
- Rubbing Compound For Automobiles
- Scientific Laboratory Equipments
- Scooter Assembling
- Secondary Lead Extraction By Scrap Battery Plates, Pipes & Sheet
- Seamless M.S. Tubes & Pipes
- Self Tapping Steel Screw
- Sewing Needles
- S.G. Iron & Alloy Steel
- Sheet Metal Products, (Ferrous/Non-Ferrous)
- Steel Drums And Barrels
- Ship/Marine Container
- Shock Absorbers
- Shoe Eyelets
- Shot And Grits By Automization Process
- Shovels
- Silico Manganese Alloys
- Silencers (Mufflers) Exhaust & Tail Pipe For All Types Of Vehicles
- Sintered Bearing
- Sintered Bushes
- Sintered Metal Products
- Soft And Hard Ferrites
- Spanners
- Spark Plugs
- Spin On Filters And Spin On Filters Components (Including Bowls)
- Sponge Iron From Iron Ore
- Steel Plant (Electric Arc Furnace Based- Eaf)
- Spheriodal Graphite Cast Iron
- Spray Dryer
- Stainless Steel Casting By Induction Furnace
- Stainless Steel Hinges
- Stainless Steel Fasteners (Nut And Bolts)
- Stainless Steel Sheet Rolling
- Stainless Steel Pipes
- Stainless Steel Patta
- Stainless Steel Sheet Rolling To Produce Stainless Steel Utensils
- Stainless Steel Utensils
- Stainless Steel Wire Drawing
- Staple Pins, Paper Pin, Gem Clips Etc.
- Steering Wheel And Connecting Rod
- Steel Castings
- Steel Chain
- Steel Foundry
- Steel Furnitures And Electrical Appliances
- Steel Furniture And Room Cooler
- Steel Nipple For Bicycles
- Steel Plant (Mini)
- Steel Re Rolling Mill
- Steel Rods And Coils From Scraps
- Steel Rolling Mill (Reinforcement Bars)
- Steel Rolling Mill
- Steel Strips (Cold Rolled) Silicon With Grain Riented For Electric Use
- Steel Tubular Poles
- Steel Transmission Line Towers & Rolling Mill To Produce Steel Section
- Steel Furnitures And Electrical Appliances
- Steel Furniture And Fire Fighting Equipments
- Steel Furniture And Room Cooler
- Steel Wire Drawing And Galvanizing
- Steel Wire/Rod
- Steel Wool
o Ston Scrusher And Screening Plant
o Submerged Arc Welded Pipes
o Submersible Pump Manufacturing
o Super Enamelled Copper Wire
o Super Enamelled Copper Wire (From Copper Cathode Rod)
o Three Wheelers
o Tie-Rod Ends
o Tin Containers
o Toolroom And Sheet Metal Products
o Trolley (Shopping) For Carrying Of Stores At Super Market And Ware Houses
o Tractor Trailers
o Transmission Power Fitting
o Tubular Poles
o Tyre Retreading By Cold Process
o Super Enamelled Copper Wires
o Trolley (Shopping) For Carrying Of Stores At Super Market & Ware Houses
o Tmt Bars
o Tubular Poles For Electrical Transmission (By Fabrication Process)
o Tubular Poles Of M.S. & High Tensile Steel
o V- Belt
o Vacuum Cleaners
o Vacuum Flask (Stainless Steel)
o Valves For Refrigeration And Air-Condition
o Vehicle Welding & Painting
o Venetion Blind
o Washing Machines (Automatic & Computerised)
o Water Controller (Automatic)
o Watch Straps/Chains/ Bracelets/Belt Brass & Stainless Steel
o Water Coolers
o Welded Wire Mesh
o Welding Electrodes
o Wheel Barrow
o Wick Stoves
o Wind Mill Window Frame (Ferrous & Non-Ferrous)
o Wrist Watch
• Chemicals (Organic & Inorganic) With Petroleum Products

○ Acetic Anhydride
○ Acetic Acid (Glacial)
○ Acetic Acid From Ethanol
○ Acetone
○ Acetylene Black
○ Acetyl Chloride
○ Acetylene Gas
○ Acetylene Gas & Oxygen Gas (Integrated Unit)
○ Acid Black Dye
○ Acid Slurry
○ Activated Alumina
○ Activated Bleaching Earth (Activated Fullers Earth)
○ Activated Carbon From Cashewnut Shell
○ Activated Carbon From Rice Husk
○ Activated Carbon From Rice Husk, Coconut Shell & Coconut Powder
○ Activated Carbon From Wood
○ Activated Carbon Powder & Granules From Coconut Shell
○ Activated Carbon & Sodium Silicate From Paddy & Rice Husk
○ Alcohol From Broken Rice
○ Alum For Water Treatment
○ Adhesive (Fevicol Type)
○ Aerosol Insecticides Spray (Baygon, Hit, Mortein Type)
○ Agarbatti Synthetic Perfumery Compounds
○ Alcohol From Potato
○ Alcohol From Rice Grains
○ Alcohol From Rice Husk
○ Alcohol From Molasses
○ Alcohol, Beer, Starch, Liquid Glucose, Dextrose, Sorbitol, Vitamin-C,
○ Alcoholic Beverages And Vinegar From Coconut Water
○ Germ Oil, Cattle Feed Etc. From Maize
○ Alkyd Resin
○ Alkylated Phenol Likenonyl Phenol, Dodecyl Phenol
○ Alum (Non Ferric)
- Alum (Ferric)
- Aluminium Chloride From Aluminium Ore
- Alum Cake
- Alum From Aluminium Hydrate
- Aluminium Ingot By Bauxite
- Aluminium Phosphide
- Aluminium Phosphate
- Aluminium Sulphate (Non Ferric Alum) 17% - 18%
  Alumina Content In Granules (2 Mm To 4 Mm) And Flakes
- Amines & Allied Products
- Amino Acid
- Ammonia Gas
- Ammonia Gas Bottling
- Ammonia Liquor
- Ammonium Nitrate
- Ammonium Chloride (Pure & Technical)
- Ammonium Sulphate
- Annato Seed Extraction And Processing
- Anti Corrosion Chemicals
- Anthranilic Acid From Phthalic Anhydride
- Anesthesia (All Types) Used In Hospitals
- Aniline
- Argon Gas
- Ariel Type Detergent Powder
- Anthraquinone
- Antimony Trioxide
- Atenolol
- Auramine “O”
- Azodicarbonamide
- Baking Soda From Ash
- Barium Carbonate
- Barium Compounds
- Barium Nitrate
- Barium Peroxide
- Barium-Thio-Sulphate Banzene
- Baryte Powder
- Bar Soap (All Varieties) Using Soap Noodles
- Beer Plant
- Belt Paste
- Beneficiation Of Chromite Ore Processing Charge
- Chrome
- Benzyl Acetate, Benzyl Benzoate, Benzyl Alcohol
- Beta Naphthol
- Bentonite Powder
- Benzoic Acid
- Benzidine
- Biofertiliser From Mother Culture
- Bio Oil For Power Generation From Coffee Husk
- Bio Gas Plant
- Bio Gas Filling In Cylinder
- Bio Tech Unit
- Bi-Chromate Of Sodium, Potassium & Ammonium
- Bi-Functional Black Mfr. Reactive Dye (Dye From Cotton Yarn Dyeing)
- Bio-Fuel (Jatropha Cultivation And Extraction)
- Bituminous Roademulsion
- Black Phenyl
- Black Sulphur
- Bleaching Powder (Stable)
- Blue Detergent Powder
- Bone Crushing Plant
- Bone Meal (Calcined) Enrichment With Calcium & Phosphorus
- Boric Acid
- B.O.N. Acid
- Bromine Gas Plant
- Brandy
- Butanol
- Butyl Rubber For The Manufacture Of Tubes For Truck And Car Tyres
- 1,4, Butanediol
- Butyl Acetate
- Caffein From Tea Waste
- Calcined Lime (Dead Burnt Dolomite)
- Calcined Petroleum Coke
- Calcinining Of Magnesite & Dead Burnt Magnesite
- Calcium Aluminate
- Calcium Based Grease
- Calcium Carbide
o Calcium Carbonate
o Calcium Carbonate (Precipitated) From By Product (Lime Slurry & Carbon Dioxide)
o Calcium Carbonate (Activated & Precipitated)
o Calcium Chloride
o Calcium Gluconate
o Calcium Nitrate
o Calcium Silicate Bricks
o Calcium Stearate By Fusion Process
o Camphor Powder (Synthetic)
o Construction Chemicals (With Detailed Market Survey And Formulae Etc.)
o Carbon Dioxide
o Carbon Black From Fertilizer Waste
o Carbon Black (Petroleum Based)
o Carboxy Methyl Cellulose (Cmc)
o Casein And By Products
o Casein From Milk
o Cationic Softner (Stearic Acid Based)
o Caustic Soda
o Caustic Soda From Soda Ash By Soda Lime Process
o Caustic Soda (Liquid) By Electrolytic Process
o Caustic Soda From Trona
o Caustic Soda, Chlorine And Hydrogen Gas By Electrolysis Of Brine Solution
o Cellulose Acetate Moulding Powder
o Cellulose Powder & Micro Crystalline Cellulose Powder
o Cement Admixture
o Cement Colour
o Cement Water Proofing Compound
o Cement From Fly Ash & Lime
o Cement Tiles (Glazed)
o Chlorinated Paraffin Wax (Cpw)
o Citric Acid From Lemon
o Citric Acid From Molasses
o Double Firing (Heating)
o Chelated Zinc (Zn Edta)
o Chemicals From Prawn Head
o Chitin & Chitosan From Prawn Shell Waste
o Chloral Hydrate
- Chloramphenicol
- Chromic Acid (With Pollution Control)
- Chromic Acid (Oxide) & Blue Oxide
- Chlorinated Paraffin Wax (Cpw)
- Chromic Acid
- Cement Paint & Distemper
- Citric Acid From Lemon
- Citric Acid From Molasses
- Cleaning Of Cooling System And Boiler
- Coal Tar Distillation
- Coal Washing Plant
- Cobalt Octoate
- Compost For Mushroom
- Construction Chemicals
  - Copper Oxychloride
- Coolant (Engine)
- Copper Phthalocyanine Blue & Green
- Correction Fluid
- Cupric Chloride
- Crude Oil Bleaching For Petroleum Jelly
- Cutting Oil
- Cyanuric Chloride
- Cyanoacrylate Adhesive
- Cutting Oil
- Defoaming Agent For Paper Industry
- De-Nickeling (Electrolytic Process)
- Detergent Cake & Powder
- Detergent Powder
- Detergent Concentrate (Idet 10)
- Dextrose Monohydrate & Dextrose Anhydrous Powder From Tapioca Starch
- Di-Basic Lead Stearate
- Di Calcium Phosphate
- Diclofenal Sodium Slow Release (Sr) Tables 100mg.
- Di Ethyl Oxalate
- Di Methyl Orthophthalate
- Di-Methyl Phthalate
- Diclofenac Gel
- Dioctyl Phthalate (Dop)
- Di Phenyl Glycerine
Di Phenyl Oxide
Dinitro-Chloro Benzene
Distillery
Distilled Water
Dodecyl Benzene Sulphonate
Dustless Chalk
Edta & Its Salts
Electroless Nickel Plating On Plastics
Electrolyte (Like Sulphuric Acid) For Lead Acid Dry Rechargable 5.5.Ah. Battery
Electropolishing On Gold Jewellery
Electropolishing On Various Metals
Endosulfan
Enzyme Based Detergent Powder
Ephedrine Hydrochloride
Epoxy Resin Based Compound
Ethanol (Biofuel)
Ethyl Alcohol From Molasses
Ethyl Acetate
Ehtyl Ether
Ethyl Alcohol (Potable Liquor)
Ethyl Hexanol
Extra Temperature Lubricating Grease
Extraction Of Essential Oils By Sugar Critical Fluid (Carbon Dioxide) Method From Flowers, Herbal & Spices
Fabric Stain Remover
Fatty Acid
Ferric Alum
Ferric And Non Ferric Alum (Aluminium Sulphate)
Ferro Chrome Ligno Sulphonate
Ferro Manganese
Ferro Silicone
Ferro Vanadium From Vanadium Sludge
Ferrous Silicate
Ferrous Sulphate
Ferrous Sulphide
Fertilizer From Animal Blood & Leather Waste
Fluorescent Tube Light Powder
Foamed Pvc Compounding & Its Products
Formaldehyde
o Food Grade Grease Or Lubricant
o Fractional Distillation Of D.M.O (Dementholized Oil)
o Fractional Distillation Of Essential Oil & Medicinal Plant Extract
o Friction Dust (Liquid & Powder) From Cnsl
o Fruit Flavours
o Furfural From Rice Husk
o Fumaric Acid
o Gas Filling Of Lpg Cylinder
o Garlic Acid
o Ginger And Garlic Paste
o Ginger Processing
o Gasket Shellac Compound
o Gear Oil
o Gibberellic Acid
o Glass Putty
o Gluconic Acid
o Glucose D- Powder
o Glycerine
o Gossypol (Poly Phenol) From Cotton Seed Oil
o Greases (Lithium Based)
o Guar Gum Powder
o Hair Fixer (Hair Gel Type)
o High Temperature Grease
o Hard Grease
o H - Acid
o Henna Paste Making
o Henna Powder Repackaging
o Heptal Dehyde
o Herbal Beer
o High Carbon Ferro Chrome
o Humid Acid
o Hydrated Calcium Silicate Brick
o Hydrated Lime From Sea Shell
o Hydrochloric Acid
o Hydro Fluoric Acid
o Hydrogen Peroxide (By Auto-Oxidation Process)
o Ice Packs (Solutions Type, White Gel Type, Violet Semi Solid Polymer Type)
- Improving Drop Point Paraffin Wax From 45-50°C To 75-80°C
- Industrial Alcohol
- Insta Whitening System (Ujala Type)
- Imfl (Whisky) & Country Liquor
- Imfl (Whiskey) From Potato
- Iron Oxide For Making Ferritte
- Iron Sulphide
- Jatropha (Biodiesel) Cultivation And Extraction
- J. Acid
- Jute Batching Oil
- Kesh Kala Tel (Hair Dye Lotion) (Vasmol 33, Black Nite Type)
- L-Lysine Monohydrochloride
- Lactic Acid From White Sugar By Fermentation Process
- Ldpe Granules From Virgin (Ldpe Resin)
- Lead Extraction From Battery Scrap
- Lead Oxide (A) Lead Monoxide
  - (B) Lead Tetra Oxide
  - (C) Greylead Oxide
- Liquid Glucose & Its By Products
- Liquid Gold (In Paste Form)
- Lemon Oil From Lemon
- Liquid Oxygen Bottling Plant
- Liquid Shoe Polish
- Liquid Floor Polish
- Lithium Based Grease
- Linear Alkyl Benzene Sulphonate
- Lube Oil Viscosity Improved For P.P.G/P.E.G.
- Lube Oil And Greases
- Lube Oil From Cnsl To Reduce Friction
- Lubricants Ashless 100% Combustion
- Maize Oil
- Magnesium Carbonate And Magnesium Bicarmonate
- Magnesium Hydroxide Powder
- Magnesium Silicate
- Magnesium Sulphate
o Malachite Green
o Maleic Acid
o Maleic Anhydride
o Manganese Sulphate
o Manufacturing Of Carbon Mono-Oxide Water Gas
o Menthol Bold Crystals From flakes
o Menthol Crystal & Mentha Oil
o Mercuric Oxide
o Metal Pre-Treatment Chemicals
o Methyl Chloride
o Methyl Cinnamate
o Methane Gas By Sodium Acetate & Soda Lime
o Methyl Acetyl Ricinolate
o Methyl Parathion 2% Dust Powder
o Methyl Stearate
o Metol
o Metol From Hydroqui-None & Methylamine
o Micanite
o Micro Crystalline Wax
o Micro Nutrient Mixture
o Mineral Water
o Mineral Water And Pet Bottiling Plant
o Mineral Water In Bottles, Glass And Pouches
o Mini Cement Plant (By Rotary Kiln Process)
o Mixed Fertilizer
o Mosquito Repellent Vaporiser (Liquid Mosquito Destroyer)
o Mosquito & Flies Repellent Agarbatti (Incense Sticks)
o Monochloro Acetic Acid
o Monocrotophos (Technical)
o Mosquito Coil
o Mosquito Coil & Mat
o Mosquito Mat
o Mosquito Net
o Mosquito Coil Agarbatti
o Mother Tincture & Bio Chemic Medicines
o Naphthalene & Phenyl (Integrated Unit)
o Natural Mineral Water By Reverse Osmosis Process
o Nickel Plating Brightner (Primary Or Carrier Brightner & Secondary Brightner)
o Nickel Sulphate
- Nicotine From Tobacco Waste
- Nicotine Sulphate From Tobacco Waste
- Nitro Benzene
- Nitro Cellulose Sanding Sealer/Lacquer
- Nitro Musk
- Nitrogen & Oxygen Gas Plant
- Non-Ionic Surfactant (Wetting Agent)
- No-Carb Paste
- Npk Mixed Fertilizer (Molasses Based)
- N.P.K Fertilizer
- Octanol
- Oleoresin From Chilly And Ginger (Extraction)
- Oleoresins From Marigold Petals (Extraction)
- Organic Fertiliser
- Ortho Nitro Phenol
- Ortho Phthalic Polyester
- Oxalic Acid From Molasses
- Oxalic Acid From Rice Husk
- Oxalic Acid From Tree Bark
- Oxalic Acid From Waste Vegetables
- Oxygen Gas Plant
- Oxygen And Nitrogen Gas Plant
- Oxygen Gas Plant (Air Separation Method)
- Para-Amino Benzoic Acid
- Para-Amino Phenol
- Para Toluene Sulphonic Acid
- Pectin From Raw Papaya
- Pectin From Apple Pomace
- Pectin From Mango Peel
- Pectin From Oranges
- Pectin From Citrus/Lemon
- Perfume (Lemon & Others)
- Perfume Spray Deodorant (Non-Alcoholic)
- Pest Control
- Pesticide Preparation Using Neem Fruit & Seeds (Margosa)
- Pet Bottles From Pre-Form
- Pet Granules (Dana)
- Pet Preform From Resin For Pet Bottles
- Petroleum Jelly
o Phenol
o Phenyl Acetic Acid
o Phenyl
o Phenyl (Black) In Liquid Form
o Phthalic Anhydride
o Phosphoric Acid From Rock Phosphate
o Phosphorus By Chemical Process
o Photo Emulsion For Rotary Screen Printing
o Phthalocyanine Blue
o Pigment Emulsion For Textile
o Pigment Gum
o Plant Growth Reagen Based Chlorothyltrimethyl Ammonium Chloride
o Plant Harmones Based On 2,4-Dichlorphenoxy
o Acentic Acid & Naphthalene
o Plastazote Polythylene Foam Used For Fibre Cable Joint
o Plasticine (Modelling Clay)
o Plastic Waste Reprocessing
o Plaster Of Paris Bandages
o Polyester Resin (G.P. Grade Laminate Grade, Electrical Grade)
  o Polyol From Propylene Oxide
  o Poly Vinyl Acetate
  o Polyvinyl Acetate Emulsion
  o Polyvinyl Alcohol
  o Polyurethane Foam
  o Potassium Dichromate/Bichromate
  o Potassium Iodate
  o Potassium Nitrate
  o Potassium Permagnate
  o Potassium Per Sulphate
  o Potassium Sulphate (Fertilizer Grade)
  o Potassium Per Oxy Di-Sulphide
  o Potassium Silicate By Ion Exchange Process
  o Potassium Silicate
  o Potassium Stearate
  o Processing Of Datura Stramonium Into Hyosyamina And Atropin
  o Power Alcohol
  o Pvc Resin From Ethyl Alcohol
- Pyridine & Its Derivatives
- Rapid Fast Dyes (Only Process)
- Reactor (Chemical)
- Resorcinol
- Reclamation Of Used Engine Oil (By Clay & Vacuum Distillation Process)
- Refinery Petrol/Diesel Etc.
- Reclamation Of Spent Bleaching Earth
- Reclamation Of Nickel Spent Catalyst From Vanaspati Industry
- Rectified Spirit From Molasses & Mahua Flowers
- Rectified Spirit From Rice Straw
- Red Oxide Paint/Primer (Anti Corrosive) Based Organic Red Pigments
- Refinery Petrol/Diesel Etc.
- Removal Of Antimony From Lead Scrap
- Resorcinol
- Rice Bran Oil (Rbo)
- Rosin Sizing Agent
- Resorcinol
- Rust Prevention Lube Oil
- Saline And Injection Water
- Salicylic Acid
- Santonin
- Sennosides From Senno Leaf
- Silicone Grease
- Shoe Polish
- Silica Gel (Blue Self Indicating Process)
- Silica Ramming Mass
- Silicone Emulsion
- Silicone From Rice Husk
- Silicon From Silica (Semi Conductor Grade)
- Silicon Grease
- Silicone Oil
- Silicone Resins
- Silicone Spray
- Silver Brazing Foil
- Silver Extraction From Waste Hypo Solution
- Silver Nitrate
- Silver Parts For Ceramic Capacitor Single Super
- Phosphate & Mixed Fertilizer (Npk)
- Single Super Phosphate (S.S.P) & Sulphuric Acid
- Soda Ash
- Soda Ash From Natron
- Soda Water Bottling Plant (Carbonated Beverage)
- Sodium Aluminate
- Odium Benzoate
- Sodium Bi-Carbonate (Baking Soda) From Soda Ash
- Sodium Chlorite
- Sodium Chromate
- Sodium Cyclamate
- Sodium Di-Chromate
- Sodium Di-Chromate & Sodium Sulphate As Bye Products
- Sodium Hexa Meta Phosphate
- Sodium Hydrosulfite
- Sodium Hypo Chloride (Bleach Liquor)
- Sodium Iso-Propyl Xanthate
- Sodium Lauryl Sulphate
- Sodium Lauryl Sulphate & Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulphate
- Sodium Nitrate
- Sodium Petroleum Sulphonate (Emulsifier)
- Sodium Silicate From Silica & Soda Ash
- Sodium Silicate From (1) Paddy Silk Husk  2) & Silica
- Sodium Silicate By Hydro Thermic Process Using Quartz And Caustic Lye
- Sodium Carbonate & Silica
- Sodium Sulphate
- Sodium Sulphide By Barium Sulphate Process
- Sodium Sulphide From Ammonia & Sodium Chloride
- Sodium Sulphite
- Sodium Tri-Poly Phosphate
- Soluble Cutting Oil
- Softener (Cationic Anionic & Non-Ionic)
- Spirit From Pine Apple
- Stannous Chloride
- Stearic Acid
- Stearates Manufacture (Calcium, Zinc, Aluminium, Magnesium Stearates)
- Sulfanilic Acid In Powder Form
- Sulphur From Pyrites & Slag
- Sulphur Crystals/Lumps
- Sulphuric Acid
- Sulphuric Acid From Dcda Process
- Super Phosphate (S.S.P)
- Synthetic Iron Oxide (Yellow)
- Synthetic Red & Yellow Iron Oxide From Iron Filling & Pickle Liquor
- Synthetic Zeolite
- Tannic Acid
- Tartaric Acid
- Teflon Grease
- Textile Marker Pen/Tube
- Toilet Cleaner
- Toluene And Sbp From Crude Naphtha
- Trimethyl Ammonium Chloride
- Triphenyl Phosphite (T.P.P)
- Ultramarine Blue (Liquid)
- Urea Formaldehyde & Melamine Formaldehyde Powder
- Undecylinic Acid
- Vinyl Acetate Monomer
- Vitamin C
- Vitamin E
- Waste Water Treatment Plant For Industrial Sector In India (Only Marker Survey)
- Washing Soap And Powder
- Wall Putty
- Water Proofing Chemicals
- Water Treatment Plant
- Weedicide
- Wire Drawing Lubricants
- Wire Enamels
- Wood Polish (Non Alcoholic)
- Xanthates
- Yellow Dextrin
- Zinc Chloride
- Zinc Oxide
- Zinc Phosphating By Cold Process
- Zinc Silicate
- Zinc Stearate
- Zinc And Copper Sulphate From Brass Ash
- Zinc Sulphate
- Zinc Sulphate Monohydrate
- Acid Black
- Auramine’o’
- Azo Dyes Stuff
- Dye & Dye Intermediate
- Dye Intermediates
- Malachite Green
- Methylene Blue
- Phthalocyanine Blue
- Phthalocyanine Blue & Green
- Reactive Dyes
- Sulphur Black Dye
- Vat Dyes
- Water Chilling Plant
- Water Treatment Chemicals
- Water Treatment Plant
- Wadding Oil (100%) For Wadding Of Cotton
- Hosiery Cloth In The Dyeing Process
- White Oil
- Wax Floor Polish

- **Electrical, Electronics, Computers And Infotech/It Projects**
  - Air Conditioning
  - Aluminium Alloy Conductor
  - Aac And Acsr Aluminium Conductors
  - Aluminium Cable
  - Aluminium Electrolytic Capacitors
  - Audio Cassette Assembling & Recording
  - Audio Cassettes Duplicating Recording
  - Audio Cassettes & Audio Studio
  - Audio Cassettes Plane & Recorded
  - Audio Magnetic Heads
  - Audio Magnetic Tape
  - Audio/Video Cassettes
  - Auto Bulb/Lamps
  - Automatic Voltage Stabilizer
- Battery Plates
- Business Process Outsourcing (Bpo)
- B/W TV & Computer Monitor Picture Tube
- Bread Boards
- Call Centre
- Call Centre – International
- Camera (35 Mm)
- Capacitors
- Carbon Electrode Used For Battery Cell
- Carbon Potentiometers
- Ceiling Fan
- Ceiling Fan (Stainless Steel)
- Ceramic Insulator
- Children Infotech Training Institute (Rs. 10000/-)
- Choke And Patti
- Choke And Starter
- Choke Used For Fluorescent Lamps
- Colour Television
- Colour And Black & White Television
- Compact Disc
- Compact Disc Player (Audio/Video)
- Computer Education Institute
- Computer Assembly
- Computer Hardware
- Computer Keyboard
- Computer Peripherals
- Computer Printers
- Computer Ribbon
- Computer Ribbon Reinking Or Refilling
- Computer Stationery
- Computer Stationery & Imported Hardware Parts
- Computer Terminals
- Computerised Washing Machine (Automatic)
- Computer Software
- Condenser For Motor Using Mpp Film
- Control Panel Board
- Cooling Coil For Air Conditioners
- Copper Strip Coil From Scrap
- Cordless Telephones
- Cyber Cafe
o Cyberkiosk
o Data Processing Centre
o D.C. Micro Motors
o D.G. Sets
o Display Systems (Led Type)
o Dish Antenna And Cable T.V. Network Equipment
o Distribution Transformers & Repairs
o Domestic Electrical Appliances - Room Cooler, Washing Machine, Water Heater, Electric Room Heater
o E-Commerce/Business
o Electric Energy Meter
o Electric Fans
o Electric Horn For Automobile
o Electric Lamp/Gls (Incandescent Lamp)
o Electric Mixer
o Electric Motors Up To 10 Hp. Rewinding Of All Types Of Motors Water Pumps
o Electric Motor Winding (For Fan, Mixies, Etc.)
o Electric Steam Iron
o Electrical Appliances
o Electrical Fixtures
o Electrical Stamping
o Electrolytic Capacitors
o Electromagnetic Relay
o Electronic Balast/Chok
o Electrical Choke
o Electronic Digitalwatches
o Electronic Digital Weighing Machine
o Electronic Fire Alarm
o Electronic Gas Stove Lighters
o Electronic Phones, Dry Battery Packs And Chargers/Adapters
o Electronic Pressure Indicators, Electricals, Electronic Liquid Level Indicators, Electronic Temperature Indicator, Digital Tachometer
o Electronic Telephone Instruments
o Electronic Toys
o Electronic Watches & Clocks
o Fax Machines
o F.H.P Motors
- Floppy Diskettes
- Fluorescent Lamp Starter
- Fluorescent Tubular Lamps With Introduction To Mercury Vapour Lamp
- Franchisee Computer Education Centre (Rs. 10000)
- Gas Detector (L.P.G)
- Generator Set & Pump Sets
- Generator (Battery Operated)
- Gis Service Centre (Geographical Information Systems)
- Hardware Fitting For Transmission Line (Overhead Line Material)
- Headers For Transistor Ics Semi Conductor
- H.T & L.T Insulators
- H.T & M.V Industrial Cubical Switch Board
- Information Moving Display (L.E.D Type)
- Insurance Claim Processing Centre (Eou) (Rs. 10000/-)
- Integrated Circuits
- Internet Based Stock Trading (Rs. 10000/-)
- Internet Service Provider (I.S.P.)
- Jelly Filled Telephone Cables
- Lap Top Computers
- Lead Acid Batteries
- Lead Acid Battery Plates And Assembling Of Battery
- Legal Transcription & Secretarial Services Center (Eou)(Rs. 15000/-)
- Light Emitting Diodes (L.E.D)
- Linear Ics Trainer Kit
- Loud Speaker
- L.T Transformer Repairing
- Medical Transcription Centre
- Metal Film Resistors
- Metallised Polypropylene, Polyester Film Capacitor
- Mica Base Electronic Components
- Mica Paper Waste Paper From Mica Waste
- Micro Processors Trainer Kits Based On Micro Processors
- Mini Computer (Personal Computer)
- Miniature Circuit Breaker (M.C.B)
- Miniature Watch Batteries (Button Cell)
- Mixer/Grinder (Mixi)
o Mono Chrome Computer Monitor
o Motor Start Electrolytic Capacitor
o Multi Layer P.C.B
o Multiple Relay For Low Voltage
o Neon Indicator
o Neon Sign Manufacture
o Optical Fibre Cables
o On Line Shopping Mall (Rs. 10000/-)
o Opto Mechanical & Electrical Equipments
o Photo Colour Lab
o Picture Tube (B/W)
o Plain Paper Copier
o Plastic Film Capacitors
o Polyester Capacitors
o Portable Generator Set
o Portal
o Portable Television(Tv)
o Power Capacitors
o Power Inverters
o Power Plant (Gas Based)
o Power Plant (Hydro Based)
o Power Transformers Up To 600 Kva
o Printed Circuit Board
o Pvc Wires & Cables
o Pvc Pipe And Fitting
o Re-Conditioning Of Picture Tube
o Resin Cast Ct & Pt (1 Kv)
o Semi Conductor Device
o Semi Conductors For Transistors & Diodes
o Setting Up Of A Video Studio
o Smoke Detectors
o Solar Cells
o Solar Modules
o Solar Power Plant (Energy)
o Solar Photo Voltaic System
o Solder Fluxes
o Solar Water Heating Panels
o Steel Furniture & Electrical Appliances
o Stereo Amplifiers
o Stereo Cassette Recorders/Players
- Street Light Fittings Surge Suppressor
- Tantalum Capacitors
- Teflon Coated Electric Cable
- Telemedicine (Distance Health Care) (Rs. 10000/-)
- Telephone Cord/Cable
- Telephone (Push Button Type)
- Telephone (Push Button & Cordless)
- Television (Ctv & B/W)
- Television (3-D)
- Television Deflection Components
- Television Signal Boosters
- Television Tuners
- Traction Batteries
- Training Institute Of Medical Transcription
- Transformer For B/W Tv
- Transformer For Voltage Stabilizer & E.H.T
- Transmission Power Line Fitting
- Transmission Tower Fitting
- T.V. News Channel
- Tv Audio Equipment Cabinets & Their Assembling Unit
- Un-Interrupted Power Supply (U.P.S)
- Variable Frequency
- Variable Voltage A.C. Drive
- Video Cassettes (Complete Manufacturing & Assembling)
- Video Cassettes Recorder (V.C.R)
- Video Film Studio
- Voltage Regulator For Automobiles
- Voltage Stabilizers
- Voltage Stablizer & T.V. Gain Booster
- Wax And Chemical Coated, Braided Tinsel Wire
- Website Design & E-Mail Registering
- Welding Electrodes
- Wind Energy Power Project (10 Mw)
- Wire Wound Potentiometers
- Wire Wound Resistance
Food, Agro Food, Processed Food, Agro Plantation, Cultivation, Farming, Dairy/Milk, Tobacco/Pan Masala, Brewery & Distillery, Edible Oils, Eou Food Products And Allied Products

- Alcoholic Beverages & Venegar From Coconut Water
- Alcohol Drinks From Ethyl Alcohol By Mixing Of Various Flavours
- Amla Fruit Products With Preservation Tomato Sauce, Pickles Jam And Jellies
- Anti Scale Compound For Adding Into Sugar Juice Boiling
- Apple Juice Concentrated & Dehydrated Fruit & Vegetables
- Artificial Fish Meal For Poultry Feed
- Automatic Biscuit Making Plant
- Automatic Bread Making Unit
- Baby Cereal Food And Milk Powder
- Baby Corn
- Bacteria For Cane Juice
- Baker’s Yeast
- Bakery Industry
- Banana Puree
- Barley Malt
- Beer & Wine
- Beer Plant (Brewery)
- Bidi
- Bidi & Cigarette
- Biscuit Plant
- Bread (Automatic Plant)
- Black Pepper (Spices)
- Bread And Biscuits
- Breeding Farm
- Broiler Chicken
- Button Mushroom
- Cultivation & Processing
- Canning Of Rasagullas In Metal Cans
- Caffein From Tea Waste
- Canning Of Fruits & Vegetables
- Casein From Milk
- Casein And By-Products
- Cashew Fruit Juice From Cashew Fruit Apple
- Cashewnut Kernel Extraction From Cashewnut Fruit
- Cashewnut Shell Liquid & Kernel Processing
- Cashew Feni
- Catecheu (By Chemical Process)
- Cattle Feed From Tapioca
- Chewing & Bubble Gum
- Chicken/Sheep Meat Processing
- Chocolate (Milk)
- Cigarette And Beedies
- Cocoa Butter From Cocoa Mass
- Coconut Water (Coco Jal) - Packed
- Coconut Products & By Products Process Complex
- Cold/Soft Drinks
- Collection Of Milk And Milk Making Powder
- Collection Of Milk And Packing In Polythene Pouch (1/2 Kg, 1 Kg, & 2 Kg.)
- Condensed Milk (Sweetned)
- Cold Storage
- Confectionery Industry (Toffee & Candy, Semi-Automatic Plant)
- Confectionery Unit With Toffee, Candy, Chewing Gum And Bubble Gum
- Corn Flakes
- Cottonseed Oil and Cake
- Country Liquor From Molasses
- Custard Powder
- Cigarette
- Dairy Farm And Dairy (Milk) Products (Pasteurised Milk, Butter, Ghee, Paneer)
- Dairy Farm To Produce Milk & Packing In Pouches (50%) & Can (50%)
- Dairy For Milk Processing
- Dairy Farming (Buffalo)
- Dairy Farming (Jersey Cow)
- Dal (Pulse) Mill Unit
- Dehydration Of Carrot & Garlic
- Dehydration & Canning Of Fruits & Vegetables
- Dehydration Of Figs
- Dehydration Of Fruits And Vegetables By Vacuum Drying Method
- Dehydration Of Fruits And Vegetables By Iqf Technology
- Dehydrated Onions And Onion Powder
- Drinking Water (Packaged)
- Dry Ice By Breaking Of Air
- Drying Of Red Chillies, Haldi, Dhania, And Green Peas
- Egg Powder (40,000 Eggs Processing Per Day)
- Export Of Processed Foods And Marine Products
- Fish Canning & Pouching
- Fish Farming (Prawn & Other Marine Products)
- Fish Meal
- Flour Mill And Mustard Oil
- Flavoured Milk
- Food Colour & Orasted Groundnut Gram Peas, Etc In Pouches
- Frog Legs Processing
- Frozen Meats Processing
- Food Flavours (Whisky) Vodka, Grape, Butter Scotch)
- Food Products Complex (Dehydrated Onions, Garlic Powder & Flakes, Cattle Feed, Tomato Powder, Tomato Products, Canned Fruits & Vegetables, Tomato Pure, Ground Nut Oil, Refined Oil, Dehydrated Grapes Etc.
- Banana Powder & Waffers)
- Freeze Drying Coffee Manufacturing Unit (Processing) And Packaging In Glass Bottles
- Fruit Juice, Jam, Jellies & Allied Products
- Fruit Juice, Pickles Processing And Canning
- Fruit Juice Making & Packing In Plastic Container/Pouches
- Fruit Processing (Jam & Jellies)
- Fruit Pulp & Juice Concentrates
- Fruit & Vegetable Drying (Freeze Drying Method)
- Ginger Oil
- Ginger Paste
- Ginger And Garlic Paste
- Goat Farm
- Goat & Sheep Farming
- Gram Dall/Pulse Mill
- Grape Dehydration
- Hard Boiled Candy (Toffee & Candy)
- Herbal Cigarettes
- Honey Processing & Packaging
- Honey Coated Casewnuts, Peanuts And Other Nuts
- Ice Cream Of Different Flavours
- Ice Cream Stabilizer
- Ice Making Plant
- Icing Sugar
- Indian Made Foreign Liquor (I.M.F.L)
- Instant Food (Idli Mix, Dosa Mix, Gulab Jamun Mix)
- Instant Food (Instant Food & Fast Food Parlour)
- Instant Noodles
- Instant Tea
- Instant Tea From Black Tea
- Integrated Starch Baking Powder/Yeast Industry
- Integrated Unit Of Dairy Farming, Milk Collection And Processing, Fish Farming, Poultry Farming And Hatchery
- Iodized Salt
- Iodized Salt (Ordinary Moisture-Less/Free Flowing In Plastic Bags And Containers)
- Jam, Jellies, Fruit Juice & Allied Products
- Katha and Cutch
- Khandsari Sugar
- Khandsari Sugar
- Lactic Acid From White Sugar By Fermentation Process
- Lactose & By Products Processing From Milk
- Liquid Glucose And Its Bye Products
- Macroni And Vermicilli
- Malt Extraction From Barley
- Mango Processing (Mango Pulp, Juice & Slices)
- Mayur Brand Type Chewing Tobacco
- Mineral Water
- Milk Preservation & Marketing To Whole Sellers (Inpouch Packing By Uht Technology)
- Milk Processing And Packaging Of Milk Products
- Milk Products (Casein, Lactose, Ghee & Whey Powder)
- Milk Toffee
- Mini Flour Mill
- Mini Sugar Plant
o Misri (Pearl Sugar Candies)
o Modern Rice Mill
o Murabba
o Mustard Oil Extraction & Refining
o Mutton Tallow
o Namkeen Industry (Bhujia, Chana Chur etc.)
o Namkeen (Kurkure Type Snack Food
o Namkeen With Kurkurre Type Snack Food
o Namkeen & Sweets
o Natural Mineral Water and PET Bottles
o Non-Basmati Rice From Paddy
o Oleoresin, Essential Oil, Dyes & Powder Of Spices
o Oleoresin Extraction From Diptero-Carput Turminatus
   And Pinus Khasyana
o Oleoresin Extraction From Chilli
o Pan Masala With Packing In Pouches And Tin Cans
o Pan Masala, Tobacco, Zarda & Kimam
o Packaged Drinking Water
o Packaged Coconut Water (Coco Jal)
o Paneer From Milk
o Pappad Plant
o Pectin from Orange Peels
o Papain From Papaya (Papaya Latex)
o Pectin From Mango Peel Pectin From Apple Pomace
o Phyto Tea (Herbal Tea)
o Pickles And Sauces
o Pickles Murabba etc. (Veg. & Non. Veg.Pickles)
o Piggery Meat Process
o Pine-Apple Juice Preparation & Packaging
o Potato Chips/Waffers
o Potato Powder
o Pouch Filling & Packaging Of Edible Oil & Ghee
o Poultry Feed
o Processed Foods & Spices (Eou)
o Processed Readymade Food
o Processing Of Fruits & Vegetables
o Puree, Paste, Juice And Ketchup From Khajoor (Dates)
o Rabbit Farming
o Rasgullas Making & Canning In Metal Cans
o Ready To Eat Processed Cooked Food
- Ready To Eat Retort Packed Food
- Ready To Eat Snack Food (Crax, Roll & Ball Type)
- Rice & Corn Flakes
- Rice Noodles
- Roasted/Salted/Masala, Cashew Nuts, Almonds & Peanuts
- Roller Flour Mill (Atta, Suja And Maida)
- Salt Licks For Cattle
- Sattu
- Sausages Food Casing
- Soft Drinks (Cold Drinks)
- Soft Drinks Essences
- Soft Drinks (Non Carbonated) Mango, Licchi, Pineapple Flavours Frooti Type In Tetrapack
- Softy Ice Cream Cones (Fully Automatic)
- Soft/Cold Drinks (Cola, Orange, Lemon Etc. Flavours)
- Soyabean Products
- Soyabean Bariyan
- Soya Milk & Paneer
- Spices/Masala With Formulae
- Spices And Namkeen (Integrated Unit)
- Snack Food (Kurkure Type)
- Starch & Allied Propduct From Broken Rice
- Strawberry Cultivation & Processing
- Sugarcane Juice Preservation
- Sugar Cubes From Cane Sugar
- Sugar Plant
- Supari (Sweet) – Betel Nut (Synthetic)
- Sweet Aroma Betel Nut
- Synthetic Tallow
- Tamarind Juice Powder
- Tamarind Juice Concentrates
- Tea & Coffee Processing & Packaging
- Toffees, Golies, Candy (Hard Boiled)
- Tomato Products
- Tomato Ketchup, Tomato Puree and Tomato Juice
- Tomato Ketchup, Tomato Puree And Tomato Juice (Tomato Products)
- Trading Business Of Spices & Pan Masala
- Tuity Fruity
- **Vermicilli (Including Roasted Vermicilli)**
- **Virgin Coconut Oil**
- **Vodka From Potatoes**
- **Wallnut Processing**
- **Wine, Brandy, Whisky & Champagne**
- **Wine From Dates**
- **Yeast From Molasses**
- **Zarda, Kimam No. 60,90,120,160,240,300 & 400 (Tobacco)**
- **Zarda Kimam And Tobacco**
- **Zarda-Zafrani (Babachhaptype)**

- **Gums & Adhesive**
  - **Acrylic Adhesive**
  - **Adhesive (Different Types)**
  - **Adhesive (Fevicol Type)**
  - **Adhesive For Stickers**
  - **Adhesive Based On Vinyl Acetate**
  - **Adhesive Based On Polyurethane**
  - **Adhesive For Band Aid (Johnson & Johnson Type)**
  - **Adhesive Industries (Laminated, Sticker, Ddl & Other Types)**
  - **Adhesive For Gasket (Liquid/Paste)**
  - **Araldyte Type Adhesive**
  - **Alkyd Resin**
  - **Bopp Self Adhesive Tapes**
  - **Cyanoacrylate Adhesive**
  - **Ester Gums**
  - **Fevicol Type Adhesive**
  - **Guar Gum**
  - **Gum Bottle (Pvc)**
  - **Gum For Pasting Labels**
  - **Leather To Leather Adhesive**
  - **Liquid Adhesive For Corrugated Boxes**
  - **Office Paste**
  - **Poly Amide Resin**
  - **Pressure Sensitive Adhesive**
  - **Pvc Indulation Tapes**
Printing Gums (Guar Gum Based)
Rubber Adhesive
Self Adhesive Labels
Starch And Dextrin Based Adhesive
Surgical Adhesive Plaster
Synthetic Rubber Adhesive
Synthetic Adhesive For Decorative Laminate Bonding
Tapioca Starch Adhesive
Vinyl Ester Adhesive
Vulcanising Adhesive Formulation Vulcanizing Rubber
Solution/Cement For Automobile Tyre
Urea Formaldehyde Resin
Water Based Latex Adhesive

- **Leather & Leather Products**
  
  Handmade Leather
  Leather Auxillaries & Chemicals
  Leather Dyes
  Leather Washers
  Leather Board From Leather Waste
  Leather For Upholstry(Sofa)
  Leather Finishing Lacquer (Nitrocellulose Lacquer For Leather)
  Leather Garments
  Leather Goods
  Leather Shoes
  Leather Shoe & Chappal
  Leather Footwears
  Leather Suitcases, Briefcases & Travelling Bags
  Leather Goods And Garments
  Leather Garments, Shoe & Chappal
  Leather Pigment Used For Colouring Of Leather
  Leather Tanning
  Leather Tanning & Garments (Eou)
  Sheep Skin Pickling Plant
  Shoe Upper
  Sport Shoes (Plastic)
• **Miscellaneous Products**

- Agarbatti (Incense Stick)
- Abrasive Paper
- Agarbatti (Mosquito Repellent)
- Agarbati Bamboo Stick
- Agarbatti Synthetic Perfumery Compound
- Air Freshener (Odonil Type)
- Air Taxi
- Amusement Park
- Anodic Aluminium Label
- Aquaculture Prawn Farming (100% Eou)
- Aqua Culture Shrimp Farming (100% Eou)
- Artificial Flowers
- Artificial Jewellery
- Asbestos Yarn
- Ash Trays For Maruti Vehicle
- Air Bubble Packaging
- Asphaltic Roofing Sheet (Metal Components)
- Automatic Book Binding
- Alkyd Resin
- Apple Juice Concentrate
- Ball Point Pen Fills (Jotter Type)
- Bank Branch Building
- Banquet Hall
- Bio-Coal Briquettes From Agriculturalcellulose Waste
- Boot Cream/Polish
- Buffing & Polishing Compound
- Brass Badges By Etching
- Briquetted Fuel From Agro Waste
- Briquetting Of Lignite Coal
- Buffalo Horn Tip, Hoof
- Banquet Hall
- Button
- Calcined Petroleum (C.P) Coke
- Canvas Shoes
- Canvas Shoes, Jungle Boots
- Carbon Brush, Brush Holder & Slip Ring
- Cement Sheets With Coir Fibre & Other Segments
- Ceramic Tiles (Glazed) By Double Firing/Heating
- Children Recreation Centre
- Coal Briquettes
- Cold Storage & Ice
- Cold Storage For Fruits And Vegetables
- Compressor (Hermetic) For Air Conditioner
- Costume Jewellery/Imitation Jewellery
- Decorative Laminated Sheet (Sunmica)
- Dental Colleges
- Diamond Cutting & Exports
- Drinking Straw From Propylene
- Engineering College
- Engineering College, Management Institute, CBSE School, Hostel (Boys And Girls), Medical College With Hospital And Research Institute
- Electropolishing On Gold Jewellery (Gold Ornaments)
- Entertainment Club
- Fashion Technology Institute
- Fast Food Parlour
- Fast Food (Instant Food & Fast Food Parlour)
- Fire Extinguishers (Soda Acid Type)
- Fish Net
- Floriculture (Cut Flower Rose) With Green House
- Floor Covering Sheet
- Film Studio (Video)
- Flush Door, Chip Board, Wood Wool & Other Insulating Boards
- Gas Detectors Of L.P.G
- Gems Manufacturing
- Glass Bottle By Scrap
- Glass Jars Manufacturing Plant For Packaging Of 50, 100, 150, 200 Grams Coffee Packaging
- Goat & Sheep Farming
- Gold Electroplating
- Gold Jewellery (E.O.U)
- Gold Plated Silver Jewellery & Cutlery
- Granite Slab And Tiles
- Granite Mining
- Green House
- Hard Chromium Plating
- Health Club And Beauty Parlour Cum Hair
- Saloon With Sona Bath
- Health Club Cum Beauty Parlour Training Institute
- Horn Tip, Hoove Button
- Hospital
- Hospital (100 Beds)
- Hospital (200 Beds)
- Ice Making Plant
- Imitation And Costume
- Jewellery (Necklace, Earrings Ear Top Etc.)
- Intimate Scent Chemicals From All Types Of Flavour
- Investment Casting
- Jute, Coir, Glass Rope/ Sutli
- Jute Twine
- Jute Bags From Yarn Without Spinning Process
- L.P.G Bottling Plant
- L.P.G Regulator (Domestic Purpose)
- Laminated Particle Board & Hard Board
- Laminated Safety And Toughened Glass
- Leasing & Hire Purchase
- Lichen (Charila)
- Manila Ropes
- Medical College
- Medical University
- Metal Pretreatment Chemicals Powder, Coating Chemicals
- Match Unit From Waxed Paper
- Medium Density Fibre Board
- Melamine Crockery
- Mineral Water
- Mini Cement Plant
- Mirror Silver, Golden, Pink, Black & Smokes
- Modern Advertising Agency With Dtp & Film Studio
- Motel/Small Hotel
- Multi Colour Printing
- Multi Purpose Cold Storage And Dehydration And Canning Of Fruits And Vegetables
- Multi Storey Commercial Complex Alongwith Residential And Delux Flats For Foreign Tourists & Revolving Restaurent At The Top
- Multiple Lamination Industry
- Mushroom Growing And Processing (By Deep Freezing Method)
- News Paper Printing
- Nickel Lined Industrial Screen
- Non Coking Coal To Coking Coal
- Nursing Home
- Offset Colour Printing Press (Six Colour)
- Offset Printing Press
- Old Age Home
- P.C.C Electric Poles
- Photographic Developer & Fixer
- Pvc Extrusion Profile (Door & Windows)
- Pop-Corn
- Photo Etching Of S.S.
- Pre Stressed Cement Concrete Pipes
- Pilfer Proof Caps
- Pilfer Proof Caps And Crown Cap
- Pouch Making & Gravure Printing (Roto Printing)
- Poultry & Fish Farming (Integrated Unit)
- Printing Of Tin Sheets
- Radio Station
- Radio Taxi
- Readymade Garments
- Refractories With Ceramics
- Restaurant
- Rose Plantation And Rose Oil Extraction
- Rotogravure Printing
- Safety Belts
- Safety Matches
- School
- School With Hostel
- Shoe Laces
- Silk Cocoon Cultivation (Growing Of Silk Cocoon Warm)
- Silk Screen Printing Formulations For Plastic, Paper & Cloth
- Spikenard (Jatamansi)
- Stencil Coating Solution
- Sugar Candy (Misri)
- Sugar Cane Plantation
- Sugar Cane Juice Preservation
- Super Speciality Diagnosis Centre
- Surat Zari
- Synthetic Shoes & Soles
- T.V. News Channel
- Tea Packaging Industry
- Toughened Glass
- Tennis Balls
- Three Star Hotel
- Travelling Agency
- Trays, Trolleys For Hospital With Scratchless Coating
- Wax Extracts (Tanning Powder)
- Wire Rope Slings
- Wood Wool Slab
- Wooden Cane Furniture With Export Potential
- Wooden Door And Windows
- Wooden Furniture
- Wooden Panel Including Kiln Seasoning
- Wooden Furniture
- Watch Case Buffing
- Watch Dial
- Wrist Watches
- Watches (Electronic)
- Zedoary (Kachur)

  - Aromatic Perfumery Compound
  - Aerosol
  - Agarbatti Perfumery Compound
  - Bees Wax Manufacture
  - Camphor
  - Cardanol From Cashew Nut Shell Liquid
  - Castor Oil
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Castor Oil Derivative Oleoresins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilli Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citronella Oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clove Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrate Of Rose Jasmine &amp; Lily Etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured Flame Candle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candles (Semi-Automatic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn Oil (Maize Oil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydrated Castor Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenol From Cinnamon Leaf Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction Of Essential Oil (Cardamon, Jeera, Ajowan, Ginger Oils Etc. &amp; Packaging Of Ground Spices)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction Of Jasmine Essence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction Of Essential Oils By Super Critical Fluid Method From Flowers, Herbs &amp; Spices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eucalyptus Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction Of Oil From Oil Seed Expander Extrusion Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat Liquor Sulphated Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavours For Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic Oil &amp; Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger Oil, Sandalwood Oil And Nagarmotha Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger Oil &amp; Ginger Dust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Nut Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Wax Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionone From Lemon Grass Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine &amp; Lilly Flower Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon Grass Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Paraffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lube Oil &amp; Grease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubricating Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menthol Crystals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menthol Oil &amp; Crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Crystalline Wax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard Oil (Edible Oil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oleoresin From Spices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil From Artemisia Herbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Oil Crushing Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Pan Masala
- Paraffin Wax
- Paraffin Wax From Slack Wax
- Perfume For Food Industries With Pan Masala Perfume
- Pouch For Oil And Ghee Packaging
- Refined Oil-Sun Flower Oil, Groundnut Oil, Staff Flower Oil & Cotton Seed Oil
- Refined Vegetable Oil
- Reclamation Of Used Engine Oil
- Rice Bran Oil (R.B.O)
- Rose Oil Extraction
- Smoke Less Candle
- Spice Oil & Oleoresins
- Solvent Extraction Plant (Oil Cake Based)
- Synthetic Almond Oil
- Synthetic Wax
- Synthetic Tallow
- Synthetic Ghee
- Synthetic Musk
- Turmeric Oil Oleoresin
- Vanilla Cultivation And Extraction/Processing
- Vegetable Oil Extraction & Refining
- Wadding Oil (100%) For Wadding Of Cotton Hosiery Cloth In Dyeing Process
- Wax Emulsion For Textile
- Wax Floor Polish

- **Electroplating, Anodizing & Allied Projects**

- Nickel Plating Brightener
  PCB With Graphite & Silver Coating
  Rainbow Colours On Metal
  Silver Refining By Electrolysis & By Acid
  Silver Extraction
  Silver Extraction From Waste Hypo Solution
  Silver & Gold Plating On PVC & Nylon-6
  Tin Printing
  Titanium Jewellery Plating
  Vacuum Metallizing
  Zinc Electroplating Brightner
Paint, Enamel, Solvents, Thinners, Inks & Varnish

- Acrylic Emulsion Paints
- Acrylic Cement Paint (Dry Powder)
- Aluminium Paint
- Automobile Paints
- Ball Point Pen Refill Ink
- Bituminous Road Emulsion
- Bitumen
- Bituminous Felts For Water & Damp Proofing
- Bituminous Road Emulsion Rapid Medium & Slow Setting
- Buffing & Polishing
- Cement Paint For White & Grey Cement
- Dispersant
- Dry Distemper
- Dry Distemper & Cement Paint
- Duplicating Ink Black For Gestner Duplicator
- Emulsion Paints (Water Based)
- Hammertone Paint
- Insulating Varnish & Wire Enamel
- Iron Oxide Pigments
- Insulating Varnish (Poly Vinyl Butyral Based, Ffc Grade)
- Lime Colour (Cement Colour)
- Synthetic Red Oxide For Floorings
- Solvent & Thinners
- Marking Inks (Water Proof)
- Metal Naphthanate (As Drier For Paints)
- N.C. Putty
- Offset Printing Ink
- Oil Bound Distemper Paint
- Paint Brushes
Paint Manufacture For Rolling Coating Of Aluminium And Steel Coil
Paint Removers
Paint Industry
Paint & Varnish
Picture Varnish
Powder Coating Paint
Printing Inks (Offset, Flexo & Roto Gravure)
Primer Paint & Enamel Paint
Putty & Water Proofing Paint
Printing Inks (Flexo-Graphic Ink)
Putty (Metal Casement)
Red Oxide Primer (Anti Corrosive)
Refractory Paint (Graphite Based)
Screen Printing Inks
Silk Screen Printing Ink Formulation For Plastic, Paper, Cloth
Stamp & Pad Ink
Stoving Paint
Spirit Soluble Maleic Resin
Texture Paint
Thinners And Its Allied Products
Toner Ink
Varnish Thinner (Solvent)
Vacuum Metallizing Lacquers
Wood Primer

  - Aromatic Pills
  - Alumina From Bauxite
  - Aspirin
  - Ayurvedic Pain Balm Ointments
  - Ayurvedic Churan And Tablets
  - Ayurvedic Tablets (Hajmola Type)
  - Ayurvedic/Herbal Pharmacy
- Ayurvedic Sherbats
- Ayurvedic Products
- Bulk Drugs (E.O.U)
- Blood Bags
- Calcium Gluconate
- Capsule, Tablet & Injection With Modern Instruments
- Cashew Feni
- Chloroquinone Phosphate (Bulk Drugs)
- Clinical Thermometer
- Dental Clinic
- Dental College
- Dental Grade Eugenol
- Dextrose Monohydrate, Liquid Glucose
- Dehydrated Onion & Onion Powder
- Dextrose Powder (Anhydrous From Starch)
- Dextrose Saline Solution
- Distillery (I.M.F.L)
- Disposable Needles For Syringes
- Disprin
- Distilled Water
- Empty Hard Gelatin Capsules
- Fairness Cream
- Filling & Packing Of Capsules
- Glucose - D - Powder
- Glycerine
- Hair Colour Mate (Formulations And Process Only)
- Herbal Cosmetics
- Herbal Shampoo
- Herbal Shampoo And Cream
- Herbal Hair Oils (Ayurvedic)
- Homoe & Bio-Medicines With Mother Tincture
- Homoepathic Medicines
- Hypodermic Needles
- I.V. Fluids
- Ibuprofen
- Infusion & Transfusion Sets (I.V. Set)
- Injectable For Pharmaceuticals
- Injection Ampoules Packaging Box
- Integrated Surgical Cotton
- Ice Making Plant
- Ice & Cold Storage
- Lactose & By Products Processing From Milk
- Lichen (Jatamansi Charila)
- Liquid Glucose And Its By-Products
- L-Lysine Monohyrochloride
- Liquid Glucose From Potatoes
- Medical College
- Methanol (Hpcl Grade)
- Nicotine From Tobacco Waste
- Ointment-Ayurvedic (Yellow & White)
- Pharmaceutical And Food Grade Gelatine
- Pharmaceutical Industry (Tablets, Capsules, Liquid, Gel, Ointment Powder Injectable)
- Pharmaceutical Unit (Eou) With Formulations, Injectables, Etc. Pyridine & Derivatives
- Salt (Iodized Salt)
- Saline & Injection Water
- Saline Water & Dextrose Solution (I.V.Fluid In Plastic Bottles)
- Sorbitol
- Starch (Maize)
- Surgical Adhesive Plaster
- Surgical Bandages
- Surgical Gloves
- Surgical Cotton
- Surgical Cotton And Bandage
- Synthetic Camphor Powder
- Tablets & Capsules
- Tissue Culture
- Tincture From Rectified Spirit
- Trimethopime
- Veterinary College With Hospital
- Veterinary Medicines (Only Formulations)
- Vitamin ‘C’, Sorbitol’ Anhydrous Dextrose, Starch

- **Pulp, Paper, Straw/Grey Board, Kraft Paper, Packaging, Paper Carry Bag, Paper From Agro Waste & Stationery Etc.**
  - Ammonia Paper
o Automatic Book Binding
o Adhesive (Fevicol Type)
o All Pin & Gem Clips
o Ball Pen
o Ball Pen Refill Ink
o Ball Pen Ink Remover
o Carbon Paper
o Card Board
o Carbon Less Paper
o Cellphane Paper
o Computer Continuous Stationery
o Computer Forms & Security Printing Press

o Corrugated Board & Box
  (Printed & Laminated)
o Corrugated Board And Boxes From From Card Boards
o Corrugated Cartons From Plain Papers
o Corrugated Paper
o Corrugated Packing & Material (Bulb & Tubes Packing)
o Desk Top Publishing
o Defoaming Agent For Paper Plant
o Drinking Straw Paper
o Duplex Board
o D.T.P Cum Offset Press
o Egg Trays From Pulp
o ECG Paper
o Exercise Note Book, Register And Pad
o Flexographic Ink
o Greeting Card By Offset Press
o Hand Made Paper Filter Paper
o Hard Board
o Hard Board From Bagasse
o Injection Ampoules Packaging Boxes
o Insulatiing Paper
o Kraft Paper
o Kraft Paper From Bagasse
o Laminated Packaging Paper With Printing
o Lamination & Coating On Paper
o M.G. Paper From Waste Paper
o Mill Paper From Waste Paper
- Mill Board From Rice & Wheat Straws
- Mill Board From Waste Paper
- Mini Paper Plant From Sisal
- Mini Paper Plant
- Multi Wall Paper Sacks
- NewsPaperForChildren
- News Print Paper From Rice Straw/Bagasse
- News Paper Childrens
- News Print Paper
- Offset And Treadle Type Printing Press
- Mill Board Based On Rice Straw
- Paper And Board From Straw
- Paper&PaperProducts
- Paper Envelopes
- Paper Carry Bags
- Paper Board Carton
- Paper Cones For Loud Speakers
- Paper From Akra
- Paper From Bagasse With Corrugated Board & Boxes
- Paper From Bamboo
- Paper And Pulp
- Paper Glasses For Beverages
- Paper From Rice Husk & Wheat Husk
- Paper From Tree Bark, Eucalyprus Wood
- Paper Products
- Paper Plant (White Writing & News Paper For Pulp & Waste Paper)
- Paper Plates, Paper Glass
- Paper Cones & Tubes
- Paper Plant With Dtp & Printing & Publishing Unit
- Paper Based Phenolic Sheet
- Paper Waste Recycling (Paper Mill)
- PaperCupForIceCream
- Paper Tubes Spiral Winding Composite Container
- Paper Lable For Beer Bottles
- Particle Board & Block Board With Sanding & Lamination Of Particle Board
- Particle Board From Rice Husk
- Pouch Filling & Making For Tomato Sauce
- Pouch Making & Gravure Printing
Processing Of Paper For Feeding In Computer
o Pulp From Bamboo & Wood
o Paper Files
o Playing Cards
o Rosin Sizing Agent (For Paper Plant)
o Sand Paper
o Sanitary Napkins
o Silicon Coated Paper
o Stencil Paper
o Straw Board And Grey Board
o Straw Board & Mill Board
o Straw Board And Paper Board
o Tissue Paper Facial
o Tissue Moist Toiletry Cleansing Tissue And Related Products
o Tissue Paper Rolls
o Tetra Pack For Milk Packaging, Ghee & Other Liquids
o Toilet Paper Rolls
o Toilet Paper & Napkins
o Wax Coated Printed Paper
o Wet Face Freshner Tissue
o White Writing & Printing Paper
o Writing & Printing Paper (Paper Mills)

  - Abs Granules From Abs Scraps
  - Acrylic Beads
  - Acrylic Copolymer Emulsion
  - Acrylic Latex
  - Acrylic Sheet
  - Acrylic Sheet & Moulded Products
  - Acrylic Teeth
  - Air Bubble Packaging Film
  - Audio Cassettes Parts By Injection Moulding
• Audio Cassettes Assembly And Recording
• Auto Tubes
• Auto Flaps For Trucks & Buses
• Auto Tyre & Tubes
• Baby Bottles (Plastic) With White silicon Rubber Nipples
• B.O.P.P. Film
• B.O.P.P. Pressure Sensitive Self Adhesive Tape
• Baby Nipple (Silicon)
• Baby Nipple (Big Size)
• Ball Pen Manufacturing (Automatic Plant)
• Bath Tub (Acrylic)
• Balloon Plastic Advertising
• Blister Film PVC
• Blister Packaging & Pouch Packaging
• Blow Moulding Plastic Container
• Coating On Metalized Polyester Film/Metallized Paper/Aluminium Foil
• Coating On Plastic (Electrolysis) & Glass
• Co-Extruded Multilayer (5-Layer) Film with Printing
• Coir Foam (Rubberised)
• Colour Coating On Plastics
• Colour Master Batches For Various Plastics
• Cycle Tyres And Tubes
• Discount/Credit Card
• Disposable Plastic Cups Glasses, Etc.
• Disposable Plastic Syringes & Needles
• Disposable Plastic Syringes
• Disposable Plastic Razor
• Dough Moulding Compound (D.M.C)
• Egg Trays From Plastic
• Epoxy Resin
• Expanded Polyestrene Moulding (Thermocole)
• Fibre Glass Sheet
• F.R.P Auto, Scooter Roofs & Ceilings
• FRP Pipes And Products
• F.R.P Products (Helmet, Washbasin Sheets, Roofing Sheets)
• Fibre Reinforced Plastic (High Pressure Moulding With SMC BMC And DMC)
• Field Rubber Converted To The 60% Latex Rubber
Flexible P.U. Foam  
Formaldehyde Crockery & Other Items  
Formaldehyde Resin (Urea, Phenol, Melamine)  
Gasket Sheet  
Gum Bottle (PVC)  
Glass Beads  
Helmet  
HDPE Coated Paper Sack  
H.D.P.E. Bags  
H.D.P.E. Containers (Blow Moulding)  
H.D.P.E. Container, Poly Jars By Injection Moulding (Food Grade)  
Hdpe Fishing Net  
H.D.P.E. Jerry Cans  
Hdpe Manufacturing From Ethyl Alcohol  
H.D.P.E Pipe And Fittings  
H.D.P.E. Pipes  
H.D.P.E Printed Bags  
H.D.P.E Twines And Ropes  
H.D.P.E. & L.D.P.E Pipes And Fittings  
H.D.P.E/Pp Box Strapping  
H.D.P.E/Pp Woven Sacks Using Plain Looms  
Hologram Stickers-3d  
H.M Bag Plant With Printing Unit  
Hawai Chappals (Rubber)  
I.V Plastic Bottle  
Ice Cream Cup (Plastic)  
Injection Moulded Auto Components  
Injection & Blow Moulded Plastic Products  
Injection Moulded Plastic Products  
L.D.P.E. (Low Density Poly Ethylene) Granules From Virgin (L.D.P.E. Resin)  
Integerated Surgical Rubber Goods Industry  
Injection Moulded Plastic Balls  
L.D.P.E From Ethyl Alcohol  
Ldpe Moulded Products  
Lamination Ofcoextrusion Multilayer Film In Roll Form
- Latex Rubber
- Latex Rubber Condom
- Master Batches (Coloured, P.V.C, L.D.P.E, H.D.P.E, Etc.)
- Melamine Formaldehyde Resin
- Melamaine Crockery
- Moulded Luggage
- Multi-Layer (3 Layer Bags)
- Multi-Layer (3 Layer) Film With Lamination & Printing
- Nylon Net For Giving Shade To Tea Plant In Nursery
- Oil Seal
- Pet Bottle/Containers
- Pet Bottles And Caps
- Pet Bottles From Pre Form
- Pet Bottle & Mineral Water
- Pet Granules (Dana)
- Pet Pre-Form From Pet Resin
- Pet Pre-Form Cum Pet Bottles
- Pet Pre-Form Pet Bottles Cum Mineral Waters
- Poly Carbonate Resin
- Ptfe Components
- Polythene Shopping Bags
- Pu/Pvc Sole For Sport Shoe By Imported M/C.
- Pvc Battery Separator
- P.V.C Compounds (Fresh)
- P.V.C Compounds (Scrap)
- P.V.C Electrical Insulating Tape
- P.V.C. Extrusion Profiles
- Pvc Film
- P.V.C Fittings
- P.V.C Flexible Fusible Powder Heat Fusible Powder
- PVC Footwear
- P.V.C Granules (For Insulation & Sheets Grades)
- P.V.C Granules From Pvc Scraps (With Pollution Control)
- P.V.C Hoses
- P.V.C Leather Cloth
- P.V.C Flexible Pipes
- P.V.C Pipes And Fittings
- Polythene Bags (Printed)
- Pvc Plastics Film Sheet Soft/Rigid
- PVC Resin And Compound
- PVC Ruler
- PVC Stabilizers (Single Pack System)
- PVC Wire And Cables
- Paper Based Phenolic Sheet For Electrical
- Phenol Formaldehyde Resin
- Phenolic Resin
- Plastic Beads From Plastic Scraps
- Plastic Buttons
- Plastic Cans
- Plastic Collapsible Tube
- Plastic Corrugated Sheet & Boxes
- Plastic Film And Sheets With Printing Flexo & Roto/LDPE/HDPE/PP/HM/PVC
- Plastic Filter Masterbatch & Other Master Batches For Various Plastics
- Plastic Doors (Sintex Type)
- Plastic Jerry Cans
- Plastic Granules Or Powder From Plastic Scrap
- Plastic Injection Moulded T.V. Cabinets
- Plastic Items Manufacture From Powder Melamine
- Plastic Goods
- Plastic Pipes & Tarpaulins
- Plastic Sheet From Scrap
- Plastic Plant (Blow Moulding & Injection Moulding)
- Plastic Products (Gold, Silver, Nickel)
- Plastic Toys
- Polyester Beading
- Polyester Film
- Polythene Bags & Automatic Printing
- Polythene Printed Bags
- Polyurethane Foam And Its Products
- Propylene Film (Printed) & Bag Manufacturing
- Plastic Mats
- PVC Wire And Cable
- PVC Pipe And Fitting
- Polythene Shopping Bags
- Rainbow Colour On PVC Film & Sheet
- Red Mud PVC Pipes And Fittings
- Re-Rubberised Of Solid Type
- Resin Coated Sand
- Rexine
- Rexine Cloth & Allied Products
- Rubber Adhesive
- Rubber Auto Parts
- Rubber Belting
- Rubber Powder
- Rubber (And Metal Bonded) Auto Parts
- Rubber Moulding Unit Including Lining Rubber Sheeting
- Rubber Reclaiming
- Rubber Rollers For Textile Mills & Paper Industries
- Rubber & Plastic Sheets, Mats & Flaps
- Rubber Sheet And Allied Hospital Rubber Goods
- Rubberized Pvc Gasket
- Rubberised Coir
- Rubber Compound For Automobiles
- Safety Belts
- Silver And Gold Plating On Pvc And Nylon-6
- Silicone Rubber Nipples/ Teats
- Smart Card
- Spectacle Frames (Plastic)
- Spunge Rubber
- Surgical Examination Gloves
- Synthetic Pearl Coating On Polystyrene Beads
- Synthetic Rubber Adhesive
- Teflon Manufacturing
- Teflon Tape
- Teflon Tapes & Cables
- Thermocole Sheet And Moulded Products
- Thermocole Based Disposable Glass, Cups & Plates
- Tooth Brushes
- Toy Balloon, Decorative & Industrial Balloons
- Tread Rubber
- Tyre Retreading (Hot)
- Tyre Retreading By Cold Process
- Tyre Tubes & Flaps
- Tyre & Tubes
- Unsaturated Polyester Resin
- Unsaturated Polyester For Rexine
- V-Belt And Fan Belt
- Vinyl Asbestos And Pvc Wall Paper
- Viton (Fluoro Elastomer)

- **Soap, Detergents, Cosmetics & Perfumes**
  - Acid Slurry, Synthetic Detergent Powder
  - Acid Slurry
  - Agarbatti Synthetic, Perfumery Compound+
  - Aromatic Perfumery Compound
  - After Shave Lotion
  - Antiseptic Cream
  - Bath Soap (Various Types)
  - Beta Ionone
  - Bleaching Powder
  - Blue Detergent Powder
  - Cleaning Powder (Vimtype)
  - Cold Cream
  - Coloured Flame & Perfumed Candles (Red, Blue, Green Flame)
  - Cosmetic Industry (Modern)
  - Cosmetic Industry (Shampoo, Spray Perfume, Talcum Powder
  - Detergent Powder (Ariel Type)
  - Detergent Powder (Nirma Type) Fully Automatic Plant
  - Detergent Washing Powder
  - Detergent Cake And Powder
  - Fairness Cream
  - Fish Oil Soap
  - Glycerine Transparent Soap
  - Hair Removing Cream
  - Herbal Cosmetics
  - Herbal Shampo & Cream
- Herbal/Ayurvedic Cosmetics
- Incense Powder, Incense Sticks & Incense Cake
- Nerol Soap
- Oil Soap
- Optical Whiteners
- Rose Oil Extraction
- Shampoos (Coconut Oil Based Cold Process)
- Shaving Cream
- Sindur (Kumkum)
- Soap Coated Paper
- Spray Dried Detergent Powder
- Stain Remover
- Synthetic Detergent (Blue Powder)
- Toilet Soap And Glycerine Soap
- Toilet Soap From Soap Noodles
- Talcum Powder (Face & Toilet Powder)
- Toilet And Herbal Soap
- Tooth Paste & Powder
- Washing Detergent Powder And Washing Soap
- Washing Powder Liquid Detergents, Lotion & Shampoo

  - Angora Rabbit Wool
  - Bed Sheet, Bed Cover, Sofa Cloth, Curtain Cloth (Home Furnishing)
  - Buckram
  - Canvas Shoes, Jungle Boot, Boot Rubber Knees & Boot Combat
  - Carpet From Cotton Waste
  - Ceramic Thread Guide
  - Cotton Buds/Swabs
  - Cotton From Waste Yarn
  - Cotton Rolls
  - Cotton Saree
  - Cotton Spiders For Loud Speakers
  - Denim Cloth
- Denim Cloth (Integrated Unit With Bleaching, Dyeing And Printing)
- Dispersent For Textile
- Dyeing & Bleaching
- Dyeing Of Hank Yarn
- Emulsifier For Wool Batching Oil
- Embroidery On Fabrics
- Garment Dyeing, Washing & Stitching (Jeans, Jackets, Skirts & Shirts)
- Goves Knitting
- Gunny Bags
- Hdpe/Pp Woven Sacks
- Hdpe Tarpaulins Using Plain Loom With Lamination
- Hdpe/Pp Woven Sacks Using Circular Looms
- Hosiery Cloth (Cotton) Processing (Bleaching, Dyeing, Finishing Of Cloth)
- Hosiery Industry
- Hosiery Mercerising
- Hosiery Products Like Vest, Brief, T-Shirts & Socks
- Jacquard Fabrics
- Jute Coir, Grass Rope/Sutli Making
- Jute Felt
- Jute Twines
- Knitted Fabrics
- Laminated Jute Bags
- Lamination Of Hdpe Woven Cloth (Jute, Cotton, Paper)
- Nylon Yarn Crimping, Doubling And Bleaching
- Pigment Binder For Textile Printing
- Polyester Resin For Wire Enamel
- Polyester Resin
- Polyester Yarn From Waste Polyester Zip Fasteners
- Power Loom
- Printing On Saree
- Readymade Garments & Hosiery
- Readymade Garments Merchandise
- Readymade Garments & Covers
- Readymade Garments & Embroidery Of Gowns, Shirts, Blouses, T-Shirts Etc. (Only Ladies)
- Readymade Salwar Suit
- Ready Made Garments
Recovery Of Nylon From Nylon Waste
- Rotary Printing And Dyeing On Cotton, Synthetic Textile
- Sanitary Napkins
- Screen Printing On Cotton Cloth
- Sewing Thread Reels & Balls Making Industries
- Screen Printing On Cotton, Polyester & Acrylic
- Shawls (Woollen)
- Shoe Laces
- Silk Fabrics On Handloom
- Socks Knitting
- Spinning, Doubling Dyeing, Mercerising & Bleaching Of Cotton Yarn
- Spinning & Carding Of Wool Into Yarns
- Starch Book Binding Cloth
- Surat Jari
- Surgical Cotton & Bandage
- Synthetic Textile Industry (Suiting, Shirting, Sarees) Terry Cloth
- T-Shirts
- Towels, Bed Sheet Covers
- Terry Towel
- Terry Fabrics Weaving Unit
- Textile Auxiliaries & Chemicals
- Textile Bleaching, Dyeing & Finishing & Printing Of Cotton Fabrics
- Textile And Finishing Agent
- Textile (Hosiery)
- Textile Mill
- Textile Dyeing & Printing
- Textile Printing (Job Work)
- Textile Pigment Printing Binder
- Towel (Terry)
- Velvet Cloth By Flocking Process
- Viscose Staple Fibre
- Wadding Oil (100%) For Wadding Of Cotton Hosiery Cloth In The Dyeing Process
- Weaving Of Dasuti Cloth With Printing, Dyeing, Embroidery & Finishing
- Washing Of Jeans & Other Garments
- Worsted Woollen Yarn Cloth
- Zari Glitter Salma Sitara Of Plastic Film

- Infotech/IT, Hospitality, Hospital, College, School, Medical, Entertainment, Club, Ware Housing & Real Estate Projects.
  - Amusement Park
  - Aided School
  - Amusement Park Cum Water Park
  - Banquet Hall
  - B.Ed And Law College
  - Business Process Outsourcing (Bpo)
  - Call Center (Domestic)
  - Call Center (International)
  - Children Recreation Centre
  - Cold Storage
  - Community Hall
  - Community Centre
  - Computer Education Institute
  - Computer Software
  - College
  - Club
  - Cyber Café
  - Data Processing Centre
  - Dental Clinic
  - Dental College
  - Diagonostic Centre
  - E-Commerce/Business
  - E-School (Rs. 10,000/-)
  - Engineering College
  - Entertainment Club
  - Entertainment Club, Holiday Resort, 4 Star Hotel, Amusement Park Cum Water Park, Mushroom & Its Products, Fish Farming, Lake For Boating, Deer Park
  - Fashion Technology Institute
  - Fast Food Parlour
  - Five Star Hotel
  - Food Parlour
  - Franchise Training Programme For Iit & Engineering Entrance Exams.
  - Golf Course
- Health Club, Beauty Parlour
- Health Club And Fitness Center
- Health Resorts
- Holiday Resorts
- Holiday Resort Cum Entertainment Club With 4 Star Hotel
- Hospitals
- Hospital Cum Research Centre
- Hospital (400 Beds)
- Ice Cream Parlour
- Internet Service Provider (I.S.P.)
- I.T. Park (Infotech Park)
- Maternity Nursing Home
- Medical College
- Medical College, Hospital & Research Institute
- Medical Transcription Centre
- Mental Retardation Hospital & Cerebral Palsy
- Motel/Small Hotel
- Multistorey Commercial Complex
- Multistorey Residential Complex
- Multiplex Cum Entertainment Centre
- Nursery School
- Nursing School/College
- Nature Care Centre
- Nursing Home
- Old Age Home
- Online Shopping Mall (Rs. 10,000/- Report)
- Portal
- Pre-Fabricated Building
- Prenursery School
- Rehabilitation Centre For Aged & Needy Persons
- Residential Cum Commercial Complex
- Restaurant
- Restaurant With Pub
- Senior Secondary School
- Special Economic Zone (Sez)/Industrial Park
- School (Primary)
- School (Higher Secondary)
- School With Hostel
- School Of Nursing
- Three Star Hotel
Potato And Potato Based Products

- Alcohol From Potatoes
- Dextrose Powder From Potatoes
- Frozen Finger Chips
- I M F L (Whisky) From Potatoes
- Liquid Glucose From Potato
- Potato Chips/Waffers
- Potato Powder (Automatic Plant)
- Potato Starch
- Potato Chips (Automatic Plant)
- Potato And Onion Flakes
- Potable Beer (Alcoholic) Based On Potato & Barley/Malt
- Potato Powder
- Sago Seeds (Saboo Dana)
- Vodka From Potatoes

- Agro Based Industries
  - Coal Briquettes From Agrowaste
  - Furfural From Ricehull
  - Mushroom Cultivation & Processing (Button)
• Mushroom Growing & Processing With Air Conditioning
• Mushroom Cultivation & Processing Unit Dehydration & Packaging Of Oyster & Paddy Straw Mushrooms
• Organic Manure
• Papaya Cultivation
• Papaya & Tomato Cultivation
• Processing & Utilisation Of Coconut
• Processing Of Sheep Hair To Produce Wool
• White Oats

• Bakery, Confectionery & Food Products
  • Agrolactor Soya Milk
  • Automatic Biscuit Making Plant
  • Automatic Bread Making Plant
  • Apple Fruit Juice With Canning Bottling
  • Ayurvedic Sharbat
  • Bakery Unit (Pastries, Bread, Buns, Cake, Toffee Etc.)
  • Baking Powder
  • Banana & Its By Products
  • Banana Powder
  • Banana Wafers
  • Banana Cultivation
  • Beer Industry
  • Dehulling Of Jaun For Beer
  • Beer & Wine
  • Beer, Alcohol, Imfl
  • Besen Plant
  • Biscuit Plant
  • Bread & Biscuit Plant
  • Bottling Plant (Country Liquor) From Rectified Spirit
  • Bottling Plant (Imfl And Country Liquor)
  • Brandy
  • Bread Rusks
  • Buffalo Meat/Frozen Meat With Slaughter House
  • Canned Fruits & Vegetables
  • Canning & Preservation Of Meat
  • Canning & Preservation Of Vegetables
  • Canning Of Mango Pulp & Mango Slices
- Carbonated Beverages
- Cashew Feni
- Cashew Nut (Dried & Fried)
- Cashew Nut Shell Liquid And Kernel
- Cattle Breeding
- Cattle Breeding & Dairy Farm To Produce Milk
- Cattle Feed From Tapioca
- Chewing Ginger & Amloki
- Chewing Gum
- Chilli Sauce
- Chilli Powder
- Chicken Processing With Slaughter House
- Chocolate
- Cider Plant
- Cocoa Powder
- Cocoa Butter & Cocoa Powder
- Coconut Shell Powder
- Coconut Water
- Coconut Sweet (Watery)
- Coconut Milk Powder (Dehydrated)
- Coconut Products & By Products (Integrated Plant)
- Cold Drink
- Curry Powder
- Dairy For Milk Processing (Ghee, Butter & Paneer)
- Dairy Products
- Dairy Products Milk Packaging In Pouch (Ghee, Butter, Etc.
- Dairy Farm To Prduce Milk With Packaging (Cow)
- Dairy Farm To Prduce Milk With Packaging (Bufalloe)
- Dairy Farm & Milk Products
- Dal Moth, Chanachur & Bhujia
- Dall Mill (Pulse)
- Dehydration Of Fruits & Vegetable
- Dehydration Of Fruits And Vegetables By Vacuum Drying Method
- Desiccated Coconut Powder From Coconuts
- Dehydration & Canning Of Fruits & Vegetables
- Dry Fruit Roasting & Packaging
- Drying Of Red Chillies, Haldi, Dhaniya, Peas & Ground Nut
- Dry Ginger (Ginger Powder)
- Egg Powder
- Fish Canning In Tin & Pouches
- Fish Dehyration (Drying Of Fish)
- Fish Meal
- Fish Processing (Beast Freezing Processes)
- Flavours For Food Industries
- Flour Mill (Roller)
- Frozen Meat
- Food Dehydration (Fruits & Vegetables)
- Fried & Roasted Ground Nut, Grams, Pear Etc.
- Fruit Juice Making & Packaging In Plastic Container
- Fruit Juice In Tetra Pack (Drinks)
- Fruit Juice, Squashes, Sauce & Ketchup, Jam, Jelly, Vinegar Etc.
- Garlic Flakes
- Garlic Powder
- Ghee & Butter
- Ginger (Pulverised)
- Ginger Glazing & Preservation
- Ginger Storage
- Ginger Processing
- Ginger Oil & Ginger Dust
- Ginger Powder (Dry) & Oleoresin
- Grape Dehydration
- Grape Cultivation
- Grape Juice
- Grape Wine
- Groundnut Processing
- Honey Processing & Packaging
- Ice Cream & Ice Candy
- Ice Cube
- Invert Sugar
- Idli Mix, Dosa Mix Sambar Mix, Vada Mix, Gulab Jamun Mix
- Instant Coffee & Instant Tea
- Instant Noodles
- Instant Soups
- Iodized Salt From Crude Salt
- Jam Chutney Pickles & Squashes
- Katha Manufacturing
- Lecithin (Soya Based)
- Lemon & Its Products
- Macaroni Manufacturing
- Macaroni, Spaghetti, Vermicelli & Noodles
- Maize & Its By Products Malting Plant
- Mango Pappad (Aam Pappad)
- Mango Powder Ripe
- Mango Powder
- Mango Processing & Canning (Mango Pulp)
- Meat Processing (Chicken Mutton)
- Meat Processing (Buffalo)
- Menthol Bold From Menthol Flakes
- Milk Powder
- Milk Powder & Ghee
- Milk Powder, Ghee & Spices
- Milk Preservation & Marketing To Whole Sellers
- Milk Preservation & Marketing To Whole Sellers (In Pouches)
- Milk Toffee Manufactures
- Mineral Water
- Mineral Water In Pouches
- Mini Flour Mill Atta Maida, Suji & Wheat Bran
- Mithai/Halwai (Sweet & Namkeen)
- Mutton Processing
- Pan Masala (Meetha, Sada, Zarda) Making & Packing
- Pan Masala And Pouch Making
- Paneer (Cheese)
- Papad & Bariyan
- Papad Plant
- Pepsicola In Polytubes
- Petha Packaging
- Pickles
- Piggery/Meat/Chicken Processing
- Pine Apple Juice Manufacturing And Canning
- Potato & Onion Powder
- Potato & Onion Flakes
- Potato Chips
- Potato Granules
- Pouch Filling For Saunf Supari Ilaichi Etc.
- Preservation Of Raws Mango Juice
- Processed Cheese & Marine Pdts.
- Pulp From Tamarind
- Readymate Processed Food
- Rice & Corn Flakes
- Rice Basmati (Trading)
- Rice Polishing & Packaging In Pouch
- Roasted/Salted/Masala/Cashew Nuts Almonds & Pea Nut
- Roller Flour Mill
- Vanaspati Unit

- **Infotech/It Projects**
  - Medical Transcription
  - Business Process Outsource (BPO)+
  - Data Processing Centre
  - E-Commerce
  - Cybercafe
  - Computer Software
  - Internet Service Provider (Isp)
  - I.T. Park
  - Computer Education Centre
  - Portal (Website Design)
  - Call Centre (Domestic)
  - Call Centre (International)

- **160 New Export Oriented Units And Most Profitable Projects**
  - Activated Carbon
  - Adhesive (Fevicol Type)
  - Agarbatti Perfume Compound
  - Air Conditioners
  - Aluminium Foil
  - Automatic Biscuit Plant
  - Acid Slurry
  - Aluminium Wire Drawing
  - After Shave Lotion
  - Ayurvedic Medicine
  - Aluminium Utensils
- Auto Tube
- Bakery Unit
- B. Ed & Law College
- Beer Plant
- BOPP Self Adhesive Tape
- Brick
- Buffaloe Meat
- B.P.O.
- Bread
- Banana Powder
- Cattle & Poultry Feed
- Ceiling Fan
- Call Centre
- Candle
- Castor Oil
- Coconut Oil
- Cold Drink
- Computer Software
- Confectionery
- Corn Flake
- Corrugated Box
- Cyber Cafe
- Chewing Tobacco
- Calcium Carbonate
- Coolant
- Cigarette
- Cosmetic
- Cement
- C.P. Bathroom Fitting
- Chrome Plating
- Copper Wire Drawing
- Coated Paper
- Carbon Paper
- Cycle Tyre & Tube
- Disposable Syringe
- Dairy Products
- Detergent Cake & Powder
- Detergent Powder
• Ethanol
• Extraction Of Essential Oil
• Emulsion Paint
• Eucalyptus Oil
• Eva Inject
• Exercise Note Book & Register
• Egg Tray
• Electric Switch Etc.
• Foundry
• Fiber Glass

• Floriculture
• Fruit Juice
• Food Dehydration
• Fish Farm
• Food Procesing
• Garlic Oil
• Goat & Sheep Farm
• Gold Electroplating
• Gold Cyanide Powder
• Ginger Oil
• Ginger Process
• Guar Gum
• G.I. Wire
• Handmade Paper
• Herbal Cosmetic
• Holiday Resorts
• Hdpe/Pp Bag
• Herbal Extracts
• Ice Cream
• Isp
• Jam, Jelly, Chutney Etc.
• Denim Cloth
• Leather, Garments, Shoes & Chappals
• Lube Oil And Greases
• Liquid Adhesive
• Leather Adhesive
• Latex Condom
- Mcb
- Musical Bell
- Mini Flour Mill
- Mango Processing
- Medicinal Plant Extracts
- Medical Transcription
- Menthol Crystal
- Mineral Water
- Mosquito Coil
- Motel
- Mushroom
- Masala
- Mustard Oil
- Management Institute For Mba, Bba, Bca, B.Com
- N.C.Putty
- Namkeen Industry
- Nut, Bolt, Rivets And Washers
- Oleoresin
- Oil Seals
- Paper Glass
- Processed Cheese
- Pan Masala
- Paper Bag
- Pappad
- Pet Bottles
- Pet Bottles From Pre-Form
- Pickle, Muraba & Sauce
- Plastic Toy
- Plywood
- Ply-Bamboo From Bamboo (Bamboo Panel/Boards/Floorings)
- Potato Chips
- Pouch
- Poultry Farm
- Paint
- Paper Carry Bags
- Plastic Injection Moulding
- Plastic Tanks H.D.P.E
- Plastic Mat
• P.V.C. Pipe/Fittings
• P.V.C. Film
• Pressure Cooker
• Potato Powder
• Rubber Goods
• Rolling Mill
• Ready Made Garments
• Restaurant
• Rice Mill
• Socks Knitting
• Soyabean Products (E.O.Unit)
• Strawberry Cultivation & Processing
• Shampoo (E.O.Unit)
• Solar Cell
• Silver Extraction
• Senior Secondary School
• Starch & Dextrin Based Adhesive
• Sugar
• Sattu
• Safed Musli
• Stevia Cultivation & Extraction
• Thinners
• Tablet, Capsules, (Pharmaceutical Unit)
• Tea Bags
• Tea Packing & Distribution
• Thermocole
• Three Star Hotel
• Tissue Paper & Facial Tissue
• Toilet Soap (E.O.Unit)
• Tomato Products In Pouches
• Type Retreading
• U.P.S.
• Ups And Inverter
• Vermicelli
• Wall Putty
• Welding Electrodes
• Wooden Furniture (E.O.Unit)
• Zarda Kimam & Tobacco (E.O.Unit)
Profitable Plantation, Cultivation And Farming Projects

1. Amla Plantation
2. Amla Plantation, Processing & Preservation
3. Bio Fertilisers
4. Coffee Plantation
5. Coconut Plantation
6. Dairy Farming
7. Eucalyptus Tree Plantation
8. Floriculture - Gladiolus
9. Goat Farming
10. Green House
11. Hybrid Seeds
12. Herbs Cultivation
13. Jatropha (Bio Diesel) Cultivation & Extraction
14. Mushrooms
15. Mushroom Growing And Processing With Air Condition
16. Medicinal Plantations (Neem)
17. Nursery Farms
18. Organic Manure
19. Papaya & Tomato Cultivation
20. Papaya Cultivation
21. Poplar Plantation
22. Rubber Plantation
23. Strawberry Cultivation & Processing
24. Safed Musli Cultivation & Processing (Extract & Powder)
25. Stevia Cultivation & Extraction
26. Sunflower Plantation
27. Sugar Cane Plantation
28. Teak Plantation
29. Turmeric Plantation
30. Tea Plantation
31. Vermi-Composting
Profitable Gums, Adhesives & Resins Projects

1. Adhesive For Stickers
2. Adhesive For Corrugation Dry Powder & Paste
3. Adhesive Based On Polyure Thane
4. Adhesive Industries (Laminated, Favicol, Sticker, Dda & Other Types Of Adhesives)
5. Adhesive For Corrugation (Dry Powder)
6. Alkyd Resins
7. Adhesive Manufacturing For Joining Hdpe Pipes & Joints
8. Adhesive Based On Vinyl Acetate (Fevicol Type)
9. B.O.P.P Self Adhesive Tapes
10. Cnsl Based Resin In Liquid & Powder Form
11. D.O.P And Other Plasticizers
12. Ester Gums (Food Grade)
13. Epoxy Resin
14. Guar Gum
15. Glue Stick
16. Latex Rubber Based Adhesive
17. Leather Based Adhesive
18. Liquid Adhesive For Corrugated Board & Boxes
19. Leather To Leather Adhesive (Latex Based Adhesives)
20. Melamine Formaldehyde Powder
21. Office Paste
22. Paper Label For Beer Bottles
23. Polyester Resins
24. Phenol Formaldehyde Resin
25. Potato Starch
26. Poly Amide Resin
27. Printing Gums (Guar Gum Based)
28. Rubber Adhesive
29. Synthetic Adhesive For Decorative Laminates Bonding
30. Starch & Dextrin Based Adhesive
31. Thermosetting Adhesive
32. Urea Formaldehyde Resin
33. Urea Formaldehyde Moulding Powder
34. Unsaturated Polyester Resins
35. Water Based Latex Adhesives

Tea Plantation And Processing Based Industries

1. Caffeine From Tea Waste
2. Decaffeinated Tea
3. Instant Tea And Coffee
   (Premixed With Sugar And Milk)
4. Instant Tea From Black Tea
5. Tea Bags (Dip - Dip Types)
6. Tea Botique
7. Tea Packaging Industry
8. Tea Bags
9. Tea Packaging & Distribution
10. Tea Industry

Aluminium And Aluminium Based Industries

01. Aluminium Powder
02. Aac & Acsr Aluminium Conductors
03. Aluminium Silicate
04. Aluminium Utensil
05. Aluminium Wire Drawing
06. Aluminium Paint
07. Aluminium Ingots From Scrap
08. Aluminium Alloy & Ingots
09. Anodizing Of Aluminium
10. Aluminium Chloride
11. Aluminium Channels
12. Aluminium Rolling Mill
13. Aluminium Bottles
14. Aluminium Foil Cutting & Roll Making
15. Aluminium End Caps
16. Aluminium Door And Windows
17. Aluminium Collapsible Tubes
18. Aluminium Phosphide
19. Aluminium Ingots From Bauxite
20. Aluminium Caps
21. Aluminium Furniture & Hardware
22. Aluminium Beverage Cans
23. Aluminium Cans For Capacitors
24. Aluminium & Aluminium Alloys From Aluminium Scraps To Make Utensils
   (Induction Furnace Melted)
25. Aluminium Hot & Cold Rolling Mill
   (Aluminium Sheets & Circles)
26. Anodic Aluminium Labels
27. Aluminium Slugs & Circles
28. Aluminium Printing Plate For Offset Printing Machine
29. Aluminium Foils
30. Aluminium Wire And Rods
31. Brass and Aluminium Hinges
32. Hard Anodizing On Aluminium
33. Pilfer Proof Caps
34. Piston Assembly (Aluminium Alloy)
35. Pressure Die Casting (Aluminium)
36. Paper Coated Aluminium Wire
37. Pressure Cooker

Fish Farming And Fishery Products

1. Aquaculture Prawn Farming (Fresh Water)
2. Chitin & Chitosan from Prawn Shell Waste
3. Chemicals From Prawn Fish Head
4. Developing Trout Fish Preservation & Storage And Marketing Infrastructure
5. Fish Farming
6. Fish Canning And Pouching
7. Fish Processing (Blast Freezing Process)
8. Fish Net
9. Fish Oil Soap
10. Fish Meal
11. Hdp Fishing Net
12. Plastic Milk Crate And Plastic Fish Crate
13. Trout Fish Farming, Canning & Preservation
   With Aqua Feed Manufacturing
   (Integrated Complex)
Surgical & Disposable Medical Projects

1. Ayurvedic/Herbal Pharmacy
2. Blood Bags
3. Bandage Cloth Weaving On Power Loom
4. Crepe Bandage
5. Disposable Surgical Caps & Masks
6. Dextrose Saline (I.V. Fluid) In Plastic Bottle
7. Dextrose Saline (I.V. Fluid)
8. Disposable Needles for Syringes
9. Disposable Plastic Syringes
10. Diagnostic Centre
11. Electronics Blood Pressure Measuring Instrument
12. Hospital Cum Nursing Home
13. Homeopathic Medicines
14. I.V. Fluids (FFS Technology)
15. I.V. Set- Cannula
16. Intravenous
17. Medical College
18. Plastic I.V. Bottles
19. Plaster Of Paris Bandages
20. Pharmaceuticals (Tablet, Capsule, Syrups And Ointments)
21. Repacking Of Medicines
22. Surgical Cotton & Bandage
23. Surgical Examination Gloves
24. Surgical Bandage
25. Surgical Adhesive Tape On Cloth Surface
26. Surgical Methylated Spirit
27. Sodium Phosphate Enema
28. Veterinary Medicines

Alcohol, Beer, IMFL, Country Liquor,
Wine & Other Related Projects

* Alcohol From Rice Straw
* Alcohol From Molasses
* Alcohol From Potatoes
* Alcoholic Beverages And Vinegar From Coconut Water
* Alcoholic Drinks From Ethyl Alcohol
  By Mixing Of Various Flavours
  (Flavoured Alcoholic Beverages)
* Beer Plant (E.O.U.)
* Country Liquor
* Cider Plant
* Ethanol (Biofuel)
* Grape Wine
* Herbal Beer
* Mineral Water (Packed In Bottles, Glasses, Jars)
* Rectified Spirit For Potable Alcohol
  Industrial Alcohol & Medical Alcohol
* Rectified Spirit From Rice/Paddy Straw
* Indian Made Foreign Liquor
* IMFLI (Whisky) From Potatoes
* Octanol (Octyl Alcohol) From Molasses
* Potable Beer (Alcoholic) Based On Potato & Barley/Malt
* Vodka From Potatoes
* Whisky
* Wine From Dates
* Wine From Mahua Flowers
MULTIPLE PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

LIST OF EIRI LIST OF MULTIPLE PROJECT REPORTS IN CD

52 FOOD, DAIRY, BAKERY, CONFECTIONERY & SNACKS FOODS
PROJECTS IN CD-ROM
(52 PROJECT REPORTS)  Rs. 16000/-
ISBN : 9788189765415

AUTOMATIC BISCUIT PLANT, BEER PLANT, BESAN PLANT, BAKERY UNIT, CONFECTIONERY (TOFFEE/CANDY), CORN FLAKES, COLD STORAGE/ROOM, CHEWING TOBACCO (KHAIINE), DAIRY FARMING, DAIRY PRODUCTS & MILK PKG, DALL/PULSE MILL, EGG POWDER, FOOD SUPPLY/CATERING, FISH FARMING, FRUIT JUICES BOTTLING PLANT, FAST FOOD PARLOUR, FRUIT/VEGETABLE DEHYDRATION, GINGER OIL, GINER PROCESSING, GINGER POWDER, HONEY PROCESSING & PKG, INSTANT NOODLES, INSTANT TEA AND COFFEE, KATHA MANUFACTURING, MUSTARD OIL (EDIBLE OIL), MINI FLOUR MILL (ATTA), MANGO PROCESSING & CANNING, MITHAI-HALWAI, MINERAL WATER, MAIZE OIL, NAMKEEN INDUSTRY, ROLLER FLOUR MILL, RICE MILL, RICE PUFF, ICE CREAM, SOYABEAN PRODUCTS, SPICES/MASALA (EOU), SCENTED SUPARI (BETALNUT), SNACK FOOD, SUGAR PLANT, TOMATO PRODUCTS, TEA PACKAGING, PAN MASALA, PAPPAD PLANT (AUTOMATIC), POTATO CHIPS/WAFFERS, POULTRY AND EGG PROCESSING, POTATO POWDER, PROCESSED FOOD, PIGGERY/MEAT/CHICKEN PROCESSING, PIGGERY FARMING, PICKLES, ZARDA KIMAM & TOBACCO (EOU). THIS CD (52) CONTAINS PROFITABLE FOOD PROJECT REPORTS EACH PROJECT REPORT COVERS INTRODUCTION, USES & APPLICATION, MANUFACTURING PROCESS, MARKET SURVEY, PROJECT ESTIMATES WITH PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS, BREAK EVEN POINT, PROCESS FLOW SHEET DIAGRAM, RESOURCES OF FINANCE, LIST OF PLANT, MACHINERY AND RAW MATERIALS SUPPLIERS, COST OF THE PLANT & MACHINERY AND RAW MATERIALS ALONG WITH SUPPLIERS ETC.
LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD: ACETIC ACID, ACID SLURRY (L.A.B.), ACETIC ACID FROM ETHANOL, ADHESIVE BASED ON VINYL ACETATE (FEVICOL TYPE), ACTIVATED CARBON FROM SAW DUST, RICE HUSK AND COCONUT SHELL, BEER PLANT, BENZOIC ACID, BORIC ACID, CITRIC ACID FROM MOLASSES, COOLANT (ENGINE), CALCIUM CARBONATE (PRECIPITATED AND ACTIVATED), CHROMIC ACID, DI-CALCIUM PHOSPHATES FROM ANIMAL BONES, DISTILLED WATER, DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE FROM ROCK PHOSPHATE, DETERGENT CAKE & POWDER, ETHANOL (BIOFUEL) FROM MOLASSES, FATTY ACID, GIBBERALLIC ACID, GRANULATED MIXED FERTILIZER, GARCIAL ACID, H-ACID, HYDROCHLORIC ACID (H C L), INDIAN MADE FOREIGN LIQUOR (IMFL), J-ACID, LIQUID TOILET CLEANER (HARPIC TYPE), MINERAL WATER AND PET BOTTLES PLANT, MENTHOL BOLD CRYSTALS, MALTING PLANT, MICROCRYSTALLINE WAX, OXALIC ACID, PAINT INDUSTRY, PLASTIC INJECTION MOULDING PRODUCTS, PHENYL (BLACK AND WHITE), PET PRE-FORM FROM PET RESIN, PHARMACEUTICALS UNIT (TABLET CAPSULES SYRUPS OINTMENT INJECTIONS LOTIONS ETC.), PVC RIGID PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC ELECTRICAL INSULATION TAPE, REPACKING OF MEDICINES, SUGAR PLANT, SULPHURIC ACID, SHAMPOO, SILICA GEL, THINNERS, ZINC STEARATE.
92 PROFITABLE PROJECTS (PROJECT REPORTS) IN CD-ROM
ISBN :9788189765378
Rs. 25000/-

PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD-

PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

55 PROFITABLE PRODUCTS FROM AGRO AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL WASTES Rs. 18000/-
ISBN :9788189765514

PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD-

Acrylic sheets, Activated carbon from saw dust, Rice husk and coconut shell, Activated carbon from wood, Bio fertilisers, Bees wax refining and bleaching, Biocoal briquettes from agriculture cellulosic wastes, Coal/Fuel briquettes from agro waste, Caffeine from tea waste, Carpet from cotton waste, Coir pith, Cement from rice husk, Cotton yarn, Crude oil bleaching for petroleum jelly, Furfural, Fatty acid from Waste vegetables, Gobar gas plant, hand made paper, Hard board from rice husk, Kraft paper from waste carton boxes, Kraft paper from waste paper, microcrystalline wax, Oxalic acid from rice husk, Ossein and gelatine, Paper waste recycling plant (paper mill), Particle board, pectin from mango peels, Polyester yarn from waste, Power plant, power plant (hydro based), Plastic granules, Paper cones & tubes, paraffin wax from slack wax, Paper from rice husk & wheat husk, recycling of waste cellulose acetate cellulose acetate sheets, rubber reclaiming, Re-refining of used engine oil, Reclamation of used bleaching earth, Recovery of lead from disposed lead acid batteries recovery of gold from P.C.B & other electronic waste, re-conditioning of picture tube, Reconditioning of fluorescent tube, Rubber powder, Reclamation of nickel from spent catalyst of vanaspati industries, Rubber goods from waste rubber, Recovery of silver nitrate from, Photographic waste fixer, Silver extraction from waste hypo sol x-ray film and cinema film, Silicon from rice husk, Secondary lead extraction from scrap battery plates, Pipes, sheets, Silk waste processing and spinning, Tread rubber, Toluene and sbp from crude naphtha, Vodka, Vermi-composting, Zinc metal from zinc ash, Zinc & copper sulphate from brass ash.
LIST OF THE PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD

Acrylic sheet and moulded products, Audio cassettes parts by injection moulding, Audio cassette assembly & recording, Automobile injection moulded plastic components, ABS granules from abs scrap from (from old tv cabinets, White goods, etc.), Air bubble packaging film, Ball pen manufacturing (automatic plant), bath tub (acrylic), Blow moulded plastic container, Blow moulding machine fabrication, B.O.P.P. film, B.O.P.P self adhesive tapes, Blister film P.V.C, Ball point pen, Refills & ink, Colour master batches for various plastics, Compact disk, dough moulding compound (dmc), Bulk moulding compound (bmc), Sheet moulding compound (smc), Disposable cups, Glasses etc., Disposable plastic syringes (sterilized), Discount/credit card, Electric switches, plugs, sockets, and other accessories, EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) sheet, Egg trays from plastics, EVA(ethylene vinyl acetate) footwear inject, Expanded cellular polyethylene sheet, fiber glass, Fibre glass sheets, FRP Products, H.D.P.E/P.P. Box strappings, hdpe/pp woven sacks (bags), hdpe fishing net, h.d.p.e pipes, helmet, h.d.p.e and fitting pipes, injection & blow moulded plastic products, intravenous fluid plastic bottle, injection moulded plastic balls, injection moulding for plastic components with tool room, lamination of co-extrusion multi layer film in roll form, lamination on hdpe woven clothes, multi layer co-extrusion, 3 layer - film with lamination & printing, nylon granules from nylon waste, nylon net for giving shade to tea plant in nursery, pet bottles from pre-form (capsules), pet granules (dana), plastic injection moulding products, plastic bangles by injection moulding, plastic mat, plastic moulded furniture, p.v.c. pipes and fittings, plastic films and sheets with printing (flexo and roto) ldpe/hdpe/pp/hm/pvc, plastic collapsible tubes, plastic granules, plastic granules from fresh resin, plastic (nylon) niwar, plastic buttons by injection moulding methods, plastic rope, plastic corrugated sheet & boxes plastic tooth pick, p.v.c. films, poly-vinyl flooring pvc leather cloth, p.v.c. battery separator, polyurethane foam (p.u. foam), pvc foot wear, plastic tarpaulin, plastic milk crate and plastic fish crate, polythene bags, pouch making and gravure printing, plastic sutli or polypropylene sutli, polymer pencil, plastic jerry cans, pvc extrusion profiles (wiring channels), poly carbonate sheet, pvc/plastics (soft/rigid) films/sheet, polyester film, poly packs of polyethene film, p.v.c. flexible pipes, pvc resin from calcium carbide, pvc non-woven mat, plastic water storage tanks (hdpe) (sintex type), polymeric roofing felt, p.v.c. conduit pipes, polyester yarn from waste, pet pre-form, pet bottles-cum-mineral water, pvc wires and cables, pvc cover & files (conference bags, folders, file covers, diary covers etc.), polyester zip fasteners, polypropylene & multifilament spinning yarn, plastic toys, plastic doors and windows, spoons (plastic), synthetic felt (plastic based) used in paper mill, sport shoes (imported automatic plant) action, liberty etc. type, thermocol based disposable glass, cups & plates, teflon - coated - electric cables, tooth brush, thermocol, unsaturated polyester resins 100. x-ray film.
43 IRON, STEEL, CASTING, FABRICATION, WIRE DRAWING & ROLLING
MILLS PROJECTS
ISBN :9788189765620
RS. 18000/-

LIST OF THE PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD

ALUMINIUM UTENSILS, ALUMINIUM WIRE DRAWING, ALUMINIUM INGOTS FROM ALUMINIUM SCRAP, ALUMINIUM, BRASS, COPPER SCRAP & SHEETS TRADING, BOLTS & NUTS (COLD FORMED STEEL FASTENERS), BLAST FURNACE, BI-METAL BUSHES, BRASS AND COPPER TUBE, BRIGHT BAR, CERAMIC COATED STEEL PIPE, COLD ROLLED PRESSED STEEL DOORS WINDOW FRAMES, COPPER WIRE DRAWING ANNEALING & SUPER ENAMELLING, E.R.W.STEEL PIPES & TUBES, FABRICATION OF SHEET METAL COMPONENTS, FOUNDRY, GAUGE REDUCTION OF IRON AND STEEL, FROM AVAILABLE SCRAP AND FRESH MATERIAL, GALVANISED IRON (G.I.) WIRE, INVESTMENT CASTING, MILD STEEL INGOTS BY INDUCTION FURNACE, METALLURGICAL COKE, METAL CUTTING - OFF & GRINDING WHEELS (ABRASIVE CUTTING WHEELS), METAL WIRES, O.T.S. TIN CANS, OIL SEAL RINGS/METAL CUPS, PRINTED TIN CONTAINERS, RE - ROLLING OF STEEL SECTIONS, ROLLING MILL, STEEL WIRE ROPE, STEEL WIRE DRAWING & GALVANISING, STEEL FOUNDRY, STEEL CHAIN, STEEL WOOL, STEEL DRUM AND BARRELS, STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS, STAINLESS STEEL TUBES, STEEL FURNITURE, S.G. IRON & ALLOY STEEL CASTING, SPONGE IRON, STEEL CASTING, STAINLESS STEEL CUTLERY, SINTERED METAL PRODUCTS, TAR FELT (BITUMEN FELT), ZINC METAL FROM ZINC ASH, BY (I) ELECTROLYSIS METHOD, (II) DISTILLATION PROCESS.
56 AGRO BASED & FOOD PROCESSING PROJECTS IN CD  
Rs. 16000/-  
ISBN :9788189765408

LIST OF THE 56 PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN CD:

AMLA PROCESSING, ASAFOETIDA (COMPOUND), AYURVEDIC/HERBAL PHARMACY, BREAD PLANT, BANANA POWDER, BASMATI RICE EXPORT, COLD/SOFT DRINKS, COUNTRY LIQUOR, CONE FOR SOFTY ICE CREAM, CASHEW NUT DECORICATION, CASEIN FROM MILK, COFFEE PLANTATION, CATTLE AND POULTRY FEED, CUSTARD POWDER, CAFFEINE FROM TEA WASTE, DEHYDRATED ONIONS & ONION POWDER, EXTRACTION OF SOYABEAN OIL FROM SOYABEAN, FROZEN FINGER CHIPS, GOAT FARMING, GHEE AND BUTTER, GRAPE DEHYDRATION, HERBAL EXTRACTS, ICE MAKING PLANT, INSTANT SOUP, INSTANT FOOD IDLI MIX, DOSA MIX, SAMBAR MIX, VADA MIX, GULAB JAMUN MIX, TOMATO SOUP MIX ETC., INDIAN MADE FOREIGN LIQUOR, LECITHIN (SOYA BASED), MANGO JUICE, MUSHROOM GROWING & PROCESSING WITH AIR CONDITION, MEAT CHILLING/FROZEN MEAT, MALTING PLANT, MILK POWDER & GHEE, MACARONI, NATURAL MINERAL WATER, ORANGE JUICE, PROCESSED FOOD, PAPAIN INDUSTRY, POTATO STARCH, PROTEIN AND PROTEIN BASED PRODUCTS, POUCHES FILLING & PACKAGING OF EDIBLE OIL & GHEE, PICKLES, MURABBAS AND SAUCES ETC., "REFINED OILS" COTTON SEED OIL, GROUND OIL, SUN FLOWER OIL & SAFFLOWER OIL, READY TO EAT MOONG HALWA, PANJEERI, GREEN CHUTNEY, RESTAURANT, ROASTED/DRIED/SALTED CASHEWNUTS, ALMONDS, PISTA, PEANUT, DRIED COCONUT SUNFLOWER SEED, SCENTED SUPARI (BETAL NUT), SUGAR CANDIES (BOMBAY MISHRI TYPE), SOYA MILK & PANEER, SUGARCANE JUICE PRESERVATION, SATTU, TEA & COFFEE PROCESSING AND PACKAGING, TEA INDUSTRY, TOMATO PASTE (TOMATO PUREE), VERMICELLI, VEGETABLE OIL REFINING, WATER CHILLING PLANT.
23 PROFITABLE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
ISBN :9788189765392
Rs. 16000/-

LIST OF THE 23 PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN CD:

Automatic Brick Plant, Aluminium Door & Windows, Bricks From Fly Ash, Building Hardwares of Aluminium, Ceramic Glazed Wall and floor Tiles, Cement Tiles, RCC Pipe, SFRC Precast Slabs, Man Hole cover, Enterlocking Tiles, Cement Grills etc., Computerised Hot Mix Concrete Plant, Door Hinges, FRP Products, Fire Bricks, Glazed Ceramic Tiles, High Alumina Cement, Hollow Concrete Blocks (Bricks), High Alumina Ceramics, Mosaic Tiles, Mini Cement Plant, Polymeric Roofing Felt, Pre-Stressed Concrete Railway Sleepers, Particle Board, Refactories with Ceramics (Ceramics Tiles (Glazed) Crockery, Rerolling of Sariya(Tor), Sanitary Wares and Wall Tile/ Floor Tile, Wooden Door & Windows.
26 NEW EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS (SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, TRAINING/MANAGEMENT INSTITUTES, HOSTELS ETS.) Rs. 16000/-
ISBN : 9788189765606

LIST OF THE 26 PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN CD:

AYURVEDIC/HERBAL COLLEGE WITH HOSPITAL, ASTROLOGY INSTITUTE, B.Ed AND LAW COLLEGE, BIO TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE, COLLEGE, COMPUTER EDUCATION INSTITUTE, DENTAL COLLEGE, DAY BOARDING SCHOOL WITH HOSTEL, ENGINEERING COLLEGE,FASHION TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE WITH HOSTEL, FRANCHISE TRAINING PROGRAM, HOSTEL WITH MESS, HOSTEL, MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITAL & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE B.Ed, LAW & BIO-TECHNOLOGY, MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE FOR MBA, BBA, BCA, B.COM , BSIT, EXMBA, MCA, MSIT, PH.D. DEGREE, PRE NURSERY NURSERY & K.G. SCHOOL, PRE NURSERY SCHOOL, SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SCHOOL WITH HOSTEL FACILITY, SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL INCLUDING PRIMARY, MIDDLE & SENIOR SECONDARY, MINI NURSING HOME, LIBRARY FOWOMEN, SELF EMPLOYMENT FACILITIES FOR WOMEN, SCHOOL, SCHOOL AIDED (SCHOOL WITH NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MIDWIFE, COMPUTER TRAINING INSTITUTE, LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDICO), SANITARY, VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE, VETERINARY COLLEGE WITH HOSPITAL, WOMEN'S HOSTEL.
PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

31 ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMES, FLAVOUR & AROMATIC COMPOUND

Rs. 16000/-
ISBN: 9788189765477

LIST OF 31 ESSENTIAL OIL PROJECT REPORTS IN CD:

AROMATIC PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS, AJOWAN EXTRACTION FROM AJOWAN SEEDS AGARBATTI SYNTHETIC PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS, CITRONELLA OIL EXTRACTION CLOVE OIL, EXTRACTION & DISTILLATION OF ESSENTIAL OILS, OLEORESINS, FLAVOURS & FRAGRANCES, EXTRACTION OF ESSENTIAL OILS BY SUPER CRITICAL FLUID (CARBON DIOXIDE) METHOD FROM FLOWERS, HERBS & SPICES, EXTRACTION OF LARGE CARDAMON OIL, EUCALYPTUS OIL, FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION OF ESSENTIAL OILS AND MEDICINAL PLANT EXTRACTS, GERANIOL CITRONELLAL & HYDROXY CITRONELLOA, GINGER OIL, GINGER PROCESSING (PEELING, DRYING, GRINDING, BLEACHING OF FRESH GINGER), HERBAL EXTRACTS, JASMINE FLOWER OIL, JASMINE, ROSE & LILY OIL EXTRACTION PLANT, JASMINE AND LILY FLOWER OIL, LEMON GRASS OIL (CITRONELLA OIL)(VERBENA OIL) (AN ESSENTIAL OIL), MENTHOL BOLD CRYSTALS, MENTHOL & DEMENTHOLISED OIL, NATURAL ESSENTIAL OILS, NEEM OIL FROM SEEDS, NON-ALCOHOLIC FLAVOURS, OLEORESINS FROM CHILLY & GINGER (EXTRACTION), PALM OIL CRUSHING UNIT, PEPPERMINT OIL, PERFUMES FOR SOAP, DETERGENT AND AGARBATTI ETC. (YARA YARA), ROSE CRYSTALS ROSE OIL, SCENTS AND PERFUMES, TURMERIC OIL OLEORESIN FROM RAW TURMERIC.
63 PROFITABLE PACKAGING & ALLIED PROJECT REPORTS
IN CD ROM
ISBN : 9788189765491

LIST OF THE 63 PACKAGING PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN CD:

AIR BUBBLE PACKAGING, ALUMINIUM BEVERAGES CANS, ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION, ALUMINIUM BOTTLES COLD EXTRUSION OF ALUMINIUM, ALUMINIUM COLLAPSIBLE TUBE (PRINTED), ANODIC ALUMINIUM LABELS, ALUMINIUM FOILS, ALUMINIUM FOIL CUTTING & ROLL MAKING, ALUMINIUM CAPS FOR INJECTION VIALS, BLISTER FILMS P.V.C., BOTTLING PLANT, BABY BOTTLES (PLASTIC) WITH WHITE SILICONE RUBBER TEATS, COSMETICS AND PLASTIC PACKAGING MATERIALS MANUFACTURING, CORRUGATED BOARD & BOXES WITH PRINTING, CARD BOARD BOXES & CARTONS OF PAPER (SYSTEM - PACKAGING), DISPOSABLE PLASTIC CUPS GLASSES ETC., EGG TRAY FROM PULP, GLASS BOTTLES, GEM CLIPS, PAPER PINS & STAPLES, HDPE/PP WOVEN SACKS (BAGS), HAND MADE PAPER, JUTE ROPE/SUTLI, JUTE BAGS FOR RAW JUTE, KRAFT PAPER FROM WASTE PAPER, KRAFT PAPER FROM WASTE CARTON BOXES, LAMINATION OF CO-EXTRUSION, MULTI LAYER FILM IN ROLL FORM, MONO CARTONS, INLAY CARDS, FOLDERS AND DANGLERS, MILK CHILLING PLANT, MULTI LAYER CO-EXTRUSION, 3 LAYER-FILM WITH LAMINATION & PRINTING, O.T.S. TIN CANS, PACKAGING OF NAMKEEN, BHUJIA, DALMOTH ETC. IN FLEXIBLE POUCHES, POUCHES FILLING & PACKAGING OF EDIBLE OIL & GHEE, PLASTIC COLLAPSIBLE TUBES, PLASTIC CORRUGATED SHEET & BOXES, PLASTIC SUTLI OR POLYPROPYLENE SUTLI, PRINTED TIN CONTAINERS, PACKAGING OF OILS IN TIN CONTAINER, PLASTIC JERRY CANS, PAPER GLASSES FOR BEVERAGE, PET BOTTLES FROM PRE-FORM (CAPSULES), P.V.C. FILMS, PLASTIC SHEET FROM PLASTIC SCRAP, PAPER CUPS FOR ICE CREAM, PAPER CARRY BAGS, PLASTIC I.V. BOTTLES, PAPER LABELS FOR BEER BOTTLES COATED BY HIGH, SPEED FULLY AUTOMATIC MACHINE, PAPER ENVELOPES, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER TAPE, PAPER PLATES, GLASSES, CUPS MANUFACTURING WITH ALUMINIUM FOIL COATED PAPER SHEET, PILFER PROOF CAPS AND CROWN CAPS, PILFER PROOF CAPS, PLASTIC BOTTLES & CAPS, POLYTHENE BAGS & PRINTING, REPACKING OF MEDICINES, SODAWATER BOTTLING PLANT (CARBONATED BEVERAGE), STITCHING WIRE, TEA PACKAGING, THERMOFORMED PACKAGING (BLISTER PACKAGING & POUCH PACKAGING), THERMOCOLE, THERMOCOLE BASED DISPOSABLE GLASS, CUPS & PLATES, THERMOFORMED CUPS, PLATES & GLASSES WITH HIPS, SHEET MANUFACTURING, WOODEN BOXES.
LIST OF THE 36 PRINTING PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN CD:

ALUMINIUM LABEL PRINTING, ALUMINIUM PRINTING PLATE FOR OFFSET MACHINE, COATING & PRINTING OF LAMINATED PAPER POUCHES, COMPUTER STATIONERY, CERAMIC TRANSFERS (FOR PRINTING ON CERAMICS), CERAMIC TILE PRINTING MEDIUM MANUFACTURING, COATING & LAMINATION ON PAPER, DTP & OFFSET PRINTING, DTP & OFFSET PRINTING PRESS, FLEXOGRAPHIC & ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING, FLOCK PRINTING ON PLASTIC & METALLIC (NS), GREETING CARDS BY OFFSET PRINTING, GUM FOR PASTING LABELS/OFFICE PASTE (GUM), H.M. BAGS WITH FLEXO PRINTING, HEAT TRANSFER LABEL BY SCREEN PRINTING PROCESS, HAND BLOCK PRINTING, LAMINATED FABRIC EMBossING, OFFSET PRINTING INKS (COLOURED), OFFSET SECURITY PRINTING PRESS, OFFSET PRINTING PRESS, PRINTING INK, POLYTHENE BAGS & AUTOMATIC PRINT, POUCH MAKING AND GRAVURE, PRINTING GUM (GUAR GUM BASED), PRINT TRANSFER LABELS (TATTOO), PLASTISOLS FOR SCREEN PRINTING INK, RUBBER ROLLER FOR PRINTING MACHINE, ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING (FOR FLEXIBLE PACKAGING), RUBBER STEREOTYPE PRINTING, SCREEN PRINTING BY TEXTILES, STICKER AND LABELLING PLANT, SELF ADHESIVE LABELS, SCREEN PRINTING INKS, SCREEN PRINTING ON PAPER/CARDS, TIN PRINTING, WALL PAPER PRINTING UNIT
99 PRINTING AND PACKAGING PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM  Rs. 21000/-
ISBN : 9788189765545

LIST OF THE 99 PRINTING AND PACKAGING PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN CD:

ALUMINIUM LABEL PRINTING, ALUMINIUM PRINTING PLATE FOR OFFSET MACHINE, COATING & PRINTING OF LAMINATED PAPER POUCHES, COMPUTER STATIONERY, CERAMIC TRANSFERS (FOR PRINTING ON CERAMICS), CERAMIC TILE PRINTING MEDIUM MANUFACTURING, COATING & LAMINATION ON PAPER, DTP & OFFSET PRINTING, DTP & OFFSET PRINTING PRESS, FLEXO GRAPHIC & ROTOGRAVURE PRINTING, FLOCK PRINTING ON PLASTIC & METALLIC (NS), GREETING CARDS BY OFFSET PRINTING, GUM FOR PASTING LABELS/OFFICE PASTE (GUM), H.M. BAGS WITH FLEXO PRINTING, HEAT TRANSFER LABEL BY SCREEN PRINTING PROCESS, HAND BLOCK PRINTING, LAMINATED FABRIC EMBOSsing, OFFSET PRINTING INKS (COLOURED), OFFSET SECURITY PRINTING PRESS, OFFSET PRINTING PRESS, PRINTING INK, POLYTHENE BAGS & AUTOMATIC PRINT, POUCH MAKING AND GRAVURE, PRINTING GUM (GUAR GUM BASED), PRINT TRANSFER LABELS (TATTOO), LASTISOLS FOR SCREEN PRINTING INK, RUBBER ROLLER FOR PRINTING MACHINE, ROTO GRAVURE PRINTING (FOR FLEXIBLE PACKAGING), RUBBER STEREO FOR PRINTING, SCREEN PRINTING BY TEXTILES, STICKER AND LABELLING PLANT, SELF ADHESIVE LABELS, SCREEN PRINTING INKS, SCREEN PRINTING ON PAPER/CARDS, TIN PRINTING, WALL PAPER PRINTING UNIT, AIR BUBBLE PACKAGING, ALUMINIUM BEVERAGES CANS, ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION, ALUMINIUM BOTTLES COLD EXTRUSION OF ALUMINIUM, ALUMINIUM COLLAPSIBLE TUBE (PRINTED), ANODIC ALUMINIUM LABELS, ALUMINIUM FOIL CUTTING & ROLL MAKING, ALUMINIUM CAPS FOR INJECTION VIALS, BLISTER FILMS P.V.C., BOTTLING PLANT, BABY BOTTLES (PLASTIC) WITH WHITE SILICONE RUBBER TEATS, COSMETICS AND PLASTIC PACKAGING MATERIALS MANUFACTURING, CORRUGATED BOARD & BOXES WITH PRINTING, CARD BOARD BOXES & CARTONS OF PAPER (SYSTEM - PACKAGING), DISPOSABLE PLASTIC CUPS GLASSES ETC., EGG TRAY FROM PULP, GLASS BOTTLES, GEM CLIPS, PAPER PINS & STAPLES, HDPE/PP WOVEN SACKS (BAGS), HAND MADE PAPER, JUTE ROPE/SUTLI, JUTE BAGS FOR RAW JUTE, KRAFT PAPER FROM WASTE PAPER, KRAFT PAPER FROM WASTE CARTON BOXES, LAMINATION OF CO-EXTRUSION, MULTI LAYER FILM IN ROLL FORM, MONO CARTONS, INLAY CARDS, FOLDERS AND DANGLERS, MILK CHILLING PLANT, MULTI LAYER CO-EXTRUSION, 3 LAYER-FILM WITH LAMINATION & PRINTING, O.T.S. TIN CANS, PACKAGING OF NAMKEEN, BHJIA, DALMOTH ETC. IN FLEXIBLE POUCHES, POUCHES FILLING & PACKAGING OF EDIBLE OIL & GHEE, PLASTIC COLLAPSIBLE TUBES, PLASTIC CORRUGATED SHEET & BOXES, PLASTIC SUTLI OR POLYPROPYLENE SUTLI, PRINTED TIN CONTAINERS, PACKAGING OF OILS IN TIN CONTAINER, PLASTIC JERRY CANS, PAPER GLASSES FOR BEVERAGE, PET BOTTLES FROM PRE-FORM (CAPSULES), P.V.C. FILMS, PLASTIC SHEET FROM PLASTIC SCRAP, PAPER CUPS FOR ICE CREAM, PAPER CARRY BAGS, PLASTIC I.V. BOTTLES, PAPER LABELS FOR BEER BOTTLES COATED BY HIGH, SPEED FULLY AUTOMATIC MACHINE, PAPER ENVELOPES, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER TAPE, PAPER PLATES, GLASSES, CUPS MANUFACTURING WITH ALUMINIUM FOIL COATED PAPER SHEET, PILFER PROOF CAPS AND CROWN CAPS, PILFER PROOF CAPS, PLASTIC BOTTLES & CAPS, POLYTHENE BAGS & PRINTING, REPACKING OF MEDICINES, SODA WATER BOTTLING PLANT (CARBONATED BEVERAGE), STITCHING WIRE, TEA PACKAGING, THERMOFORMED PACKAGING (BLISTER PACKAGING & POUCH PACKAGING), THERMOCOLE, THERMOCOLE BASED DISPOSABLE GLASS, CUPS & PLATES, THERMOFORMED CUPS, PLATES & GLASSES WITH HIPS, SHEET MANUFACTURING, WOODEN BOXES.
PROJECT REPORT IN CD ROM

35 PROFITABLE GUMS, ADHESIVES, SEALANTS & RESINS PROJECTS

ISBN :9788189765521

CONTENTS OF PROFITABLE 35 GUMS, ADHESIVES, SEALANTS & RESINS PROJECTS

ADHESIVE FOR STICKERS, ADHESIVE FOR CORRUGATION DRY POWDER & PASTE, ADHESIVE BASED ON POLYURETHANE, ADHESIVE INDUSTRIES (LAMINATED, FAVICOL, STICKER, DDA & OTHER TYPES OF ADHESIVES), ADHESIVE FOR CORRUGATION (DRY POWDER), ALKYD RESINS, ADHESIVE MANUFACTURING FOR JOINING HDPE PIPES & JOINTS, ADHESIVE BASED ON VINYL ACETATE (FEVICOL TYPE), B.O.P.P SELF ADHESIVE TAPES, CNSL BASED RESIN IN LIQUID & POWDER FORM, D.O.P AND OTHER PLASTICIZERS, ESTER GUMS (FOOD GRADE), EPOXY RESIN, GUAR GUM, GLUE STICK, LATEX RUBBER BASED ADHESIVE, LEATHER BASED ADHESIVE, LIQUID ADHESIVE FOR CORRUGATED BOARD & BOXES, LEATHER TO LEATHER ADHESIVE (LATEX BASED ADHESIVES), MELAMINE FORMALDEHYDE POWDER, OFFICE PASTE, PAPER LABEL FOR BEER BOTTLES, POLYESTER RESINS (G.P.GRADE LAMINATE GRADE, ELECTRICAL GRADE), PHENOL FORMALDEHYDE RESIN, POTATO STARCH, POLY AMIDE RESIN, PRINTING GUMS (GUAR GUM BASED), RUBBER ADHESIVE, SYNTHETIC ADHESIVE FOR DECORATIVE LAMINATES BONDING, STARCH & DEXTRIN BASED ADHESIVE, THERMOSETTING ADHESIVE, UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESIN, UREA FORMALDEHYDE MOULDING POWDER, UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESINS, WATER BASED LATEX ADHESIVES.
52 PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

52 COSMETICS (HERBAL & SYNTHETICS) TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
(52 PROJECTS REPORTS) Rs. 18000/-
ISBN: 9788189765798

52 COSMETICS (HERBAL & SYNTHETIC) TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

AFTER SHAVE LOTION, ANTISEPTIC CREAM (BORO PLUS TYPE), AYURVEDIC DANT MANJAN (RED COLOUR - DABUR TYPE), ANTI-DANDRUFF CREAM, ALOE VERA GEL STABILIZED, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, BODY CREAMS AND LOTIONS, BABY OIL (BODY OIL), COSMETICS INDUSTRY (MODERN), COLD CREAMS, CAR SHAMPOO, COCONUT OIL FROM COPRA, DETERGENT CAKE & POWDER, ENAMEL REMOVERS, EXTRACTION OF ESSENTIAL OIL (CARDAMON, JEERA, AJOWAN, GINGER OIL ETC) & PACKING OF GROUND SPICE, FACE MASK (LIQUID FORM) STRAWBERRY FLAVOUR (MILK MASK, CLEANSING MASK, BUTTER MILK MASK, PAW PAW MASK & OTHERS), FACE CREAM AND BODY CREAM, HERBAL COSMETIC, HENNA PASTE MAKING, HAIR OILS, HAIR DYE IN FORM OF HAIR OIL, HERBAL FACE PASTE, HERBAL SHAMPOO & CREAMS, HAIR REMOVING CREAM, HAIR FIXER (HAIR GEL FOR AFRO HAIR), HAIR REMOVING WAX, HAIR COLOUR MATE (FORMULATIONS AND PROCESS), HERBAL TOOTH PASTE & TOOTH POWDER, HAIR DYE LIQUID, HERBAL EXTRACTS, HAIR DYE POWDER, HAIR COLOUR MATE (FORMULATIONS AND PROCESS), KESHKALA TEL (VASMOL OR GODREJ KESHKALA TEL TYPE), KALI MEHANDI POWDER (HAIR DYE POWDER), LIPSTICKS, LIQUID SOAP, LIQUID BINDI & SINDUR, LIQUID TOILET CLEANER (HARPIC TYPE), MUSTARD OIL, NAIL ENAMEL (NAIL POLISH), ROSE WATER, SHAMPOO, SHAVING CREAM, SCENTS AND PERFUMES, SPRAY (PERFUME), TOILET SOAP INDUSTRY (SOAP FROM SOAP STOCK), TOILET & HERBAL SOAP, TOOTH POWDERS, TOOTH PASTE GEL TYPE (LIKE COLGATE, CLOSEUP ETC.), TOOTH PASTE (CALCIUM CARBONATE BASE), TOILET SOAP WITH GLYCERINE TRANSPARENT SOAP, TALCUM POWDER (FACE & TOILET POWDER).
BRA AND PANTY (EOU) LADIES UNDER GARMENTS, BED SHEET, BED COVERS FURNISHING, BUCKRAM, BLANKET MANUFACTURE FROM SHODDY, BLEACHING, DYEING, PRINTING & FINISHING OF TEXTILE, BANDAGE CLOTH WEAVING ON POWER LOOM, COTTON YARN, CARPET FROM COTTON WASTE, CANVAS CLOTH, DENIM JEANS, JACKETS, SHIRTS & SKIRTS WITH DYEING, DENIM CLOTH (BLEACHING, DYEING, PRINTING), DISPOSABLE BABY DIAPER, EMBROIDERY ON FABRICS, HOIERY & TEXTILE CLOTH PROCESSING, HOIERY INDUSTRY, HOIERY CLOTH (COTTON) PROCESSING (BLEACH,DYE, FINISH OF CLOTH), KNITTED CLOTH (SHRINKED), LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS, LEATHER GARMENTS (JACKET & PANTS), LEATHER GARMENTS SHOES & CHAPPAL ETC., LAMINATED FABRIC EMBOSING, METALLIC BUTTONS, NYLON ZIP FASTENERS, NECK TIE, POLYESTER HOIERY LABEL AND PATCHES, PLASTIC BUTTONS (BY INJECTION MOLDING METHOD), READYMADE GARMENTS (ONLY LADIES) GOWNS, SHIRTS, BLOUSE, READY MADE SALWAR SUIT, SOCKS KNITTING, SANITARY NAPKINS, SILK FABRIC (POWER LOOM), SEWING THREAD REELS & BALLS MAKING INDUSTRY, SILK SAREES (POWER LOOM), SURGICAL COTTON & BANDAGE, SCREEN PRINTING BY TEXTILES, SURAT JARI, STARCH BOOK BINDING CLOTH, TEXTILE BLEACHING DYEING & FINISHING (JOB WORK), T-SHIRTS, TERRY TOWEL (E.O.U), TEXTILE AUXILLIARIES & CHEMICALS, VELVET CLOTH BY FLOCKING PROCESS, YARN DYEING, WOOLLEN SWEATERS.
50 ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER BASED INDUSTRIES  Rs. 18000/-
ISBN : 9788189765903

50 ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER/IT BASED INDUSTRIES (LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD) AIR CONDITIONERS & PARTS, AAC & ACSR ALUMINIUM CONDUCTORS, BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCE (B.P.O.), CYBER CAFE, CALL CENTRE (INTERNATIONAL), CALL CENTRE (DOMESTIC), CEILING FAN, CHOKES & PATTIES, CHOKES & STARTERS, CHOKE OF FLUORESCENT TUBES, COMPACT DISK, COMPUTER EDUCATION INSTITUTE, COMPUTER ASSEMBLY, COMPUTER CONTINUOUS STATIONERY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, CELLO TAPE, COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS, DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER, DOMESTIC TRANSFORMER, ELECTRICAL PANEL BOARDS, ELECTRICAL DOMESTIC APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC ENERGY METERS, ELECTRIC FANS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, ELECTRIC SWITCHES AND SOCKETS, ELECTRONIC CHOKE (BALLAST), ELECTRONIC TOYS (E.O.U.), ELECTRICAL STAMPING FOR TRANSFORMER, ELECTRICAL REPAIRING, EPOXY TRANSFORMERS, F.H.P. MOTORS, GLS LAMPS, GLS LAMPS & FLUORESCENT TUBES, H.T. & L.T. INSULATOR, HT AIR BRAKE SWITCHES D.O. FUSE, LIGHTENING ARRESTOR, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (L.E.D.), MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER, MIXER/GRINDER (MIXI), MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS (PCB), PVC WIRES AND CABLES, POWER INVERTERS, POWER TRANSFORMER, PORTAL, SOLAR CELLS, TUBULAR POLES FOR ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION, TELEPHONE (PUSH BUTTON & CORDLESS), UN INTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY, SERVO CONTROLLED STABILIZER, VOLTAGE STABILIZER.
12 MOSQUITOES PREVENTIVE PROJECTS (COILS, MATS, LIQUIDS, AGARBATTI, NETS, SPARY ETC.)
ISBN : 9788189765590
Rs. 12000/-

LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

MOSQUITO COILS USING EUCALYPTUS LEAVES, MOSQUITO COILS AND MATS, ALLETHRIN MOSQUITO REPELLANT OIL, MOSQUITO REPELLENT MATS, AEROSOL & MOSQUITO REPELLANT SPRAY (BAYGON, HIT, MORTEIN TYPE), PEST CONTROL, ALLETHRIN MOSQUITO MAT RECHARGER, MOSQUITO NET, MOSQUITO LARVA DESTROYER, MOSQUITO REPELLENT OIL, MOSQUITO COIL AGAR BATTI (INCENSE STICKS), MOSQUITO & FLIES REPELLANT AGARBATTI (INCENSE STICKS)
THE CONTENT COVER IN CD ROM- AUTOMOBILE PAINTS, ALUMINIUM PAINT

ACRYLIC COPOLYMER EMULSION, ACRYLIC EMULSION PAINTS, BITUMINOUS BASED CORROSION RESISTANT, CEMENT PAINT, CLEAR TRANSPARENT LACQUER FOR COATING ON BRASS BANGLES TO MAKE IT WEATHER-RESISTANT, COPPER PHTHALOCYANINE BLUE & GREEN, DRY DISTEMPER AND CEMENT PAINT, (WATER BASED) IN LIQUID FORM FOR ELECTROPHORETIC COATING APPLICATION ON METAL PLATES, ENAMEL REMOVERS, ENAMELLING OF COPPER WIRE, EPOXY RESINS, GLASS PUTTY, GLASS COATING SOLUTION, HAMMERTONE PAINTS, INSULATING VARNISH, INSULATING VARNISH, (POLY VINYL BUTYRAL BASED, FFC GRADE), LIME COLOUR/CEMENT COLOUR (SYNTHETIC- RED IRON OXIDE) USED FOR FLOORING, LACQUER EMULSION (HIGH SHINE AND MEDIUM SHINE) FOR LEATHER FINISHING & N.C.LACQUER FOR LEATHER FINISHING (FORMULATION & MANUFACTURING PROCESSES), NAPHTHA BASED THINNER, N.C.PUTTY, N.C. THINNERS USED IN AUTOMOBILES, OIL-BOUND DISTEMPER PAINTS, PAINT INDUSTRY PAINT REMOVERS, PAINT DRIERS, POWDER COATING PAINTS, PAINT AND REDUCER, PRIMER PAINTS, ENAMEL PAINTS & DISTEMPER, POWDER COATING PRIMER PAINTS & ENAMEL PAINTS, POLY VINYL ACETATE EMULSION, PIGMENTS BINDERS FOR TEXTILE PRINTING PUTTY AND WATER PROOFING PAINT, PHENOL FORMALDEHYDE RESIN, POLYAMIDE RESIN, REFRACTORY PAINT (GRAPHITE BASED), RED OXIDE PIGMENTS FROM IRON PICKLING PLANT WASTE, STOVING PAINT, SILICONE EMULSION FOR TEXTILE, STAINER FOR PAINTS, SOLVENTS & THINNERS, TEXTURE PAINTS, THINNERS, THINNERS (ETHYL ALCOHOL BASED), THINNERS (WHITE SPIRIT BASED), UREA FORMALDEHYDE RESIN, UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESINS, VARNISH (CLEAR) FOR WOOD (FLAME-RETARDING TYPE), WOOD PRIMER FOR PAINTS, WALL PUTTY, WIRE ENAMEL.
45 PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM INFOTECH/IT, HOSPITALITY, HOSPITAL, COLLEGE, SCHOOL, MEDICAL, ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WARE HOUSING & REAL ESTATE PROJECTS

ISBN : 9788189765385

LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS COVERED IN THIS CD ROM

45 INFOTECH/IT, HOSPITALITY, HOSPITAL, COLLEGE, SCHOOL, MEDICAL, ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, WARE HOUSING & REAL ESTATE PROJECTS AMUSEMENT PARK, AMUSEMENT PARK CUM WATER PARK, BANQUET HALL, BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING (BPO), CALL CENTRE, CALL CENTRE (INTERNATIONAL), CHILDREN RECREATION CENTRE, COLD STORAGE, COLLEGE, COMMUNITY CENTRE, COMPUTER EDUCATION INSTITUTE, CYBER CAFE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DENTAL COLLEGE, ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, FASHION TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE, FAST FOOD PARLOUR, FILM VIDEO STUDIO, FRANCHISE TRAINING PROGRAM, GOLF COURSE, HEALTH CLUB & FITNESS CENTER (GYM), HEALTH CLUB CUM BEAUTY PARLOUR WITH SONABATH, HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOSPITAL CUM RESEARCH CENTRE, HOTEL INDUSTRY (FIVE STAR), MEDICAL COLLEGE, MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITAL & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION CENTRE, MENTAL RETARDATION HOSPITAL & CEREBRAL PALSY, MOTEL/SMALL HOTEL, MULTIPLEX CUM ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE, MINERAL WATER (PACKED IN BOTTLES, GLASSES & JARS), NURSING HOME (25 BEDS), PRE NURSERY, NURSERY & K.G SCHOOL, PORTAL, REHABILITATION CENTRE FOR AGED & NEEDY PERSONS, RESTAURANTS WITH PUB, RESTAURANT, RESIDENTIAL CUM COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS, SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, THREE STAR HOTEL, TOURIST CLUB, WARE HOUSE, WATER PARK.
42 ELECTROPLATING, ANODIZING & ALLIED PROJECTS
ISBN: 9788189765538
LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

ANODIC ALUMINIUM LABEL, ANODIZING OF ALUMINIUM, BRIGHTNER FOR NICKEL PLATING, BARREL ELECTROPLAING, BLUE SILVERING ON GLASS, COPPER PLATING, C. P. BATHROOM FITTINGS, CHROME PLATING, CORRUGATED GALVANISED IRON SHEET, ELECTROPLATING OF GOLD, ELECTROPLATING OF SILVER AND GOLD, ELECTROPLATING OF VARIOUS METAL, ELECTROPLATING CHEMICALS, ELECTROPLATING OF ZINC, ELECTROPLATING BRIGHTENERS FOR NICKEL, ELECTROLESS NICKEL PLATING ON PLASTICS, ELECTROLESS CHROMIUM PLATING, GOLD COLOUR ELECTROPLATING, GOLD ELECTROPLATING, GOLD PLATING ON GLASS, GOLD, ROLLED GOLD & SILVER PLATING, GOLD CYANIDE POWDER, GALVANISING PLANT, GLASS SILVERING, GOLD PLATED SILVER JEWELLERY & CUTLERY, HARD CHROMIUM & NICKEL CHROMIUM PLATING, HOT DIP GALVANIZING, HOLOGRAPHIC METALLIZED POLYESTER FILM, MIRROR, NICKEL PLATING, NICKELPLATING BRIGHTENER, PCB WITH GRAPHITE & SILVER COATING, RAINBOW COLOURS ON METAL, SILVER REFINING BY ELECTROLYSIS & BY ACID, SILVER EXTRACTION, SILVER EXTRACTION FROM WASTE HYPO SOLUTION, SILVER & GOLD PLATING ON PVC& NYLON-6, TIN PRINTING, TITANIUM JEWELLERY PLATING, VACUUM METALLIZING, ZINC ELECTROPLATING BRIGHTNER, ZINC ELECTROPLATING ON NUT, BOLTS, CAST IRON PRODUCTS.
28 SURGICAL & DISPOSABLE MEDICAL PROJECTS
ISBN : 9788189765484
LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

AYURVEDIC/HERBAL PHARMACY, BLOOD BAGS, BANDAGE CLOTH WEAVING ON POWER LOOM, CREPE BANDAGE, DISPOSABLE SURGICAL CAPS & MASKS, DEXTROSE SALINE (I.V.FLUID) IN PLASTIC BOTTLE5932.DOC, DEXTROSE SALINE (I.V.FLUID), DISPOSABLE NEEDLES FOR SYRINGES, DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES, DIAGNOSTIC CENTRE, ELECTRONICS BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING INSTUMENT, HOSPITAL CUM NURSING HOME, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES, I.V.FLUIDS (FFS TECHNOLOGY), I.V. SET-CANNULA, INTRAVENOUS, MEDICAL COLLEGE, PLASTIC I.V. BOTTLES, PLASTER OF PARIS BANDAGES, PHARMACEUTICALS (TABLET, CAPSULES ETC.), REPACKING OF MEDICINES, SURGICAL COTTON & BANDAGE, SURGICAL EXAMINATION GLAVES, SURGICAL BANDAGE, SURGICAL ADHESIVE TAPE ON CLOTH SURFACE, SURGICAL METHYLATED SPIRIT, SODIUM PHOSPHATE ENEMA, VETERINARY MEDICINES.
PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

67 RUBBER AND RUBBER GOODS INDUSTRIES
ISBN : 9788189765637
Rs. 18000/-

67 RUBBER & RUBBER GOODS INDUSTRIES (67 PROJECT REPORTS IN CD)

AUTO TYRE TUBES & FLAPS, AUTORUBBER MOULDING PARTS & STEEL JACKS, AUTO TUBES, COIR FOAM (RUBBERISED COIR), CRUMB RUBBER, CRUMB RUBBER MODIFIED BITUMEN (CRMB), CYCLES TYRES AND TUBES, FIELD RUBBER CONVERTED TO THE 60% LATEX RUBBER, GASKETS, HAWAI CHAPPALS, HARD RUBBER BATTERY CONTAINER, HOSE PIPE RUBBER (RADIATOR), (RUBBER HOSES FOR AUTOMOBILES), LATEX FOAM RUBBER (SPONG RUBBER), LATEX RUBBER THREAD, LATEX RUBBER BASED ADHESIVE, LATEX RUBBER CONDOMS, LATEX FOAM RUBBER STABILIZER, MICROCELLULAR SHEETS(RUBBER SHEETS FOR SHOE SOLES, OIL SEALS, 'O' RINGSS, RUBBER POWDER, RUBBER HOSE PIPE, RUBBER AUTO GASKETS, RUBBER ERASER, RUBBERISED CORK SHEET, RUBBERISED FOAM FOR MANUFACTURE OF MATTRESSES, CUSHION ETC., RUBBER AUTO PARTS, RUBBER GOODS FROM WASTE RUBBER, RUBBER BAND, RUBBER PLANTATION, RUBBER PROCESS OIL, RUBBER HOSES FOR AUTOMOBILES, RUBBER RECLAMING, RUBBER BALL, RUBBER BEADING FOR AUTOMOBILES, RUBBER EPDM AUTO PARTS, RUBBER TRANSMISSION BELT & V-BELT, RUBBER STEREO, RUBBER & PLASTIC SHEETS, MATS & FLAPS, RUBBER SHEET FOR AUTOMOBILES, RUBBER BALLOON, RUBBER COTS AND APRONS, RUBBER ROLLER FOR TEXTILE MILLS & PAPER INDUSTRIE, RUBBER FLOORING, RUBBER SOLUTIONS, RUBBER ADHESIVE FOR PLYWOOD, RUBBER ROLLERS & EBIOTITE ROLLERS, RUBBERIZED CLOTH, RUBBER HOSE PIPE & RUBBER GLAZING, RUBBER MOULDING & LINING OF RUBBER SHEETING, RUBBER ADHESIVE (ALL PURPOSE) NEOPRENE & ISOPRENE BASED RUBBER MOULDING & LINING OF RUBBER SHEETING, RUBBER CHAPPEL AND RUBBER SHEET, RUBBER SHEET AND ALLIED HOSPITAL RUBBER GOODS, RUBBER CAPS (CLOSURES) FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USES, RUBBER PLASTIC STAMP & PAD (AUTOMATIC), RUBBER COMPOUND FOR TOYS (USING PLASTER OF PARIS), RUBBER SHEETS FOR SHOE SOLES (EVA) (ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE SHEET FOR SOLE), SURGICAL EXAMINATION GLOVES (DISPOSABLE), SYNTHETIC RUBBER ADHESIVE, SILICON RUBBER NIPPLE/TEATS,TYRES, TUBES & FLAP (MOPED TO TRUCK), TYRE RETREADING MATERIALS (TREAD RUBBER, CUSHION,GUM (COMPOUND) RUBBER SOLUTION PRE-CURED RUBBER),TYRE & TUBES, TYRE RETREADING BY COLD PROCESS, VULCANISING ADHESIVE FOR MULATION VULCANIZING RUBBER SOLUTION/CEMENT FOR AUTOMOBILE TYRES, V-BELTS WATER BASED LATEX ADHESIVES.
ALCOHOL FROM POTATOES, DEXTROSE POWDER FROM POTATOES, FROZEN FINGER CHIPS, I M F L (WHISKY) FROM POTATOES, LIQUID GLUCOSE, POTATO CHIPS/WAFFERS, POTATO POWDER (AUTOMATIC PLANT), POTATO STARCH, POTATO CHIPS, POTATO AND ONION FLAKES, POTABLE BEER (ALCOHOLIC) BASED, ON POTATO & BARLEY/MALT, POTATO POWDER, SAGO SEEDS (SABOO DANA), VODKA FROM POTATOES.
ALUMINIUM POWDER, AAC & ACSR ALUMINIUM CONDUCTORS, ALUMINIUM SILICATE, ALUMINIUM UTENSIL, ALUMINIUM WIRE DRAWING, ALUMINIUM PAINT, ALUMINIUM INGOTS FROM SCRAP, ALUMINIUM ALLOY & INGOTS, ANODIZING OF ALUMINIUM, ALUMINIUM CHLORIDE, ALUMINIUM CHANNELS, ALUMINIUM ROLLING MILL, ALUMINIUM BOTTLES, ALUMINIUM FOIL CUTTING & ROLL MAKING, ALUMINIUM END CAPS, ALUMINIUM DOOR, WINDOW, ALUMINIUM COLLAPSIBLE TUBE, ALUMINIUM PHOSPHIDE, ALUMINIUM INGOTS FROM BAUXITE, ALUMINIUM CAPS, ALUMINIUM FURNITURE & HARDWARE, ALUMINIUM BEVERAGE CANS, ALUMINIUM CANS FOR CAPACITORS, ALUMINIUM & ALUMINIUM ALLOYS FROM ALUMINIUM SCRAP TO MAKE UTENSILS, (INDUCTION FURNACE MELTED), ALUMINIUM HOT & COLD ROLLING MILL (ALUMINIUM SHEETS & CIRCLES), ANODIC ALUMINIUM LABELS, ALUMINIUM SLUGS & CIRCLES, ALUMINIUM PRINTING PLATE FOR OFFSET PRINTING MACHINE, ALUMINIUM FOILS, ALUMINIUM WIRE AND RODS, BRASS AND ALUMINIUM HINGES, HARD ANODIZING ON ALUMINIUM, PILFER PROOF CAPS, PISTON ASSEMBLY (ALUMINIUM ALLOY), PRESSURE DIE CASTING AL., PAPER COATED AL. WIRE, PRESSURE COOKER.
AUTOMATIC BREAD AND BISCUIT UNIT, AUTOMATIC BISCUIT PLANT, BAKING POWDER, BISCUIT UNIT (PINEAPPLE) AUTOMATIC PINEAPPLE BISCUIT MAKING PLANT, BREAD PLANT, BAKERY UNIT (RUSK, PASTRIES,BREAD,BUNS CAKE, TOFFEE, ETC. CONFECTIONERY INDUSTRY, CONFECTIONERY INDUSTRY (TOFFEE & CANDY), CHOCOLATE, CUSTARD POWDER, CANDY HARD BOILED, ICING SUGAR, JELLY POWDER, LECITHIN (SOYA BASED), MITHAI/HALWAI (SWEET & NAMKEEN), MILK POWDER & GHEE,MINI FLOUR MILL (MAIZE, SORGHUM, MILLET), NAMKEEN INDUSTRY (BHUIJA, CHANA CHUR ETC.), POTATO CHIPS/WAFFERS, ROLLER FLOUR MILL (MINI FLOUR MILL), YEAST FROM MOLASSES.
ANIMAL FEED (CATTLE, POULTRY, SHEEP OR PIG), (LIQUID FEED) (MOLASSES BASED), ACETIC ACID FROM MOLASSES, ABSOLUTE/NEUTRAL ALCOHOL (PURIFIED ETHYL ALCOHOL) FROM SUGAR CANE JUICE OR MOLASSES, CITRIC ACID FROM MOLASSES, COUNTRY LIQUOR FROM MOLASSES, ETHANOL (BIOFUEL) FROM MOLASSES, INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL (RECTIFIED SPIRIT), OXALIC ACID FROM MOLASSES, OCTANOL (OCTYL ALCOHOL) FROM MOLASSES, YEAST FROM MOLASSES.
24 FRUITS/VEG. & ALLIED FOOD DEHYDRATION PROJECTS  Rs. 16000/-
ISBN : 9788189766743

BANANA POWDER, CURCUMIN & TURMERIC OIL FROM TURMERIC, DEHYDRATION OF JACK FRUIT, DEHYDRATION OF FIGS BY SUN DRYING METHOD, DEHYDRATION OF ONION AND GARLIC, DESICCATED COCONUT POWDER, DRY GINGER POWDER AND OLEORESIN, DRY GINGER (GINGER POWDER), ONIONS & ONION POWDER, EGG POWDER, FRUIT JUICE POWDER, FRUITS AND VEGETABLE DEHYDRATION, GLUCOSE-D POWDER, GARLIC FLAKES AND POWDER (DEHYDRATED), GRAPE DEHYDRATION, INSTANT FOOD, MANGO POWDER, MUSTARD POWDER, MILK POWDER & GHEE, POTATO POWDER, TURMERIC POWDER (EDIBLE GRADE), TAMARIND JUICE POWDER, TOMATO POWDER, YEAST DRY POWDER FROM MAIZE.
ALUMINIUM INGOTS FROM BAXITE, AYURVEDIC DANT MANJAN (RED COLOUR - DABUR TYPE),
ANGORA RABBIT WOOL, ALUMINIUM POWDER, ALUMINIUM FOILS, BESAN PLANT, BEE KEEPING,
CORN/MAIZE OIL, COTTON YARN, CORN FLAKES, DETERGENT CAKE & POWDER, DAIRY FARMING,
DEHULLED SESAME SEEDS, DAIRY PRODUCTS, DRY GINGER (GINGER POWDER), EGG POWDER,
FISH FARMING, FRUIT JUICES BOTTLING PLANT, FRUITS AND VEGETABLE DEHYDRATION, GOAT
FARMING, HONEY PROCESSING AND PACKAGING, MANGO PROCESSING & CANNING (MANGO
PULP), NEEM OIL FROM SEEDS, PACKED COCONUT WATER, PEANUT BUTTER, PAPPAD PLANT
(AUTOMATIC), POTATO AND ONION FLAKES, PLASTIC BUTTONS (BY INJECTION MOULDING
METHODS), POTATO POWDER, PICKLES, PROCESSED FOOD, RABBIT FARMING, SANITARY
NAPKINS, TAMARIND KERNEL POWDER, TAMARIND JUICE POWDER.
LIST OF THE PROJECT REPORTS CONTAIN IN THIS CD

ACTIVATED CARBON FROM SAW DUST, RICE HUSK AND COCONUT SHELL, ADHESIVE BASED OIL VINYL ACETATE (FEVICOL TYPE), AGARBATTI SYNTHETIC PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS, AIR CONDITIONERS & PARTS, ALUMINIUM FOIL MAKING PLANT, AUTOMATIC BISCUIT PLANT, ACID SLURRY, SYNTHETIC DETERGENT POWDER, ALUMINIUM WIRE DRAWING, AFTER SHAVE LOTION, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, ALUMINIUM UTENSILS, AUTO TUBES, BAKERY UNIT (PASTRIES, BREAD, BUNS, CAKE, TOFFEE ETC.), B.ED AND LAW COLLEGE, BEER PLANT, BOPP ADHESIVE TAPES, BRICKS FROM FLY ASH, BUFFALO MEAT PROCESSING, B.P.O., BREAD PLANT, BANANA POWDER, CATTLE AND POULTRY FEED, CEILING FAN, CALL CENTRE (INTERNATIONAL), CANDLE MAKING UNIT SEMI AUTOMATIC, CASTOR OIL DERIVATIVE OLEORESIN, COCONUT OIL FROM COPRA, COLD DRINKS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE (E.O.U), CONFECTIONERY INDUSTRY (TOFFEE & CANDY), CORN FLAKES, CORRUGATED SHEET BOARD AND BOXES WITH PRINTING, CYBER CAFE, CHEWING TOBACCO (KHAINE), CALCIUM CARBONATE, COOLANT (ENGING), CIGARETTE PLANT, COSMETICS INDUSTRY (MODERN), CEMENT PAINT, C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS, CHROME PLATING, COPPER WIRE DRAWING ANNEALING & SUPER ENAMELLING, COATED PAPER AND BOARD (ART AND CHROMO), CARBON PAPER, CYCLE TYRES AND TUBES, DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES (STERILIZED), DAIRY PRODUCTS & MILK PACKAGING, DETERGENT CAKE & POWDER, DETERGENT POWDER, ETHANOL (BIOFUEL) FORM MOLASSES, EXTRACTION OF ESSENTIAL OIL (CARDAMON, JEERA, AJOWAN, GINGER OIL ETC) & PACKING OF GROUND SPICE, MULSION PAINTS, EUCALYPTUS OIL, EVA(ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE FOOT WEAR INJECT, EXERCISE NOTE BOOK & REGISTER, EGG TRAY, ELECTRIC SWITCHES, PLUGS, SOCKETS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES, FOUNDRY, FIBER GLASS, FLORICULTURE (CUT FLOWERS), FRUIT JUICE MAKING & PACKING IN PLASTIC CONTAINERS (POUCHES), GARLIC OIL, GOAT AND SHEEP FARMING, GOLD ELECTROPLATING, GOLD CYANIDE POWDER (GPC), GINGER OIL, GINGER PROCESSING (PEELING, DRYING, GRINDING, BLEACHING OF FRESH GINGER), GUAR GUM, GALVANISED IRON (G.I.) WIRE, HAND MADE PAPER, HERBAL COSMETIC, HOLIDAY RESORTS, HDPE/PP WOVEN SACKS (BAGS), HERBAL EXTRACTS, ICE CREAM OF DIFFERENT FLAVOURS, INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER, JAM, JELLY, CHUTNEY, PICKLES AND SQUASHES, KNITTED CLOTH (SHRINKED), COPPER WIRE DRAWING ANNEALING & SUPER ENAMELLING, LEATHER, GARMENTS, SHOES & CHAPPALS, LUBE OIL AND GREASES, LIQUID ADHESIVE FOR CORRUGATED BOARD & BOXES, MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER, MUSICAL DOOR BALL, MINI FLOUR MILL, MANGO PROCESSING & CANNING (MANGO PULP), MEDICINAL PLANT EXTRACTS, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION CENTRE, MINUTE BOLD CRYSTALS, MINERAL WATER (IN POUCHES AND PLASTIC BOTTLES), MONSOON COILS AND MATS, MUSHROOMS (CULTIVATION AND PROCESSING UNIT), MASALA/SPICES (E.O.U), MUSTARD OIL (EDIBLE OIL), MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE FOR MBA, BBA, BCA, B.COM, BSIT, EXMBA, MCA, MSIT, PH.D. DEGREE, N.C.PUTTY, NAMKEEN INDUSTRY (BHUIJA, CHANA CHUR ETC.), NUTS, BOLTS, RIVETS & WASHERS, OLEORESINS FROM CHILLY & GINGER (EXTRACTION), OIL SEALS, PAN MASALA IN POUCH AND TIN PACK SODA, MEETHA, ZARDA & KI MAM, PAPER BAGS (SHOPPING BAGS), PAPPAD PLANT (AUTOMATIC), PET BOTTLES/CONTAINERS, PET BOTTLES FROM PRE-FORM (CAPSULES), PICKLES, MURABBAS AND SAUCES ETC., PLASTIC TOYS, PLYWOOD AND PLYBOARD (PHENOL BONDED, BOILING, WATER PROOF, TERMITE RESISTANCE, LAMINATED & COMMERCIAL PLYWOOD AND PLYBOARD, POTATO WAFFERS/CHIPS, POUCH MAKING AND GRAVURE PRINTING, POUlTRY AND BROILER (HATCHERY) FARMING, PAINT INDUSTRY, PLASTIC HAND CARRIER BAGS, PLASTIC INJECTION MOULDING PRODUCTS, PLASTIC TANKS H.D.P.E
(SINTEX TYPE), PLASTIC MAT, P.V.C. PIPES AND FITTINGS, P.V.C. FILMS, PRESSURE COOKER, POTATO POWDER, RUBBER GOODS FROM WASTE RUBBER, ROLLING MILL, READYMADE GARMENTS (E.O.U), RESTAURANTS WITH PUB, RICE MILL, SOCKS KNITTING, SOYABEAN PRODUCTS, STRAWBERRY CULTIVATION & PROCESSING, SHAMPOO, SOLAR CELLS, SILVER EXTRACTION FROM WASTE HYPO SOLUTION, SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, STARCH & DEXTRIN BASED ADHESIVE, SUGAR PLANT, SATTU, SAFED MUSLI CULTIVATION & PROCESSING,(EXTRACT & POWDER), STEVIA CULTIVATION & EXTRACTION, THINNERS, TABLET, CAPSULES, (PHARMACEUTICAL UNIT), TEA BAGS, TEA PACKING & DISTRIBUTION, THERMOCOLE, THREE STAR HOTEL (120 ROOMS), TISSUE PAPER AND FACIAL TISSUES, TOILET SOAP, TOMATO PRODUCTS IN POUCHES, TYPE RETREADING BY COLD PROCESS, U.P.S., VERMICELLI, WALL PUTTY, WELDING ELECTRODES, WOODEN FURNITURE, ZARDA KIMAM & TOBACCO (E.O.U)
PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

22 ALCOHOL, BEER, IMFL, COUNTRY LIQUOR WINE & OTHER RELATED PROJECTS

ISBN : 9788189765804

Rs. 22000/-

* ALCOHOL FROM RICE STRAW
* ALCOHOL FROM MOLASSES
* ALCOHOL FROM POTATOES
* ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND VINEGAR FROM COCONUT WATER
* ALCOHOLIC DRINKS FROM ETHYL ALCOHOL BY MIXING OF VARIOUS FLAVOURS (FLAVOURED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES)
* BEER PLANT (E.O.U.)
* COUNTRY LIQUOR
* CIDER PLANT
* ETHANOL (BIOFUEL)
* GRAPE WINE
* HERBAL BEER
* MINERAL WATER (PACKED IN BOTTLES, GLASSES, JARS)
* RECTIFIED SPIRIT FOR POTABLE ALCOHOL INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL & MEDICAL ALCOHOL
* RECTIFIED SPIRIT FROM RICE/PADDY STRAW
* INDIAN MADE FOREIGN LIQUOR
* IMFL (WHISKY) FROM POTATOES
* OCTALOL (OCTYL ALCOHOL) FROM MOLASSES
* POTABLE BEER (ALCOHOLIC) BASED ON POTATO & BARLEY/MALT
* VODKA FROM POTATOES
* WHISKY
* WINE FROM DATES
* WINE FROM MAHUA FLOWERS
24 SOAP & DETERGENTS (Scouring Powder, Toilet Cleaner, Laundry Soap, Detergent Cake & Powder, Toilet Soap, Enzyme Based Detergents, Phenyl & Soap Coated Paper)

24 Project Reports in Cd

ISBN : 9788189765774

Rs. 18000/-

01. DETERGENT POWDER (EXPORT ORIENTED UNIT)
02. DETERGENT WASHING POWDER (ARIEL TYPE)
03. DETERGENT PASTE (TEXTILE GRADE)
04. DETERGENT (ANIONIC)
05. DETERGENT CAKE & POWDER
06. (IDET 10) DETERGENT CONCENTRATE
07. LIQUID DETERGENTS FOR WOOL
08. LAUNDRY SOAP FROM SOAP FLAKES
09. LIQUID SOAP
10. LIQUID TOILET CLEANER (HARPIC TYPE)
11. METAL POLISH SOAP
12. NEROL LAUNDRY SOAP
13. NON-IONIC LIQUID DETERGENTS
14. PHENYL
15. SYNTHETIC DETERGENT (BLUE POWDER)
16. SCOURING POWDER CLEANING POWDER (VIM TYPE)
17. SCOURING BAR
18. SOAP COATED PAPER
19. SHAVING CREAM
20. TOILET SOAP INDUSTRY (SOAP FROM SOAP STOCK)
21. TOILET SOAP FROM SOAP NOODLES
22. ULTRA MARINE BLUE (LIQUID)
23. WASHING & LAUNDRY SOAP
24. ZEOLITE-A (FOR DETERGENT)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Activated Carbon from Saw Dust, Rice Husk and Coconut Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Agarbatti Synthetic Perfumery Compounds (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Air Conditioners &amp; Parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Automatic Biscuit Plant (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>After Shave Lotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Ayurvedic Medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Aluminium Utensils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Beer Plant (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Buffalo Meat Processing (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Banana Powder (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Ceiling Fan (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Coconut Oil from Copra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Cold Drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Computer Software (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Confectionery Industry (Toffee &amp; Candy) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Corn Flakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Chewing Tobacco (Khaine) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Calcium Carbonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Cosmetics Industry (Modern) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Cement Paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>C.P. Bathroom Fittings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Carbon Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Cycle Tyres and Tubes (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Disposable Plastic Syringes (Sterilized) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Dairy Products &amp; Milk Packaging (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Detergent Cake &amp; Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Detergent Powder (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Extraction of Essential Oil (Cardamom, Jeera, Ajowan, Ginger Oil etc) &amp; Packing of Ground Spice (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Exercise Note Book &amp; Register (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Floriculture (Cut Flowers) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Fruit Juice Making &amp; Packing in Plastic Containers (Pouches) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Food Dehydration (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Food Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Garlic Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Ginger Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Ginger Processing (Peeling, Drying, Grinding, Bleaching of Fresh Ginger) (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Guar Gum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>Hand Made Paper (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>Herbal Cosmetic (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>Herbal Extracts (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Jam, Jelly, Chutney, Pickles and Squashes (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>Leather, Garments, Shoes &amp; Chappals (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>Latex Rubber Condoms (E.O.Unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>Miniature Circuit Breaker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
45. MANGO PROCESSING & CANNING (MANGO PULP) (E.O.UNIT)
46. MEDICINAL PLANT EXTRACTS (E.O.UNIT)
47. MENTHOL BOLD CRYSTALS (E.O.UNIT)
48. MINERAL WATER (IN POUCHES AND PLASTIC BOTTLES) (E.O.UNIT)
49. MUSHROOMS (CULTIVATION AND PROCESSING UNIT) (E.O.UNIT)
50. MASALA/SPICES (E.O.UNIT)
51. MUSTARD OIL (EDIBLE OIL)
52. NAMKEEN INDUSTRY (BHUIJA, CHANA CHUR ETC.) (E.O.UNIT)
53. NUTS, BOLTS, RIVETS & WASHERS
54. OIL SEALS (E.O.UNIT)
55. PAPER GLASSES FOR BEVERAGE (E.O.UNIT)
56. PAN MASALA IN POUCH AND TIN PACK SODA, MEETHA, ZARDA & KIMAM (E.O.UNIT)
57. PAPER BAGS (SHOPPING BAGS)
58. PAPPAD PLANT (AUTOMATIC)
59. PICKLES, MURABBAS AND SAUCES ETC. (E.O.UNIT)
60. PLASTIC TOYS (E.O.UNIT)
61. POTATO WAFFERS/CHIPS (E.O.UNIT)
62. PAINT INDUSTRY (E.O.UNIT)
63. PAPER CARRY BAGS
64. P.V.C. PIPES AND FITTINGS
65. PRESSURE COOKER (E.O.UNIT)
66. POTATO POWDER (E.O.UNIT)
67. RUBBER GOODS FROM WASTE RUBBER
68. READYMADE GARMENTS (E.O.UNIT)
69. RICE MILL
70. SOCKS KNITTING
71. SOYABEAN PRODUCTS (E.O.UNIT)
72. SHAMPOO (E.O.UNIT)
73. SUGAR PLANT (E.O.UNIT)
74. SAFED MUSLI CULTIVATION & PROCESSING (EXTRACT & POWDER) (E.O.UNIT)
75. STEVIA CULTIVATION & EXTRACTION (E.O.UNIT)
76. THINNERS
77. TABLET, CAPSULES, (PHARMACEUTICAL UNIT) (E.O.UNIT)
78. TEA BAGS (E.O.UNIT)
79. TEA PACKING & DISTRIBUTION (E.O.UNIT)
80. TOILET SOAP (E.O.UNIT)
81. TOMATO PRODUCTS IN POUCHES (E.O.UNIT)
82. WOODEN FURNITURE (E.O.UNIT)
83. ZARDA KIMAM & TOBACCO (E.O.UNIT)
<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.</td>
<td>NAPHTHA BASED THINNER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.</td>
<td>N.C. THINNERS USED IN AUTOMOBILES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.</td>
<td>SOLVENTS &amp; THINNERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.</td>
<td>THINNERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.</td>
<td>THINNERS (ETHYL ALCOHOL BASED)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.</td>
<td>THINNERS (WHITE SPIRIT BASED)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11 PROFITABLE SOLAR & SOLAR BASED PRODUCTS IN CD
ISBN : 9788189765842
Rs. 15000/-

1. SOLAR ELECTRICAL CELLS & PANEL
2. SOLAR COOKER
3. SOLAR ENERGY WATER HEATER
4. SOLAR PUMP
5. SOLAR MODULES
6. SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEM
7. SOLAR LANTERS
8. SOLAR WATER HEATING PANELS
9. SOLAR PRODUCTS
10. SOLAR PHOTO VOLTAIC SYSTEM
11. SOLAR POWER (ENERGY) PLANT
10 LEATHER TANNING, GARMENTS, FOOTWEARS, CHEMICALS, ADHESIVES AND GOODS INDUSTRIES (10 PROJECT REPORTS)  Rs. 18000/-
ISBN : 9788189765934

1. GLUE FOR BREWERY, LEATHER AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES
2. LEATHER AUXILLARIES AND CHEMICALS
3. LEATHER FOOTWEAR
4. LEATHER FINISHING
5. LEATHER GOODS
6. LEATHER GARMENTS (JACKET, PANTS & SKIRTS)
7. LEATHER GARMENTS, SHOES & CHAPPALS
8. LEATHER TANNING
9. LEATHER TANNING AND LEATHER GARMENTS
10. LEATHER TO LEATHER ADHESIVE (LATEX BASED ADHESIVES)
25 AYURVEDIC/HERBAL PHARMACY & COSMETIC PRODUCTS

ISBN : 9788189765927
Rs. 18 000/-

1. ALOEVERA GEL STABILIZED
2. AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
3. AYURVEDIC SHARBAT
4. ANTISEPTIC CREAM (BORO PLUS TYPE)
5. AYURVEDIC DANT MANJAN (RED COLOUR-DABUR TYPE)
6. AYURVEDIC MEDICINE FOR DIABETES(LIQUID & OTHER)
7. EXTRACTION OF ESSENTIAL OIL
8. HERBAL EXTRACTS
9. HERBAL BEER
10. HAIR DYE IN FORM OF HAIR OIL
11. HAIR OIL
12. HERBAL TOOTH PASTE & TOOTH POWDER
13. HERBAL COSMETIC
14. HERBAL HAIR OIL (AYURVEDIC LIKE BANPHOOL OIL)
15. HERBAL SHAMPOO & CREAMS
16. HENNA PASTE MAKING
17. HERBAL FACE PASTE
18. HERBAL HAIR DYE OIL (COCONUT OIL + PPD BASED)
19. HERBAL CAPSULES
20. HERBAL POWDER & CREAM
21. KESH KALA TEL (VASMOL OR GODREJ KESH KALA TEL TYPE)
22. KALI MEHANDI POWDER (HAIR DYE POWDER)
23. ROSE WATER
24. SHAMPOO
25. TOILET & HERBAL SOAP
1. POWER PLANT (THERMAL)
2. POWER PLANT FROM LIGNITE COAL
3. POWER PLANT (HYDRO BASED)
4. SOLAR POWER PLANT
5. WIND ENERGY POWER PROJECT
6. POWER PLANT FROM BIO GAS
7. POWER PLANT (GAS BASED)
PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

23 DAIRY FARMING (BUFFALOE & JERSEY COWS), DAIRY PRODUCTS & OTHER MILK PROCESSING INDUSTRIES

ISBN : 9788189765453

Rs. 16000/-

BUTTER MILK, CASEIN FROM MILK, CONDENSED SWEETENED MILK WITH CONTAINERS MANUFACTURING, CONDENSED MILK SWEETENED, DAIRY FARM TO PRODUCE MILK & GOAT FARM, DAIRY FARMING AND DAIRY PRODUCT, DAIRY FARM TO PRODUCE MILK (JERSEY COW), DAIRY FARM TO PRODUCE MILK (BUFFALOE), DAIRY DEVELOPMENT, FLAVOURED MILK (STERILIZED), GHEE AND BUTTER, ICE CREAM OF DIFFERENT FLAVOURS, LACTOSE AND BY-PRODUCTS PROCESSING FROM MILK, MILK TOFFEE MANUFACTURES, MITHAI/HALWAI (SWEET & NAMKEEN), MILK POWDER & GHEE, MILK CHILLING PLANT, MILK PROCESSING PLANT, PROCESSED CHEESE, PEANUT MILK, KEFIR, FLAVOURED PEANUT MILK MILK BEVERAGE, SOYA MILK & PANEER, TONED MILK, YOGURT.
MULTIPLE PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

42 PAPER & PULP, PAPER BOARD AND PAPER CONVERTING INDUSTRIES IN CD ROM

Rs. 18000/-
ISBN : 9788189765460

LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

ABRASIVE PAPER (SAND PAPER) (EMERY CLOTH PAPER), AMMONIA PAPER, COATED PAPER AND BOARD (ART AND CHROMO), CARBOBLESS PAPER, CARBON PAPER, COMPUTER CONTINUOUS STATIONERY, CORRUGATED BOARD BOXES WITH PRINTING, EXERCISE NOTE BOOK & REGISTER, ECG PAPER, EGG TRAY, HAND MADE PAPER, KRAFT PAPER FROM WASTE PAPER, LAMINATION & COATING ON PAPER, NEWS PRINT PAPER, PAPER CARRY BAGS, PAPER WASTE RECYCLING PLANT (PAPER MILL), PAPER CONES AND TUBES, PAPER ENVELOPES, PAPER CUPS FOR ICE CREAM, PAPER GLASSES FOR BEVERAGE, PAPER PLATES, GLASS, CUPS MANUFACTURING WITH ALUMINIUM FOIL COATED PAPER SHEET, PAPER TAPES, PAPER FILES, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER LABELS FOR BOTTLES, PAPER PRODUCTS, PAPER AND PULP, SILICON RELEASE PAPER, TISSUE PAPER.
PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

31 PROFITABLE PLANTATION & CULTIVATION FARMING IN CD ROM Rs. 18000/-
(31 Project Reports in CD Rom)
ISBN : 9788189765552

LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

AMLA PLANTATION, PROCESSING & PRESERVATION, COCONUT PLANTATION, COFFEE PLANTATION,
EUCALYPTUS TREE PLANTATION, FLORICULTURE (CUT FLOWERS), HERBS CULTIVATION, HYBRID
SEEDS, MUSHROOM GROWING AND PROCESSING, NURSERY FARMS, POPLAR PLANTATION,
PAPAYA CULTIVATION, RUBBER PLANTATION, STRAWBERRY CULTIVATION & PROCESSING, SAFED
MUSLI CULTIVATION & PROCESSING EXTRACT & POWDER), SUNFLOWER PLANTATION, STEVIA
CULTIVATION & EXTRACTION, SUGAR CANE PLANTATION, TURMERIC PLANTATION, TEA PLANTATION,
TEAK PLANTATION.
5 GINGER BASED PROJECTS
ISBN : 9788189765705
Rs. 12000/-

DRY GINGER POWDER AND OLEORESIN, DRY GINGER (GINGER POWDER), GINGER OIL, GINGER PROCESSING, GINGER PASTE.
13 FISH FARMING & FISHERY PROJECTS  
(Containing 13 Project Reports)  
ISBN : 9788189765699  
Rs. 16000/-  

LIST OF PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM  

AQUACULTURE  PRAWN FARMING (FRESH WATER), CHITIN & CHITOSAN FROM TROUT FISH  
PRESERVATION & STORAGE AND MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE, FISH FARMING, FISH CANNING  
AND POUCHING, FISH PROCESSING (BLAST FREEZING PROCESS), FISH NET, FISH OIL SOAP, FISH  
MEAL, HDPE FISHING NET, PLASTIC MILK CRATE AND PLASTIC FISH CRATE, TROUT FISH.
6 AGARBATTI AND ALLIED PROJECTS
ISBN : 9788189765682
Rs. 15000/-

AGARBATTI, AGARBATTI SYNTHETIC PERFUMERY COMPOUNDS, BAMBOO STICKS FOR AGARBATTI, MOSQUITO COIL AGARBATTI (INCENSE STICKS), MOSQUITO COILS AND MATS, MOSQUITO & FLIES REPELLANT AGARBATTI (INCENSE STICKS)
23 INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC PRODUCTS
Rs. 15000/-
ISBN : 9788189766644

AUDIO CASSETTES PARTS BY INJECTION MOULDING, AUDIO CASSETTE ASSEMBLY & RECORDING, AUTOMOBILE INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC COMPONENTS, BALL PEN MANUFACTURING (AUTOMATIC PLANT), BALL POINT PEN, REFILLS & INK, COMPACT DISK, DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES (STERILIZED), EVA (ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE FOOT WEAR INJECT, HELMET, INJECTION & BLOW MOULDED PLASTIC PRODUCTS, INTRAVENOUS FLUID PLASTIC BOTTLE, INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC BALLS, INJECTION MOULDING FOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS WITH TOOL ROOM, PLASTIC INJECTION MOULDING PRODUCTS, PLASTIC BANGLES BY INJECTION MOULDING, PLASTIC MOULDED FURNITURE, PLASTIC BUTTONS BY INJECTION MOULDING METHODS, PVC FOOT WEAR, PLASTIC MILK CRATE AND PLASTIC FISH CRATE, PLASTIC TOYS, SPOONS (PLASTIC), SPORT SHOES (IMPORTED AUTOMATIC PLANT) ACTION, LIBERTY ETC. TYPE, TOOTH BRUSH
AGROFERTILIZER FROM LEAVES, AQUACULTURE PRAWN FARMING, BIOFERTILIZER, BAKER'S YEAST, BIOFERTILISERS (ORGANIC FERTILISER) FROM GARBAGE (MSW), BIOFERTILISERS (ORGANIC FERTILISER), BIOTILISERS FROM COWDUNG AND OTHER WASTES, BIO GAS PRODUCTION, BIO TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE, BIO-PESTICIDES (MINERAL OIL BASED) FOR KILLING WHITE FLIES, MINI BUGS, ETC, CITRIC ACID FROM MOLASSES, ETHANOL (BIOFUEL) FROM MOLASSES, ETHYL ALCOHOL FROM MOLASSES (RECTIFIED SPIRIT), EPHEDRINE HYDROCHLORIDE, ENZYME USED FOR DENIM CLOTH AND GARMENT WASHING, FUMARIC ACID, FLORICULTURE - CARNATION WITH GREEN HOUSE, FLORICULTURE - GLADIOLUS WITH GREEN HOUSE, GARBAGE WASTE COLLECTION CONTAINER, HERBAL EXTRACTS, HOMEO AND BIO-MEDICINES WITH MOTHER TINCTURES, HYBRID SEEDS, JATROPHA (BIO DIESEL) CULTIVATION & EXTRACTION, MUSHROOM GROWING AND PROCESSING WITH AIR CONDITION, MICRO NUTRIENT MIXTURE, MALTO-DEXTRIN FROM BARLEY, NPK MIXED FERTILIZER (MOLASSES BASED), OYSTER MUSHROOMS (CULTIVATION & PROCESSING UNIT) ORGANIC FARMING, ORGANIC MANURE, PHYTO-TEA MANUFACTURING UNIT, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER/REGULATOR (LIQUID BIO-EXTRACT ORGANIC FERTILISER) (LIKE DHANZYME), PROTEIN & PROTEIN BASED PRODUCTS, PHYTASE ENZYME TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT FORECASTING AND MARKET SURVEY BY USING BOTH NATURAL STRAIN AND GENETICALLY ENGINEERED STRAIN, PROTEIN HYDROLYSATE FROM SOYABEAN/GROUND NUT, TISSUE CULTURES (100% E.O.U), VITAMIN C, YEAST DRY POWDER FROM MAIZE.
LIST OF CONTENTS PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

BANANA POWDER, CURCUMIN & TURMERIC OIL FROM TURMERIC, DEHYDRATION OF JACK FRUIT, DEHYDRATION OF FIGS BY SUN DRYING METHOD, DEHYDRATION OF ONION AND GARLIC, DESICCATED COCONUT POWDER, DRY GINGER POWDER AND OLEORESIN, DRY GINGER (GINGER POWDER), FRUIT JUICES, SQUASHES ETC., ONIONS & ONION POWDER, EGG POWDER, FRUIT JUICE POWDER, FRUITS AND VEGETABLE DEHYDRATION, GLUCOSE-D POWDER, GARLIC FLAKES AND POWDER (DEHYDRATED), GRAPE DEHYDRATION, INSTANT FOOD, MANGO POWDER, MUSTARD POWDER, MILK POWDER & GHEE, MANGO JUICE, ORANGE JUICE, PINE APPLE JUICE, POTATO POWDER, TURMERIC POWDER (EDIBLE GRADE), TAMARIND JUICE POWDER, TOMATO POWDER, YEAST DRY POWDER FROM MAIZE
9 TEA PLANTATION AND PROCESSING BASED INDUSTRIES

Rs. 15000/-

ISBN : 9788189765668

LIST OF CONTENTS PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

AFFEINE FROM TEA WASTE, DECAFFINEATED TEA, INSTANT TEA AND COFFEE (PREMIXED WITH SUGAR AND MILK), INSTANT TEA FROM BLACK TEA, TEA BAGS (DIP - DIP TYPES), TEA BOTIQUE, TEA PACKAGING INDUSTRY, TEA BAGS, TEA PACKAGING & DISTRIBUTION.
14 ROASTED/SALTED, CASHEWNUTS, ALMOUNDS, NAMKEENS, SPICES PROJECTS
(14 PROJECT REPORTS)                      Rs. 15000/-
ISBN : 9788189765661

HONEY COATED CASHEWNUTS, PEANUTS & OTHER NUT, MASALA (SPICES), MITHAI/HALWAI
(SWEET & NAMKEEN), NAMKEENS (KURKURE TYPE SNACK FOOD), NAMKEEN INDUSTRY
(BHUJIA, CHANA CHUR ETC), POTATO CHIPS/WAFFERS, PEANUT COATINGS, READY TO EAT
RETORT PACKED FOOD, ROLLER FLOUR MILL (FLOUR MILL), ROASTED/DRIED/SALTED
CASHEWNUTS, ALMONDS, PISTA, PEANUT, DRIED COCONUT, RICE PUFF,
ROASTED/SALTED/CEREAL GRAINS OF VARIOUS TYPES, VERMICELLI, WALLNUT PROCESSING.
MULTIPLE PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

10 MAIZE & CORN PROCESSING PROJECTS (10 PROJECT REPORTS) Rs. 15000/-
ISBN : 9788189765835

* BABY CORN
* CORN/MAIZE OIL
* CORN FLAKES
* LIQUID GLUCOSE FROM MAIZE
* MAIZE & ITS BY PRODUCTS
* MALTODEXTRIN FROM MAIZE
* NON ROASTED CORN FLAKES (POHA)
* STARCH FROM MAIZE
* SORBITOL FROM MAIZE STARCH
* YEAST DRY POWDER FROM MAIZE
11 INFOTECH/IT PROJECTS
(11 PROJECT REPORTS)
ISBN : 9788189765828

RS. 16000/-

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCE (BPO), CYBERCafe, CALL CENTRE (DOMESTC) CALL CENTRE (INTERNATIONAL), COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER EDUCATION CENTRE, E-COMMERCE, INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER (ISP), I.T. PARK, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION, PORTAL (WEBSITE DESIGN)
ALCOHOL FROM RICE STRAW, ALCOHOL FROM MOLASSES, ALCOHOL FROM POTATOES, AUTOMATIC BRICK PLANT, AMUSEMENT PARK CUM WATER PARK, BRICKS BY CHEMICAL TREATMENT WITHOUT DRYING, BIOFERTILISER, BEER PLANT (E.O.U.), COUNTRY LIQUOR, COLD STORAGE, CORRUGATED SHEET BOARD & BOXES, CORN FLAKES, CHILDREN RECREATION CENTRE, ETHANOL (BIOFUEL) FROM MOLASSES, HONEY PROCESSING AND PACKAGING, HOTEL INDUSTRY (FIVE STAR), INDIAN MADE FOREIGN LIQUOR, JATROPHA (BIO-DIESEL) CULTIVATION & EXTRACTION, MUSTARD OIL, MINI STEEL PLANT/ M.S. INGOTS BY INDUCTION FURNACE, MOTEL/SMALL HOTEL, MINERAL WATER, MUSHROOM GROWING AND PROCESSING WITH AIR CONDITION, OXYGEN GAS PLANT, PRE-FABRICATED BUILDINGS, PCC SOLID POLE WITH REINFORCEMENT (NOT CIRCULAR), READY TO EAT PROCESSED COOKED FOOD, RECTIFIED SPIRIT FOR POTABLE ALCOHOL, INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL & MEDICAL ALCOHOL, READY MIX CEMENT CONCRETE, RECTIFIED SPIRIT FROM RICE/PADDY STRAW, READY TO EAT RETORT PACKED FOOD, RICE MILL, SEEDS GRADING AND PROCESSING, STONE CRUSHER, SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE (SEZ), SOYABEAN PRODUCTS, SPONGE IRON, SOLAR POWER PLANT, STEEL ROLLING MILL (SARIYA), THREE STAR HOTEL, UREA FERTILIZER PLANT, WIND ENERGY POWER PROJECT
MULTIPLE PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

10 COCONUT & COCONUT BY PRODUCTS (10 PROJECT REPORTS) Rs. 16000/-
ISBN : 9788189765859

LIST OF COVER IN CD ROM

* ACTIVATED CARBON POWDER & GRANULES (ACTIVATED CARBON FROM COCONUT SHELL)
* COIR PITH
* COCONUT SHELL POWDER
* COCONUT OIL
* COCONUT PRODUCTS & BYE PRODUCTS PROCESSING COMPLEX (WET FRESH)
* COCONUT PLANTATION
* DESICCATED COCONUT POWDER FROM COCONUTS
* DEHYDRATED COCONUT MILK POWDER
* PACKED COCONUT WATER
* WATERY COCONUT SWEETS
30 CHEMICALS, MECHANICALS PACKAGING & OTHER PROFITABLE PROJECTS.
ISBN : 9788189765781
Rs. 16000/-

1. ADHESIVE BASED ON VINYL ACETATE (FEVICOL TYPE)
2. ACTIVATED CARBON
3. ALUMINIUM FOIL
4. ALUMINIUM INGOTS FROM ALUMINIUM SCRAPE
5. ALUMINIUM BEVERAGE CANS
6. CAUSTIC SODA FROM SODA ASH BY SODA LIME PROCESS
7. CARBON WELDING WIRE ELECTRODES
8. CALCIUM CARBONATE
9. DEFOAMING AGENT FOR PAPER INDUSTRIES
10. EMERY PAPER
11. E.R.W. STEEL PIPES & TUBES
12. GRAPHITE ELECTRODES
13. GUAR GUM PRODUCTS
14. GRINDING WHEELS
15. HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
16. HEAVY LIQUID PARAFFIN
17. MINI CEMENT PLANT
18. MINI STEEL PLANT/M.S. INGOTS BY INDUCTION FURNACE
19. MAIZE STRACH LIQUID GLUCOSE DEXTROSE
20. PHOSPHORIC ACID FROM ROCK PHOSPHATE
21. PIGMENT BINDER
22. PROTEIN & PROTEIN BASED PRODUCTS
23. PAPER NAPKINS
24. PERFUME INDUSTRY
25. ROASTED/DRIED/SALTED CASHEWNUTS, ALMONDS PISTS, PEANUT, DRIED COCONUT
26. SOLAR PRODUCTS
27. SINGLE/MONO LAYER AND MULTILAYER FILM PLANT FOR FOOD PACKAGING
28. SODIUM HYDRO SULPHATE
29. S.G. CASTING & ALLOY (STEEL CASTING)
30. TISSUE PAPER
43 AUTOMOBILE PARTS, GEARS, POLISH, PETROL PUMP, COMPONENTS, SERVICE STATION & OTHER ACCESSORIES PROJECTS
(43 PROJECT REPORTS)                      Rs. 18000/-
ISBN : 9788189765866

1. AUTO BULBS/LAMPS
2. AUTO CLUTCH PLATE
3. AUTO CABLES
4. AUTO PISTONS
5. AUTO VEHICLES BODY BUILDING AND SERVICING
6. AUTO BRAKES SYSTEM
7. AUTO TUBES(ALL RANGES OF TUBES)
8. AUTO RUBBER MOULDING PARTS & STEEL JACKS
9. AUTO HEAD LIGHT
10. AUTO ELECTRICAL PARTS (ARMATURE)
11. AUTOMOBILE GEARS
12. AUTOMOBILE PARTS
13. AUTOMOBILE PAINTS
14. AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION
15. AUTOMOBILE POLISH
16. AUTOMOBILE INJECTION MOULDED PLASTIC COMPONENTS
17. AUTOMOBILE PISTON RINGS
18. BATTERY PLATES
19. C.N.G KIT FOR AUTOMOBILE
20. C.N.G. CYLINDER (COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS)
21. CLUTCH PLATE FOR AUTOMOBILES
22. CRUDE OIL BLEACHING FOR PETROLEUM JELLY
23. DOOR VISORS FOR AUTO VEHICLES
24. ELECTRICAL HORN FOR AUTOMOBILE
25. IGNITION COIL FOR AUTOMOBILES
26. MUFFLER AND SILENCER FOR FOUR WHEELERS
27. N.C. THINNERS USED IN AUTO PARTS
28. PETROL PUMP WITH AUTOMOBILE WORKSHOP/GARAGE AND SERVICE CENTRE
29. PISTON ASSEMBLY (ALUMINIUM ALLOY)
30. PVC BATTERY CONTAINERS MFG. AND ASSEMBLING OF LEAD-ACID STORAGE BATTERY
31. RUBBER AUTO PARTS
32. RUBBER POWDER
33. RUBBER AUTO GASKETS
34. RUBBER HOSES FOR AUTOMOBILES
35. STORAGE BATTERY
36. SOLUTION FOR STORAGE BATTERY
37. TIE - ROD ENDS
38. TYRE & TUBES
39. TOUGHENED GLASS
40. TYRE RETREADING BY COLD PROCESS
41. UJ-CROSS & KING PIN FOR AUTOMOBILES
42. V-BELTS
43. WHEEL RIMS (FOR CAR, MOTOR CYCLES, TRUCKS ETC.)

23 CANNING, DEHYDRATION, DAIRY, JATROPHA, FISH OTHER PROFITABLE PROJECTS.

(23 PROJECT REPORTS)
ISBN : 9788189765873
Rs. 16000/-

1. AGARBATTI
2. AMUSEMENT PARK
3. ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
4. AMUSEMENT PARK CUM WATER PARK
5. CANNING OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
6. DEHYDRATION OF ONION AND GARLIC
7. DAIRY FARMING
8. DEHYDRATED ONIONS & ONION POWDER
9. DRY ICE
10. DAIRY FARMING AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
11. DEHYDRATION & CANNING OF FRUITS & VEGETABLES
12. DEHYDRATION OF FIGS BY SUN DRYING METHOD
13. FRUITS AND VEGETABLE DEHYDRATION
14. FISH FARMING (PRAWN & OTHER MARINE PRODUCTS)
15. FISH CANNING AND POUCHING
16. FLORICULTURE (CUT FLOWERS)
17. JATROPHA (BIO DIESEL) CULTIVATION & EXTRACTION
18. MILK CHILLING PLANT
19. MUSHROOM GROWING AND PROCESSING
20. NON-BASMATI RICE FROM PADDY
21. PAPPAD PLANT (AUTOMATIC)
22. PICKLES MURABBAS ETC (VEGETERIAN & NON-VEGETATION PICKLES)
23. REHABILITATION CENTRE FOR AGED & NEEDY PERSONS
ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION, ALCOHOL FROM BROKEN RICE, AUTOMATIC BRICK PLANT, AUTOMATION CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, BATTERY-OPERATED THREE WHEELER, BEER INDUSTRY, BED SHEET, BED COVER, SOFA CLOTH, CURTAIN CLOTH (HOME FURNISHING), BIOFERTILIZER, BUTYL RUBBER FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR TRUCK AND CAR TYRES, BOTTLING PLANT, BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, BENIFICATION PLANT-MANGANESE ORE, CHICKEN FARMING (HATCHERY), CORRUGATED SHEET BOARD & BOXES (PRINTED AND LAMINATED), COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CALL CENTRE, CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS, CHICKEN PROCESSING WITH SLAUGHTER HOUSE, CHROME BENEFICIATION PLANT BENEFICIATION OF CHROMITE ORE PROCESSING CHARGE CHROME, CASEIN FROM MILK, DEHYDRATION OF ONION AND GARLIC, DEHYDRATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES BY IQF TECHNOLOGY, DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES, NEEDLES & NEEDLE TUBE PLANT, E.R.W. STEEL PIPES & TUBES, FERRIC ALUM, GUAR GUM POWDER FROM GUAR SPLIT, HOSPITAL (100 BEDS), IRON ORE MINING AND MANUFACTURE OF SPONGE IRON, INTEGRATED UNIT OF DAIRY, FARMING MILK COLLECTION & PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, POULTRY FARMING & HATCHERY, IMFL, KATHA & KUTCH, KRAFT PAPER, KRAFT PAPER FROM BAGASSE, MULTIPRODUCTS, MULTIPURPOSE COLD STORAGE & DEHYDRATION AND CANNING OF FRUITS & VEGETABLES, MEGA FOOD PARK, M.S. PIPE (WELDED) WITH & WITHOUT GALVANISING, MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITAL & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MILD STEEL SECTION MILL (ANGLES, CHANNELS, ROUND, SQUARES, ETC.), MONOCHLORO ACETIC ACID, MONOCHLORO ACETIC ACID FROM ETHANOL AND CHLORINE, MINERAL WATER CUM PET BOTTLE MANUFACTURING UNIT, PORTLAND CEMENT PLANT, POWER PLANT FROM BIO GAS, PRODUCTION OF BIO-OIL FOR POWER GENERATION FROM COFFEE HUSK, PVC PIPE AND FITTING, PAPER PLANT, POWER PLANT (GAS BASED), RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX (TOWNSHIP), ROLLING MILL BY TMT TECHNOLOGY, ROLLING MILL WITH INDUCTION FURNACE, SUGAR PLANT, SPONGE IRON FROM IRON ORE, SOLAR POWER (ENERGY) PLANT, STEEL PLANT BASED ON INDUCTION FURNACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF INGOTS (M.S. INGOTS (MINI STEEL PLANT) BASED ON INDUCTION FURNACE), STEEL PLANT (BILLETS) BASED ON INDUCTION FURNACE, STEEL TRANSMISSION LINE TOWER & HOT ROLLING MILL TO PRODUCE STEEL SECTIONS, SODIUM TRIPOLY PHOSPHATE, TYRES, TUBES & FLAP (MOPED TO TRUCK), TUBULAR STEEL SWEDGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE, TMT STEEL BARS, UREA FERTILIZER PLANT, VODKA FROM POTATOES, WOMEN POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
28 MULTI CRORES PROFITABLE PROJECTS (From 10 Crores To 50 Crores Projects) Price of this CD : Rs. 30,000/-
ISBN : 9788189765941

ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION, AUTOMATION CONTROL EQUIPMENTS, BED SHEET, BED COVER, SOFA CLOTH, CURTAIN CLOTH (HOME FURNISHING), BEER INDUSTRY, BOTTLING PLANT, BIOCIDES FOR DISTILLERY, BENIFICATION PLANT-MANGANESE ORE, CHICKEN FARMING (HATCHERY), CHICKEN PROCESSING WITH SLAUGHTER HOUSE, DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES, NEEDLES & NEEDLE TUBE PLANT, E.R.W. STEEL PIPES & TUBES, I M F L (WINE, BRANDY, WHISKY CHAMPAGNE), KRAFT PAPER, KRAFT PAPER FROM BAGASSE, MULTIPURPOSE COLD STORAGE & DEHYDRATION AND CANNING OF FRUITS & VEGETABLES, MEGA FOOD PARK, M.S. PIPE (WELDED)WITH & WITHOUT GALVANISING, MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITAL & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MILD STEEL SECTION MILL (ANGLES, CHANNELS, ROUND, SQUARES, ETC.), MONOCHLORO ACETIC ACID, MONOCHLORO ACETIC ACID FROM ETHANOL AND CHLORINE, POWER PLANT (GAS BASED), POWER PLANT FROM BIO GAS, ROLLING MILL BY TMT TECHNOLOGY, STEEL PLANT BASED ON INDUCTION FURNACE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF INGOTS (M.S.INGOTS {MINI STEEL PLANT} BASED ON INDUCTION FURNACE), TUBULAR STEEL SWEDGE TYPE POLE FOR POWER DISTRIBUTION AND STREET LIGHTING POLE, VODKA FROM POTATOES, WOMEN POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
16 MULTI CRORES PROFITABLE PROJECTS
(From 50 Crores & Above) Price of this CD : Rs. 20,000/-

CASEIN FROM MILK, CHROME BENEFICIATION PLANT, HOSPITAL (100 BEDS), IRON ORE MINING AND MANUFACTURE OF SPONGE IRON, MULTIPRODUCTS, PORTLAND CEMENT PLANT, PAPER PLANT, RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX (TOWNSHIP), ROLLING MILL WITH INDUCTION FURNACE, SUGAR PLANT, SPONGE IRON FROM IRON ORE, STEEL PLANT (BILLETS) BASED ON INDUCTION FURNACE, STEEL TRANSMISSION LINE TOWER & HOT ROLLING MILL, SODIUM TRIPOLY PHOSPHATE, TYRES, TUBES & FLAP (MOPED TO TRUCK), UREA FERTILIZER PLANT
19 MULTI CRORES PROFITABLE PROJECTS (From 1 Crore To 10 Crores Projects) Price of this CD : Rs. 20,000/-

ALCOHOL FROM BROKEN RICE, AUTOMATIC BRICK PLANT, BATTERY-OPERATED THREE WHEELER, BIOFERTILIZER, BUTYL RUBBER FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR TRUCK AND CAR TYRES, CORRUGATED SHEET BOARD & BOXES (PRINTED AND LAMINATED), COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CALL CENTRE, CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS, DEHYDRATION OF ONION AND GARLIC, DEHYDRATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES BY IQF TECHNOLOGY, FERRIC ALUM, GUAR GUM POWDER FROM GUAR SPLIT, INTEGRATED UNIT OF DAIRY, FARMING MILK COLLECTION & PROCESSING, FISH FARMING, POULTRY FARMING & HATCHERY, KATHA & CUTCH, MINERAL WATER CUM PET BOTTLE MANUFACTURING UNIT, PRODUCTION OF BIO-OIL FOR POWER GENERATION FROM COFFEE HUSK, PVC PIPE AND FITTING, SOLAR POWER (ENERGY) PLANT, TMT STEEL BARS
9 WHEAT AND WHEAT PROJECTS IN CD  Rs. 16000/-

AUTOMATIC BISCUIT MAKING PLANT, AUTOMATIC BREAD MAKING PLANT, ATTA, MAIDA, SUJI & WHEAT BRAN [ROLLER FLOUR MILL (MINI FLOUR MILL), BAKERY UNIT, ROLLER FLOUR MILL (FLOUR MILL), MINI FLOUR MILL (MAIZE, SORGHUM, MILLET), MINI FLOUR MILL (ATTA), PAPER FROM RICE HUSK & WHEAT HUSK, WHOLE WHEAT PORRIDGE (DALIA)
24 LUBRICATING OILS, GREASES,
BRAKE OILS, BITUMEN, TRANSFORMER OIL,
RECLAMATION OF USED ENGINE OILS,
CUTTING OILS AND ALLIED PROJECTS IN CD Rs. 22000/-

BRAKE OIL, BITUMEN, CALCIUM BASE GREASE, DOT-4 BRAKE OIL,
EMULSIFIERS FOR CUTTING OILS, EXTRA HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICATING
GREASE, FOOD GRADE GREASE OR LUBRICANT, FUEL OIL, LITHIUM BASED
GREASES, LUBE OIL & GREASES, MOLYBDENUM BASED LUBRICANT,
PETROLEUM JELLY, REFINERY PETROL/DIESEL ETC, RECLAMATION OF
TRANSFORMER OIL, RECLAMATION OF HYDRAULIC OIL, RECLAMATION OF
USED ENGINE OIL (BY CLAY AND VACUUM DISTILLATION PROCESS), RUST
PREVENTION LUBE OIL, SILICON GREASE, SOLUBLE CUTTING OIL, TEFLON
GREASE, TRANSFORMER OIL, TURBINE OIL, WIRE DRAWING LUBRICANTS,
WHITE OIL FROM KEROSENE OIL.
75 ENTERTAINMENT, INFOTECH, EDUCATIONAL, MANAGEMENT, HOSPITALITY & WARE HOUSE PROJECTS
(75 PROJECT REPORTS IN CD)                                              Rs. 22000/-

AMUSEMENT PARK, AMUSEMENT PARK CUM WATER PARK, AYURVEDIC/HERBAL COLLEGE WITH HOSPITAL, ASTROLOGY INSTITUTE, BANQUET HALL, BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING (BPO), B.ED AND LAW COLLEGE, BIO TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE, COLLEGE, COLD STORAGE, COMPUTER EDUCATION INSTITUTE, COMMUNITY CENTRE, CALL CENTRE, CALL CENTRE (INTERNATIONAL), CHILDREN RECREATION CENTRE, CYBER CAFE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DATA PROCESSING CENTRE, DENTAL COLLEGE, DENTAL CLINIC, DAY BOARDING SCHOOL WITH HOSTEL, E-COMMERCE, ENTERTAINMENT CLUB, ENGINEERING COLLEGE, FAST FOOD PARLOUR, FILM VIDEO STUDIO, FRANCHISE TRAINING PROGRAM, FASHION TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE WITH HOSTEL, GOLF COURSE, HOSTEL WITH MESS, HOSTEL, HEALTH CLUB & FITNESS CENTER (GYM), HEALTH CLUB CUM BEAUTY PARLOUR WITH SONABATH, HOLIDAY RESORTS, HOSPITAL CUM RESEARCH CENTRE, HOTEL INDUSTRY (FIVE STAR), I.T. PARK, LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS, MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE B.ED, LAW & BIO-TECHNOLOGY, MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE FOR MBA, BBA, BCA, B.COM BSIT, EXMBA, MCA, MSIT, PH.D. DEGREE, MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITAL & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION CENTRE, MENTAL RETARDATION HOSPITAL & CEREBRAL PALSY, MOTEL/SMALL HOTEL, MULTIPLEX CUM ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE, MINERAL WATER (PACKED IN BOTTLES, GLASSES & JARS), MEGA FOOD PARK, MEDICAL COLLEGE, NURSING HOME (25 BEDS), MATERNITY NURSING HOME, OLD AGE HOME, PRE NURSERY, NURSERY & K.G SCHOOL, PORTAL, PRE NURSERY SCHOOL, PRE-FABRICATED BUILDINGS, REHABILITATION CENTRE FOR AGED & NEEDY PERSONS, RESTAURANTS WITH PUB, RESTAURANT, RESIDENTIAL CUM COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS, RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX (TOWNSHIP), SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE (SEZ) OR INDUSTRIAL PARK (MULTI PRODUCTS), SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, SCHOOL WITH HOSTEL FACILITY, SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL INCLUDING PRIMARY, MIDDLE & SENIOR SECONDARY, MINI NURSING HOME, LIBRARY FOR WOMEN, SELF EMPLOYMENT FACILITIES FOR WOMEN, SCHOOL, SCHOOL AIDED (SCHOOL WITH NURSING SCHOOL FOR STAFF NURSE & MIDWIFE), COMPUTER TRAINING INSTITUTE, LAB TECHNICIAN (MEDICO), SANITARY, THREE STAR HOTEL, TRAVELLING AGENCY, TOURIST CLUB, VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE, VETERINARY COLLEGE WITH HOSPITAL, WARE HOUSE, WATER PARK, WOMEN'S HOSTEL
46 Projects on INFRASTRUCTURE, REAL ESTATE, HOTELS, HOSPITALS, HOSPITALITY, SCHOOL, COLLEGES, CLUBS, RESORTS & CONSTRUCTION BASED PROJECTS IN CD.
(46 PROJECT REPORTS IN CD - Rs. 21000/-

1. AMUSEMENT PARK
2. AMUSEMENT PARK CUM WATER PARK
3. ASTROLOGY INSTITUTE
4. BANQUET HALL
5. BIO - TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
6. COLLEGE
7. COLD STORAGE
8. COMPUTER EDUCATION INSTITUTE
9. COMMUNITY CENTRE
10. DENTAL COLLEGE
11. ENGINEERING COLLEGE
12. ENTERTAINMENT CLUB
13. FAST FOOD PARLOUR
14. FASHION TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
15. GOLF COURSE
16. HEALTH CLUB & FITNESS CENTER (GYM)
17. HEALTH CLUB CUM BEAUTY PARLOUR WITH SONABATH
18. HOTEL INDUSTRY (FIVE STAR CATEGORY)
19. HOLIDAY RESORTS
20. HOSPITAL CUM RESEARCH CENTRE
21. HOSTEL
22. HOSTEL WITH MESS
23. LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
24. MULTIPLEX CUM ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE
25. MEGA FOOD PARK
26. MOTEL/SMALL HOTEL
27. MEDICAL COLLEGE
28. MEDICAL COLLEGE, HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
29. MENTAL RETARDATION HOSPITAL & CEREBRAL PALSY
30. MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE FOR B.ED, LAW & BIO TECHNOLOGY
31. NURSING HOME (25 BEDS)
32. PRE NURSERY SCHOOL
33. PRE NURSERY, NURSERY AND K.G. SCHOOL
34. RESTAURANT WITH PUB
35. RESIDENTIAL APPARTMENTS
36. RESTAURANT
37. RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT CUM COMMERCIAL COMPLEX
38. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
39. THREE STAR HOTEL
40. TRAVELLING AGENCY
41. TOURIST CLUB
42. SCHOOL AIDED (SCHOOL WITH NURSING SCHOOL
FOR STAFF NURSE & MIDWIFE, COMPUTER TRAINING INSTITUTE, LAB. TECHNICIAN (MEDICO), SANITARY INSPECTOR, CUTTING & TRAINING INCLUDING FASHION DESIGNING & BEAUTY PARLOUR)

43. VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE
44. WATER PARK
45. WARE HOUSE
46. WOMEN’S HOSTEL

MULTIPLE PROJECT PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

8 MANGO AND MANGO BASED PROJECTS
(8 PROJECT REPORTS) Rs. 16000/-

FRUIT DRINK RASNA TYPE, MANGO PAPPAD (AAM PAPPAD), MANGO POWDER, MANGO PROCESSING & CANNING (MANGO PULP), MANGO JUICE, PECTIN FROM MANGO PEELS, PICKLES, MANGO KERNEL SEED POWDER (STARCH)
29 NEW PROFITABLE 1.5 Cr. TO 3 Cr. PROJECTS IN CD
(29 PROJECT REPORTS IN CD) Rs. 27000/-

MULTIPLE PROJECT REPORTS IN CD ROM

1. ALUMINIUM DOORS, WINDOWS, RAILINGS AND FITTINGS
   (WITH ANODIZING & POWDER COATING)
2. AIR CONDITIONERS & PARTS (WINDOW TYPE)
3. ALUMINIUM PHOSPHIDE
4. BIOFERTILIZER
5. COLD STORAGE
6. COPPER WIRE DRAWING & ENAMELLING PLANT
7. COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CALL CENTRE
8. CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS
9. COLD/SOFT DRINKS
10. CALCIUM CARBONATE (PRECIPITATED AND ACTIVATED)
11. CASHEW NUT SHELL LIQUID AND KERNEL PROCESSING
12. CHLORINATED PARAFFIN WAX (CPW)
13. COPPER OXYCHLORIDE 50 % W.P.
14. DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SYRINGES (STERILISED)
15. FOOD PROCESSING UNIT
   (GARLIC, PINEAPPLE CANNING & TOMATO PROCESSING)
16. FIBRE COTTON FROM SILICA SAND (BEACH SAND)
17. HDPE/PP WOVEN SACKS (BAGS)
18. MINERAL WATER & SODA WATER
19. MINI STEEL PLANT/ M.S. INGOTS
   BY INDUCTION FURNACE
20. MINERAL WOOL OR SLAG WOOL OR GLASS WOOL
21. NUTS, BOLTS, RIVERTS ETC. (INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS)
22. OFFSET PRINTING PRESS
23. PINE APPLE JUICE MANUFACTURING & CANNING
24. PVC PIPE AND FITTING
25. ROLLER FLOUR MILL
26. SURGICAL COTTON AND BANDAGES (EOU)
27. TEXTILE BLEACHING, DYEING AND FINISHING
28. WELDING ELECTRODE
29. ZINC & COPPER SULPHATE
Price In India For Each Above Project Report Is Rs. 10,000/- To Rs. 15,000/- along with Cd-Rom Or Us $ 350/- To 500/- Each For Overseas Clienteles.

For Any Enquiry To Buy The Project Report Please Call On Mobile: 09811437895 (Sudhir Gupta)

Payment May Be Transferred In Eiri Account In Any Of The Bank:

* ICICI Bank Ltd. CA-038705000994
* HDFC Bank CA-05532020001279
* Axis Bank CA-054010200006248
* Union Bank Of India CA- 307201010015149
* State Bank Of India CA-30408535340

All Current Accounts Are In The Name Of:

Engineers India Research Institute,
4449 Nai Sarak,
Main Road, Near Chandni Chowk,
Delhi – 110006 (India) Ph : 09811437895
E-Mail : eiribooks@yahoo.com or eiriprojects@gmail.com

Visit [http://www.eiribooksandprojectreports.com](http://www.eiribooksandprojectreports.com) For Regular Updations.……………………Eiri